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ABSTRACT 
This thesis investigates an in-service teacher training programme for using ICT in subject 
teaching in Greek schools. The programme was aimed at teachers of Greek philology and 
lasted for an academic year. Its aim. was to enable teachers to use ICT in their teaching. 
The study begins with a literature review of both educational change and ICT in education. 
It reaches in conclusions on appropriate strategies of developing the use of ICT in schools. 
Next a methodology chapter reviews the nature of case studies and explains the mixed 
methods approach in this thesis. Findings are then reported. First the perceptions of 
teachers who took part in the training. Next, the perceptions of their teacher-trainers. Next, 
me perceptions of the head-teachers in the schools in which the teachers worked. Finally, 
the perceptions of the people who designed the training programme. 
The report shows both shortcomings and positive aspects of the training and in particular 
points to the very hmited impact it had on teachers' practice. A concept map offers a 
clearer picture of the data while illustrating any causal relationships. 
A fiwffier investigation of the Greek educational culture is offered and this provides a new 
dimension for understanding the results. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS 
1.1 Introduction 
This case study is an investigation of an in-service training programme to support the use 
of Information and Communication Tecýmology (ICT) in Greek public secondary schools. 
Methods used include documents reviews, questionnaires, interviews and observation. 
Findings are reported in the context of theoretical background relating to successful change 
and innovation, effective teaching/learning and professional development, and, especially, 
effective ICT in-service training. Practical recommendations are made which contribute to 
the design and provision of an ICT in-service training. These recommendations may be 
applied by others striving to integrate ICT in their educational context. It is worth 
clarifying that 'ICT' is used in this thesis when technology is seen as connected to cross- 
curriculum needs, while 'IT' (Information Technology) is used when technology is seen as 
a subject and basic skills. 
1.2 Overview of the Thesis 
After referring to the origin and the aim of the research topic, and having defined the 
objectives, the key questions, and the importance of the research, the thesis describes the 
Greek educational system (Chapter 1) in detail. The aspects of the Greek educational 
system that need to be highlighted are the general administration and responsibilities, the 
introduction of IT and ICT, pre-service teacher training, and the method of appointment of 
Chapter I Introduction to the Thesis 
teachers to schools. In that way the context in which the training took place will be 
explained. 
Chapter 2 explores the relevant literature. The areas of investigation are: theories of 
educational change and reform; the forms of changes and the process of effective change-, 
the stance of researchers towards the introduction of ICT in the classroom and its use in the 
classroom including the barriers to teachers' use of ICT; the role of the teacher in the 
implementation of ICT; and the role of pre- and in-service training in ICT. This wide 
review helps to present a deeper understanding of the topic under investigation, leading to 
the definition of effective ICT in-service training and eventually to the construction of the 
required research tools. 
The next step deepens the research methodology (Chapter 3) by detailing the most 
appropriate methods and tools to address the research questions. The thesis explores the 
theoretical background of qualitative and quantitative research and compares the available 
methods and tools. Having chosen the methods and the tools that were to be employed 
(questionnaires, interview schedules, observation sheets), I felt the need to construct and 
test these tools in a pilot study. 
The method of analysis had to be assessed (Chapter 4). Before collecting the data, I 
thought it useful to know how data would be analysed; what theoretical propositions, if 
any, might underlie the approach and, how the data could be coded; how the qualitative 
and quantitative methods should be combined and how the report of the research should be 
2 
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presented. In this way the collection of data became an easier and systematic process and 
the analysis more straightforward. 
The presentation of data is covered in Chapters 5,6,7,8. Data are evaluated on the basis 
of interviewee job function: teachers; head-teachers; teacher-trainers and program 
designers. Chapter 9 covers the analysis of data, generated from the research questions set 
out in Chapter 1. A matrix table is used along with a concept map, in order to highlight the 
causal relationships among the dominant perspectives of the participants. Finally a 
comparison with the literature (Chapter 10) and some final remarks are made (Chapter I I). 
The findings of the research present an exarnple of training with very little impact on 
teachers' practice, offering at the same time a mirror of how to plan and implement one 
properly. There were deficiencies throughout all the phases of the training: the planning of 
the programme, the planning of the sessions, the carrying out of the prograrnme and its 
evaluation. The particular educational context and teacher status were found to be further 
crucial barriers to the implementation of ICT. 
1.3 The Origin of the Proposal for this Research 
Before setting out the research, I set out my interest in the topic. My nationality is Greek : -D 
and my first degree is in Classics (University of Athens). The decision to undertake this 
research was taken four years ago, while I was a MA student in the University Warwick. 
I 
was always attracted to education and psychology more than to Classics; therefore 
I came 
to UK for my MA in Educational Studies. The fascinating experience of seeing the 
benefits 
Chapter I Introduction to the Thesis 
of ICT use in teaching and learning which I gained from my visits to English schools. 
during my MA course, were crucial in my decision to look into teachers' ICT in-service 
training. More specifically, the major reason, which led me to conduct the present research 
is my awareness of the decision of the Greek Ministry of Education to promote the use of 
ICT in secondary education, which culminated in the Endoscholiki Epimorfosi (EE) ICT 
in-service training programme. This led -to the planning and the execution of the first ICT 
in-service training programmes in Greece with the aim of covering the needs of the whole 
population of Greek teachers. I wanted to look at this issue in a wider context. I have a 
European perspective on education and I wanted to investigate the rich experience existing 
in other European countries on this topic and relevant studies that emphasised the 
importance of teacher ICT in-service training as a factor, which could contribute to 
successful ICT implementation. The findings of research carried out in Greece and 
elsewhere, especially in United Kingdom (UK), showed up the need for the training 
programme designers to reform the ICT in-service training provided. 
1.4 The Aim of the Research 
This research describes an ICT in-service training (EE) provided to Greek secondary 
education teachers, the way this innovation was planned and implemented, and evaluates 
its effectiveness and impact at a personal and school level. It investigates the stance the 
teachers involved took towards the training, and explores the ways and reasons why ICT 
was, or was not, - 
implemented into their everyday school teaching activities. It explores the 
attitudes of teachers, head-teachers, teach er-trainers (those teachers who attended post- 
4 
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graduate training in order to train teachers in ICT) and policy-makers towards the training 
process, the development of relationships and teachers' conceptions of ICT in general and 
of the specific ICT training which they received. 
These general aims suggest more specific questions that must be answered during the 
study: 
1. What type of the innovation was planned and introduced and by whom? 
- Who planned the programme? 
- Was it a centralised or decentralised initiative? 
2. What were the important characteristics of the EE training, according to 
perspectives of teachers, head-teachers, teach er-train ers and program me-designers 
regarding delivery, structure and content? 
- Did the training have an impact on teachers' Practice? 
- Which aspects of the training were most valued by the teachers? 
- Which aspects of the training were least valued by the teachers? 
- To what extent did head-teachers support teachers? 
- To what extent were teacher-trainers adequately prepared for their role? 
3. What problems emerged during the preparation and delivery of the programme? 
- How did designers and teach er-trainers take into account the existence of two 
programmes? 
Chapter I Introduction to the Thesis 
- Was the school environment appropriate for the school based part of the training? 
- Was there appropriate infrastructure and technical support? 
- Were there opportunities for hands-on work and lesson observations? 
4. What prevented or helped teachers to use ICT in their teaching? 
Were the teachers provided with enough time to plan and implement the use of 
ICT? 
- Could teachers fit their use of ICT into the existing curriculum? 
- Were teachers supported and pressured to use ICT? 
1.5 The Structure of the Greek Educational System 
Each national educational system promotes different rationales and employs different 
implementation strategies suited to their own particular needs (Vavouraki, 2004). 
Therefore, in order to understand and evaluate the use of new technologies in an 
educational system, a thorough knowledge of the structure of the educational system itself 
is required. That is why the administration and responsibilities of the Greek educational 
system as well as the role of ICT in the Greek educational system are presented. 
1.5.1 Administration and Responsibilities 
The Greek educational system, in spite of a recent process of profound structuring and 
reform, continues to be a centralised system and remains unchanged in its main 
bureaucratic and hierarchical traits (Zambeta, 2002). It is governed by national laws, voted 
6 
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on by the National Parliament, and by executive acts, decrees and ministerial decisions. 
These laws affect the organisation of educational institutions, the content of the curriculum 
and the timetable of schools, the organisation of national examinations, teachers training 
and so on. 
At the top of the educational hierarchy is the Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs 
ffPEPTh), which forms and conducts the administration of primary and secondary 
education and is responsible for the implementation of all laws, decrees and directives. The 
Ministry of Education aided by two educational bodies: the Pedagogical Institute (PI), a 
supreme instructional educational body and the Educational Research Centre (ERC), an 
organ that aims to identify the educational needs of teachers in primary and secondary 
schools and to help them meet these needs by providing resources and support. 
The Minister of Education directs the Heads of Directorates of Education (Prefectures) 
who administer both the public and private schools of their district. Under the direction of 
the Heads of Directorate of Education are the Heads of Education Offices, placed in 
prefectures with many provinces or with many schools. The hierarchy continues with the 
Principal, the Vice-Principal and the Teacher Associations who administer each school 
unit. The Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs assigns duties to them and demands 
their fulfillment (Educational Research Centre, 2002). In 2002, the Regional Education 
Directorates, a new educational institution was established (Law 2986/2002) to coordinate 
the function of the Directorates of Education and of the Education Offices. 
7 
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Ministry of Education 
(YPEPTH) 
Pedagogical Institute 
Regional 
Directorates 
Educational 
Directorates of Education 
(Prefectures) 
Educational Offices 
(Province) 
Private and Public 
Schools 
Introduction to the Thesis 
Educational research 
Center 
Figure 1.1: The broad structure of the Educational system (source: Educational research Centre, 2002) 
Greek general education consists of two levels: Primary and Secondary. Secondary 
education caters for children of 12 to 18 years old and is divided into two levels: 
Gymnasium and Lyceum. Pupils proceed from the primary school to the Gymnasium and 
from the Gymnasium to one of the two kinds of Lyceum, the Unified Lyceum and the 
Technical Vocational Lyceum, without examinations, on precondition that they have the 
certificate of graduation from each level. Students who have graduated from the Lyceum 
may register for one of the Public Universities or Technical Colleges provided that they 
8 
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have succeeded in examinations conducted by the Ministry of Education on a pan-Hellenic 
level (Drennoyianni, 2004). 
Tertiary Education______,. University Institutions 
(Age 18-22/24) 
(Age 15-18) High level 
r- 
Secondary 
Education 
Unified Lyceurns 
(Age 12-15) 
Compulsory 
Low level 
Education 
Institutions of 
Technological Education 
Technical Vocational 
Lyceurns 
Gymnasiums 
(Age 6-12) 
Primary Education 
(Age 4-6) 
Primary Schools 
Nursery schools 
Figure 1.2: The levels of education (source: Educational Research Centre, 2002) 
The aims and the content of each subject taught in schools are described in the National 
Curriculum and are materialised through the use of the textbooks accompanied by teachers 
directives, written under the supervision of the Pedagogical Institute (PI) and distributed 
free of charge. Kynigos et al. (2002, pp. 192-193) notes that, as happens with systemic and 
social structures in education in general (Hoyles, 1993); the Greek educational system is 
conservative and actually hinders teachers and pupils from creative initiatives. It imposes 
9 
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on students, teachers, and school administrators prescribed curriculum, resources and 
assessment and has a negative impact on any attempts made to introduce innovation or 
change. 
The Greek school's timetable ranges from 35 hours (low level secondary schools) to 31-33 3 
hours per week (high level secondary schools) (Ministerial Decree A2/6953/1997). 
According to the Law 1566/85, Greek teachers' work hours gradually decrease as their 
duration of public service increases. Teachers who have not completed six years in public 
service teach twenty-one hours per week, teachers with six to twelve years teach nineteen 
hours per week, while teachers who have completed twelve years of public service have to 
teach eighteen hours per week. 
Although the same law defines that teachers have to stay at school six hours per day (8am- 
2pm) for school development, most leave the school after finishing their teaching on the 
grounds that they have to prepare lessons for their next day and that their school does not 
provide the necessary facilities. This loose legislative framework and the weak authority of 
head-teachers enable teachers to do this. 
1.5.2 IT in the Greek Education System 
In recent years a large number of schools in Greece participated in educational 
I programmes mostiy funded by the European Union (EU). One such initiative concerns 
ICT, which has recently been introduced as a teaching tool. Initiatives have followed the 
traditional top-down process, where decisions are taken centrally by the Ministry of 
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Education, advised by specially appointed committees (Vavouraki, 2004). Although these 
committees were planned as an opportunity to reform and improve the educational process, 
it seems that they have not yet produced the expected results (Vosniadou and loannides, 
2002). 
1. The introduction of IT as a separate subject in the National Curriculum 
In Greece until 1985 computers and IT in general had not been introduced into primary and 
secondary education. The institutional framework for education, as appears in the 
introductory report of the Act of Parl. iament 'The Structure and the Function of Primary 
and Secondary Education' (Law 1566/86) identifies the main traits of the Greek education 
system and states that the main aim of primary and secondary education is the preparation 
of pupils to live in the continuingly changing conditions that the scientific-technological 
revolution creates. 
During the 1980s government officials and education experts were convinced that 
computer literacy or informatics should become an integral part of modem education 
(Maritsas et al., 1992). In response to this challenge the Greek Ministry of Education 
introduced computer literacy as an independent compulsory course at the second grade of 
Unified Lyceum in 1985 and at the same time decided to implement computer literacy 
courses in all lower secondary general schools (i. e. introduction to computer concepts and 
basic skills) (Makrakis, 1997, Komis, 2004, pp. 42-43). It was believed that it would be 
technically and educationally quite complex to carry out the parallel introduction of the 
ICT use for educational purposes in schools (Vavouraki, 2004). The introduction and 
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implementation of IT in education in Greece reflected a theoretical and techno-centric 
stance to computer literacy instruction (Makrakis, 1997, Maritsas, 1993). 
11. The introduction of computers in schools as a tool 
The implementation of IT in the secondary education National Curriculum did not then 
have any effect on subject teaching and learning (Kontogiannopouou-Po lydori des, 1996). 
The first suggestion for implementing ICT as a tool in schools was made in 1992 (Maritsas 
et al., 1992). In fact, for the first time a Unified Framework Studies Programme (UFSP) 
was planned and completed at the end of 1997 and it was institutional ised in 1998. 
According to Vavouraki (2004) two main factors in the mid-1990s changed the pattern of 
implementation of ICT in Greek schools: first the need to modemise teaching and leaming 
in Greek schools and the belief that this could be done by using ICT; and second, funds 
from the European Union (Second European Community Support Framework) and the 
responsibilities arising from that. This programme was slightly changed in 2001-2003 
(FEK 1376/18-10-2001), without losing its basic philosophy, orientation and content. 
Policies were introduced to address the challenge of the implementation of ICT in all 
levels of Greek education and affect aspects such as, for example, the curriculum, the 
teaching methods, the specifications of the relevant textbooks and the construction of 
computer suites. 
Three training programmes of different types were designed and implemented: 
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(i) The 'Odysseia'- Hellenic Schools in the Information Society Programme 
The 'Odysseia' Project, which could be characterised as an 'integrated' long-term 
programme (Kontogiannopoulou-Polydorides, 1996), was launched by the Ministry of 
Education in 1996 (Kynigos, 2002, p. 33) and lasted until 2001 (Vavouraki, 2004). This 
project was designed by the Academic Research Institute on Computer Technology. an 
independent academic research and development Institute founded in 1985 in Patras. It was 
supervised by the Ministry of National Education, in cooperation with the appropriate 
departments of the Ministry of Education, more specifically the Directorate for Secondary 
Education Studies, Directorate for Community Support Framework and the Pedagogical 
Institute. It was intended to cover 10% of the total number of schools all over Greece 
(Kynigos, 2003). 
The 'Odysseia' project mainly aimed to develop the necessary 'critical mass' of school 
communities that would integrate technologies as an everyday tool, encourage exploratory 
and collaborative learning, develop the communication skills of pupils and provide 
valuable experience for ftuther diffusion. This project sought to develop appropriate 
educational material and to organise school computer suites for teaching purposes, and 
tried to realise its goals in two basic ways: 
- By providing training and necessary support for teachers of all subjects during 
school hours by ICT trained teachers; 
- By training teacher-trainers and organising school-based 
in-service teacher 
education (Polites et aL, 2000, Vosniadou and loannides, 2002). 
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It is worth noting that neither of the above had been initiated earlier except the equipping 
of schools with computer suites for the teaching of IT. 
At the beginning of the project (September 1999), it was announced that there was need for 
15 teachers of various specialisms to volunteer to participate in the project and become 
teacher-trainers. Selection would be based on the length of teaching experience, sensitivity 
towards the contribution of ICT to teaching, and a positive stance towards implementing 
computers into school teaching and learning practice. The following year 90 more teachers 
were added. They were trained at post-graduate level for one year in three training centres 
overseen by three Universities, the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, the 
Aristotelian University of Thessaloniki and the University of Macedonia. These were 
independent in carrying out the relevant programme. The Committee responsible for the 
selection of trainers downgraded the criteria during the second year (2000-2001) in order 
to cover the training needs of areas in which recruitment was difficult. 
The main aim of the training was to enable these teachers to educate colleagues in the use 
of ICT for teaching and learning in their respective specialisms. The whole training 
programme was organised on two levels: (i) on a theoretical level, taking place in the 
University and (ii) on a practical level, taking place in the schools for which they were 
responsible. On that level the future teacher-trainers were obliged to follow 'horizontal' 
training, that is to all teachers irrespective of specialism, and 'vertical' training, that is to 
the teachers' of the same specialism (Kynigos, 2002, p. 40-42). During the years 1999- 
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2000 and 2000-2001 105 teacher-trainers in total had completed the post-graduate courses 
specifically designed to educate teachers in the use of ICT in schools. 
After completing their course these 105 teachers were relieved of their school duties and 
were given the task of engaging in in-service education prograrnmes (Kontakides and 
Kaskandami, 2004). They were responsible for training 5,500 teachers and for introducing 
ICT to the teachers of the school in which they taught as well as to the teachers of three or 
four neighbouring schools. This programme operated at two levels. The first covered the 
introductory concepts of computer science and some basic issues relevant to the handling 
of computer (horizontal), while the second, was expected to give teachers of the same 
specialism, the necessary ability to incorporate ICT into teaching as a catalyst for the 
reconstruction of education (vertical). To achieve this purpose the training provided 
covered the following topics (Kynigos, 2003, p. 263-264): 
- The educational value of ICTs; 
- ICT teaching methodology; 
- Technical training in the use of educational; 
- Methods for teaching classes in the 'Odysseia' ICT computer suites. 
During the 'Odysseia' project educational software had been created, in order to be used in 
the training and later by the teachers. In addition, an educational website www. e-yliko. gr 
had been organised in which the teacher-trainers published suggestions for lessons with 
ICT to provide additional help. 
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Hatzilakos et al. (2001) and Kynigos (2003) refer to some considerable difficulties, which 
arose during the implementation of project 'Odysseia', namely: 
The administration and management, including the considerable workload involved 
in the attempt to coordinate a variety of specialisms; 
- The need to recognise and institutional i se the teacher-trainer and the technical 
assistant roles; 
- The complex character of the project activity; 
- The failure of administration to recognise its importance; 
- The difficulty of infusion in the classroom and the 'messy' nature of classroom 
applications. 
(ii) The 'Preparing Teachers of the Information Society Programme' 
Responding to the challenges created by the 'Odysseia' programme the Greek Ministry of 
Education invested a total of 100 million ECUs over a three year period (2000-2003) and 
gave the Pedagogical Institute (PI) the task to plan and implement a project, the largest and 
most comprehensive in the Greek education, entitled 'Preparing Teachers for the 
Information Society' (YPEPTh, 2000). This programme started in January 200 1, was 
carried out in Training Support Centres (TSC) and was expected to fulfill its aims by the 
end of 2003, which were to provide 75,000 teachers all over Greece with ICT in-service 
training. 
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This training programme was structured on three levels. However, only Level I (P I) was 
put in practice. rom the brief description of activity included in the 5572/28-11-2000 
circular of the Pedagogical Institute appears that teachers were asked to participate in: 
Level One (Pl): Training in generic ICT skills (48 hours). 
Level Two (P2): Training in the use -of ICT in subject teaching and its integration in 
educational practice (24 hours). 
Level Three (P3): Design and production of educational activities, lesson plans and 
scenarios related to the ICT exploitation in classroom (40 hours). 
According to the programme's aims by the end of the training teachers should know when, 
how and why ICT could and should be used in the teaching and learning process, how to 
choose, organise and use resources provided by the ICT in order to design and prepare 
effective and productive teaching (Papadopoulos et al., 200 1). 
This project was designed to be decentralised. In-service training was being organised at a 
local level, with decisions over the time of training, the methods employed and the 
provider used being made by the schools. 7be project's framework though had been 
determined by the Pedagogical Institute (PI), which produced the educational material and 
the training curriculum for all training programmes (Papadopoulos et al., 200 1, 
Drenoyianni, 2002, p. 549; YPEPTh, 2000). Participating teachers were to be given a 
certificate for attending the programme, while those who wished could take part 
in special 
examinations related to the skills acquired during the Level I of the programme 
in order to 
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take a 'Certificate of Successful Attendance'. The results of the programme were to be 
evaluated on the basis mostly of the skills acquired by the teachers (YPEPTh, 2000). In 
addition, teachers were granted free ISDN Internet connection. 
(iii) The 'In-school Training in ICT' Programme' 
From the academic year 2001-2002 the 'Odysseia' training programme passed into the 
responsibility of the Ministry of Education and another programme, known as 
'Endoscholiki Epimorfosi' (EE), started operating with some striking differences from the 
'Odysseia' Project. Kontakides and Kaskandami (2004, p. 1) noted: 
At the centre of the whole attempt is the trained teacher-trainer, who, through the 
training, acquires characteristics which define him, not only when he teaches his 
students at the computer laboratory, but in all aspects of school life. 
In fact the teacher-trainers had been charged with the responsibility of providing training 
only to the teachers of the same specialism as themselves in their own school and other 
neighbouring schools. Each teacher-trainer, after identifying the special needs of teachers 
and their willingness to participate in this ICT in-service training, formed three groups 
consisting of 10- 12 teachers. 
The training meetings were held in ICT computer suites of the schools, once per week, 
outside school hours and lasted three hours. These suites were provided by the Information 
Society Project of the Ministry of Education. The content of these meetings was defined by 
a special Committee of the Ministry of Education within the Framework of ICT Training 
Programme (Dapontes and Kontakides, 2001, Kontakides and Kaskandami, 2004). 
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Teachers trained by certified teacher-trainers were expected to learn to use ICT in teaching 
units from the official textbooks of their subject. They were also obliged to organise two 
sessions in the computer suites of their schools for their pupils and with the assistance of 
their teacher-trainer in order to acquire a 'Certificate of Successful Attendance' 
(Kontakides and Kaskandami, 2004). The participants finishing their training course were 
to be given a certificate after taking' part in examinations, which would take place 
separately in computer suites specially set aside for this purpose in Greek Universities and 
Technical Institutions (Vosniadou and loannides, 2002). This programme was completed 
by the end of 2003 and for the time being is not being continued. The lack of necessary 
funds and the political change that took place in Greece in 2004 interrupted the 
continuation of the programme. 
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Programmes employed for the Implementation of ICT in teaching 
Agent Ministry of Education- 
CTI 
Title 'Odysseia'-Hellenic 
Schools in the 
Information Society 
Years 1996-2001 
Agent Ministry of Education 
Title In-school training in ICT 
Years 2001-2003 
Agent Pedagogical Institute 
Title Preparing Teachers 
for Information 
Society (TSE) 
Years 2000-2003 
Figgre 1.3: Prowammes employed for the Implementation of ICT in teaching. 
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1.5.3. The Evaluation of these Training Schemes 
There was not an official evaluation of the EE programme. Small-scale research was 
conducted in Greece by several interested academics and teacher-trainers who found that: 
- There were unclear conceptions about the teachers' role in promoting ICT within 
schools and the lack of a framework for the introduction of ICT in the curriculum 
made the integration of ICT in schools and its use for educational purposes difficult 
(Kynigos, 2001); 
A strong school policy for the integration of ICT and a positive school culture and a 
general positive climate expressed by mutual support and collaboration was a key 
factor that could promote the diffusion of ICT into school (Svolopoulos et al., 
2002; Vavouraki, 2004); 
- The educational software provided, although serving some educational aims, was 
judged to be very limited in quantity and poor in quality and variety (Kynigos, 
200 1; Vosniadou and Kollias, 200 1; Svolopoulos et al, 2002); 
- The existing computer suites in schools and the relevant facilities available were 
quite limited (Vosniadou and Kollias, 2001); 
- Time constraints prevented teachers from integrating ICT into their teaching 
(Vosniadou and Kollias, 2001); 
- ICT training was not long enough (Kynigos et al. 2001, Vosniadou and Kollias, 
200 1); 
- There were problems related to ICT implementation and use in the classroom and 
ICT integration within the current National Curriculum; the duration of teachers' 
involvement with the project as well as the duration of teachers' training was 
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reflected in the level of ICT implementation (Svolopoulos et al., 2002; Hatzilakos 
et al., 2001); 
For the effective use of ICT continuous technical and professional support and 
encouragement from in-school and out of school factors is necessary (Svolopoulos 
et al., 2002), but was insufficient with the programmes (Kynigos et al., 2001; 
Vosniadou and Kollias, 200 1); 
- This small-scale use of ICT in teaching created a positive leaming environment 
(Kynigos, 2001), but teachers rarely made use of the software available for their 
everyday teaching (Svolopoulos et al., 2002); 
- The focus of Lyceum pupils' efforts on preparation for entry examinations to the 
Universities lessens their motivation to attend lessons performed with the use of 
ICT (Educational Research Center, 2000; Vosniadou and Kollias, 2001). 
1.5.4. The Provision of ICT in Greek Universities 
The provision of ICT in Greek Universities seems to be insufficient and mainly skills 
oriented. No coordination exists between the Universities that prepare teachers and Greek 
schools as regards ICT. Student-teachers do not gain ICT competence from their 
University studies; they are not ready to implement ICT during their school placement and 
to adopt new technologies in their teaching. They do not participate in ICT training during 
the first year of their teaching career in order to be capable of integrating ICT in teaching 
and learning. The content of computer courses offered at Universities does not match the 
student teachers professional needs and expectations, since the machines used are not 
updated. Furthermore, the instruction is given from a technical or computer science 
perspective and the instructors who usually teach these courses come mostly from the field 
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of computer sciences and lack pedagogical or educational experience (Makrakis-, 1997; 
Drossos, 1998; Drenoyianni, 2004). 
From 1998 an independent body called Supreme Committee of Personnel Selection 
(SCPS) started conducting Pan-Hellenic examinations every second year in which all those 
who have graduated from Greek Universities have the right to participate. These 
examinations assess the general and specific scientific and pedagogical knowledge of the 
candidates in three subjects relevant to their specialism. For example, candidates 
graduating from the Department of Classical Philology are obliged to be exarnined in C7-- 
Educational material plus three subjects relevant to their specialism, namely Ancient 
Greek, Modem Greek and History. This process shows that ICT knowledge is 
underestimated and ICT skills are not taken under consideration for teachers' selection and 
appoin ment. 
1.6 The Importance of the Research 
This study of EE will be useful from many aspects. It will enrich the literature adding to 
the ideas and findings of previous research into ICT training for teachers and curriculum 
reform. It will also give an exemplar of ICT teachers' training and educational change 
from a country with a centralised educational system with striking school culture 
peculiarities and will show whether commonly accepted theories on ICT implementation 
can be applied to other cultural environments. It will help programme designers to make 
necessary changes and modifications to teacher training projects. The research will also be 
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valuable to teachers as reform agents, because it will help them to identify their real 
training needs and contribute to their professional development that will lead to school 
improvement. FinaUy, the research wifl be important to the Greek education reformers 
providing them with guidelines for appropriate ICT teacher training, helping them to plan 
ICT imovation successfiffly. 
1.7 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, the aims of the research and its context have been defined and an ovemew 
of the thesis provided. The background of the Greek educational system was highlighted 
and the reasons for undertaking the research were explained. As a final part of the 
mtroduction, the importance of the research was discussed. The foflowmg chapter 
examines theories of educational change and reform, forms of change and the process of 
effective change. It also examines the introduction of ICT in the classroom, the barriers to 
ICT use, the role of the teacher in the implementation of ICT and the role of pre- and 
in- 
service training in ICT. 
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2.1 Introduction 
This chapter sets the case study in a wider context by reviewing the literature related to 
theories of educational change and reform, the introduction of ICT in the classroom, the 
barriers to ICT use, deepening into the role of the teacher in the implementation of ICT in 
their teaching and the role of pre- and in-service training in ICT. This review is aiming at a 
definition of the characteristics of an effective ICT in-service training programme and 
gives a basis of comparison when analysing the findings from this study. 
The chapter starts from more general aspects such as the process of effective educational 
change and reform. It continues with research on the introduction of ICT and its use in the 
classroom including teachers' conceptions about the potential of ICT and the factors that 
prevent teachers from using ICT in the classroom. Then it focuses on teachers as the key 
factor for implementation of ICT in the classroom and the pre- and in-service training of 
teachers as factor promoting ICT integration in classroom. Finally it summarises the 
characteristics of an effective ICT in-service training programme. 
2.2 Literature relevant to Educational Change and Reform 
The introduction of computers into school aims to change radically traditional styles of 
teaching and learning. It imposes new roles on schools and teachers 
but it must be 
embedded in appropriate ways. Guskey and Sparks 
(1996) suggest that a good idea 
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implemented poorly seldom brings positive results. Therefore it is necessary to study 
international experience and philosophy of successful implementation of educational 
reform. 
2.2.1 Types of Change 
Changes that are introduced in the educational context are of various kinds (Hopkins et al., 
1996, p. 2; Fullan, 2000). Some are imposed by governments, especially in countries with 
a centralised educational system such as Greece, and are called 'top-down' approaches. 
These approaches are concerned with outcomes rather than processes and may tend to treat 
teachers as part of the problem rather than part of the solution. There are also initiatives 
and interventions that are voluntary or bottom-up and self-imposed by the school. These 
may have more chance of succeeding, because these are less likely to incur resistance and 
sabotage, and tend to make teachers feel less pressurised or frustrated (Harris, 2002, p. 6, 
37). 
D IM Research shows that educational projects that have been effective in one country may 
be 
ineffective in another and that better educational systems are those that meet the particular 
needs of the teachers and the pupils of each school (Stoll et al., 2000, p. 1; Hopkins, 200 1, 
p. 3). This is due to the differences that exist between educational systems and perhaps to 
the degree of decentralisation or centralisation. 
Research evidence also points out that there is no 'universal panacea' or 'blueprint' 
for 
school improvement and that there is no universal starting point for any school. 
Each 
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individual school has its own context, history, leadership, staffing, incentives and, in 
general, its own 'ethos' (Harris, 2002, p. 11). The so-called 'one size fits all' approach 
substantially misinterprets the process of change at both school and classroom level (Stoll 
and Myers, 1998). Hopkins (2001, p. 2) observes that there are not simple and rapid 
solutions to complex challenges and as Harris (2002) suggests: 
the key to school improvement lies in selecting the programme or approach that 
matches the developmental needs or priorities of the school. 
(p. 28) 
Hopkins et al. (1994) distinguish two kinds of school improvement projects: (i) the 
organic, which suggests broad principles, or general strategies within which schools are 
likely to develop and improve and (ii) the mechanistic, which provides direct guidelines 
and prescribe specific strategies and activities. Organic projects have proved to be highly 
effective, because these match the particular developmental needs of the school. 
2.2.2 The Process of Effective Change and Reform 
All stakeholders in managing a change process must be familiar with the phases of change 
and be able to anticipate the possible responses from others prior to introducing the change 
(Harris, 2002). Much of the literature agrees that any process of effective educational 
change or innovation passes through three stages (Fullan, 1991; Mitchell and Sackney, 
2000; Harris, 2002; Goldstein and Ford, 2002): the starting or initiation stage, during 
which schools commence work for their improvement; the securing or implementation 
stage during which schools put their improvement plans into action; the sustaining or : _. ý I, =0 
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institutionalisation stage, during which the practice of school improvement becomes an 
integral part of school development. 
1. Starting or initiation change 
This phase refers to the planning and the introduction of change. Research evidence 
demonstrates the importance of matching school improvement approach and strategy to 
school type, the 'fit' between programme and the developmental needs of the particular 
school (Williams, 1991; Steadman et al., 1995; Craft, 1996) and the anticipation of teacher 
responses. 
A diagnosis of the developmental needs of teachers helps to identify the most appropriate 
techniques and strategies for change (Hopkins et al., 1997; Hopkins et al., 2000; Hopkins 
2001; Harris, 2002). Williams (1991) notes that 
the identification of INSET needs is neither a cosmetic activity nor something that can 
be undertaken in a mechanical way. If it is done badly, then the provision of INSET 
and the evaluation of its effects will also be less efficient and worthwhile. 
113) 
In the context of ICT Passey and Ridgway (1992) say that, because of teacher population 
being diverse regarding their IT needs, and school enviroruments are differentiated too, 
some preliminary work should be done in terms of devising appropriate provision and that, 
if participants' specific needs and demands are not assessed, the impact of the change 
process cannot be evaluated. Goldstein and Ford (2002, p. 83) too emphasise the 
importance of the needs assessment saying that it 'provides all the critical input for both 
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the design of the training environment and the evaluation of the actual training 
programmeý. 
Teachers' response to change need to be anticipated in order to manage change 
successfully (Gray and Wilcox, 1995). Responses range from passive, ambivalent 
acceptance to wholehearted, enthusiastic support. Sikes (1993, p. 45) further notes that 
teacher responses to an imposed change could vary from 'carrying on as before' and 
general 'resistance and sabotage' to 'grasping the opportunity'. 
Fullan (1991) has identified two main barriers that affect the initiation phase of change, 
first lack of access to relevant information about the change itself and second the pressure 
on teachers and the demands made on their time. Research shows that when teachers are 
well informed about proposed changes and are given the opportunity to share in the 
decision-making process, especially when the changes are to influence their work, they are 
more likely to adopt and support these changes (Fullan, 1991; Hargreaves, 1994). A policy 
for the introduction of ICT in education must be grounded on a new vision of 'ownership' 
of innovation, on a sense that teachers are not passive receivers but active co-leamers 
(O'Donnell, 1996; Vivancos, 1997; Ogbom, 2002). It is observed that the way in which 
change is presented to others is critically important, because it determines the degree of 
resistance or support that will ensue (Harris, 2002, p. 37). 
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11. Securing or implementation phase 
During this phase the planned change or innovation is put into practice. Planning stops 
and action begins. Research evidence shows that schools spend a lot of time and attention 
to planning the innovation intended with little emphasis upon action. That is why at this 
stage some innovations may flounder, lose momentum, and 'implementation dip' may 
occur (Fullan, 2001, p. 40), that is a general feeling that the change is making little or no 
progress at all and so additional effort is required to mobilise it (Harris, 2002, p. 43; Joyce 
and Showers, 2002). Some factors that seem to play an important role in the successful 
implementation of any change or reform are: 
(i) Understanding the meaning of change itself. 
Nias (1989) highlights the importance of teachers' beliefs and values for the 
implementation of any reform noting that: 
Modifications in professional practice often require individuals to alter deep-rooted, 
self defining attitudes, values and beliefs; the personal redefinition which it involves is 
likely to be slow, stressful and sometimes traumatic. 
(p. 62) 
Nias (1989, p. 41) stresses the individuality of the meaning of change saying that 'much 
depends on what the change means for teachers' ideologies and philosophies, for the kind 
of teachers they want to be and be seen as being while Stoll and Fink (1996, p. 45) 
note that 'there is not only one version of what ... change should be ... Change is a personal 
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experience'. That is why clarity about the purposes of the change is essential for the 
successful integration of an innovation (Harris, 2002, p. 42). 
(ii) Exercising pressure and providing support. 
Fullan. (2000, p. 41) reviewing three types of large-scale refonn suggests that integrating 
pressure and support is a factor that could contribute not only to the establishing of a large- 
scale reform, but also to sustaining it. Guskey (2002) too maintains that support allows 
those involved in the difficult process of implementation to tolerate anxiety of failure and 
pressure on the other is often necessary to initiate change among those whose self-impetus- 
for change is not great and provides the necessary encouragement and motivation to 
persist. An appropriate mix and balance of pressure and support is also supported by Harris 
(2002, p. 43). 
(iii) Providing the appropriate time. 
A crucial factor for the effective management of an innovation is appropriate time. Change 
at the school level is neither easy nor fast. Researchers maintain that there are no 'quick- 
fixes' to the challenge of improving school performance (Stoll and Myers, 1998; Hopkins, 
2001, p. 2), which reinforces the message that effective school improvement cannot be a 
'bolt on' activity; it is not a single approach but a powerful set of processes. Harris (2002, 
p. 40,45) agrees that without adequate time implementation is likely to flounder and fail. 
On this point Day (1999) adds that, while changes and innovations introduced in education 
burden teachers with more obligations, governments do not allow appropriate time for 
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teachers to meet with one another and discuss new ideas (Day, 1999). Evidence suggests 
that changes that are introduced quickly and without the necessary time for proper 
implementation are likely to fail. Even small-scale changes need time and require careful 
attention to be paid to the phases of change (Leithwood et al., 2002). 
(iv) School working as learning community and community of practice 
Educational change or innovation is best achieved when schools improve teachers' 
capacity (Hopkins et al. 1994), but it is observed that 'continuous capacity building... is 
best done within communities of pr4ctice' (Sergiovanni, 2000, p. 140). In a professional 
community there are shared norms and values among teachers and students (Barth, 1990). 
Teachers participate in decision making and setting aims and objectives, work in a 
collaborative way, and have a shared sense of responsibility for the results of their work 
(Sergiovanni, 2000). Teachers are active in constructing meaning and collaborating in 
mutual inquiry and learning (Mitchell and Sackney, 2000). 
Improvement is widely accepted by researchers (Clarke, 2002; Kynigos, 2003). It is 
acknowledged that a powerful form of teacher learning comes from belonging to 
professional communities (Brown and Duguid, 1991; Talbert and McLaughlin, 1994). 
Professional leaming arises from building partnerships with other teachers and creating 
greater interactive professionalism among communities of teachers the quality of relations 
between staff rather than resources or systems enables schools to develop and grow (Fullan 
and Hargreaves, 1992). Schools with an individualistic culture in which the process of 
teaching is rarely discussed or evaluated are most likely to fail (Hopkins et al., 1996; 
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Mitchell and Sackney, 1998). Wenger (1998) and Joyce et al. (1999) point out that 
teachers derive their identity and their understanding of their work from their membership 
of, and participation in, communities of practice. 
Some projects set out to encourage teachers to build their own professional communities 
inside and outside the school. It seems that schools need to build a climate of collaboration 
premised upon communication, sharing and working together. As Harris (2002, p. 103) 
observes 'when teachers are engaged in dialogue with each other about their practice then 
meaningful reflection and teacher learning occurs'. 
In contrast, some researchers describe the difficulties Put on collaboration by institutional 
constraints such as lack of time for genuine reflection and generation of communities of 
practice (Grossman et al., 2000; Sergiovanni, 2001; Kynigos, 2001). While others (Louis 
et al., 1996; Harris, 2002) identify a set of preconditions that seem to enable or facilitate 
the development of a professional learning community. These are: 
a. In the area of human resources: 
0 mutual trust and respect; 
0 access to expertise and supportive leadership; 
o shared power; 
socialisation. 
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b. In the area of structural support: 
* time and place to meet and talk; 
a independent teachers' roles; 
* communication structures; 
* teachers' empowerment. 
(v) Head-teacher performing successfully his role 
Literature review 
Policy makers view school leaders as holding the key to resolving a number of problems 
that schools face. The centrality of leadership to school improvement is acknowledged by 
researchers (Jackson, 2000; Harris and Bennett, 2001). Sammons et al. (1997, p. 199) state 
that: 
Leadership helps to establish a clear and consistent vision for the school which 
emphasises the prime purposes of the school as teaching and learning and is highly 
visible to both staff and students. 
West et al. (2000, p. 36) emphasise the contribution of school leaders to school 
development and the effectiveness of its staff. 
Any successful change or innovation requires direction and leadership and any failure of 
school improvement is mostly due to inadequate leadership within the school (Harris, 
2002, p. 19). Where leadership is too authoritarian or laissez-faire, development is not 
likely to occur (Harris, 1998). School leaders need to exercise the necessary pressure on 
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teachers and at the same time help them throughout the 'implementation dip' by offering 
technical, emotional and physical support (Fullan, 2001, p. 41). 
An innovation is more likely to succeed in a school-professional community where 
leadership is distributed (Barth, 1990; Mithcell and Sackney, 2000). Harris (2002, p. 65) 
sees leadership as 'about intervention and change; it is not about position or authority' and 
notes that successful leaders create professional communities and promote the climate for 
improvement in schools. 
(vi) Adopting a school culture supporting reform and change 
The school improvement movement has shown that understanding of school culture is very 
important for the implementation of a change or reform in school. Barth (1990, p. 45) 
reinforces this idea saying that 'what needs to be improved about schools is their culture, 
the quality of interpersonal relationships, and the nature and quality of learning 
experiences'. Leithwood et al. (1995) regard culture as the main characteristic of school as 
a leaming organisation. and by this term they seem to mean collaborative action, mutual 
support, sharing ideas and materials and mutual respect. 
Research has shown how different types of school culture affect the practicality of school- 
level change (Stoll and Fink, 1996; Hopkins, 2001), and that is why it is suggested that in 
order to commence the process of school improvement, it is initially necessary to diagnose 
the culture of the particular school and then to try to change this culture for the better 
(Harris, 2002, p. 155 17; Guskey, 2002). Guskey and Sparks (1996) suggest that a proven 
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innovation may fail if implemented in a context that is inconsistent with its principles or 
one that does not support change. A school culture that promotes collegiality, trust and 
collaboration (Mitchell and Sackney, 2000, p. 49; Hopkins, 2000) and balances pressure 
and social cohesion (Hargreaves, 1992, p. 11) is more likely to succeed in self-renewing, 
while dysfunctional staff relationships, insufficient focus on teaching and leaming and 
dissonant values that render the school culture fragmented and affect the change process in 
a negative way (Myers, 1995). 
Ill. Sustaining or institutionalisation phase 
A fully secured or implemented change is viewed as an established everyday practice 
embedded into the culture of the school. While it is quite easy to initiate a change, it is 
more difficult to sustain it over time (Huberman and Miles, 1984). It does not happen 
automatically, but requires that the change is monitored and evaluated as to its impact and 
its results. The typical school evaluation form of review-planning-action is regarded as an 
essential part of successful development (Goldstein and Ford, 2002, pp. 83-84), because it 
provides the necessary critical feedback and the information flow needed for reflection 
upon changes and the modification of practices. Evaluation of change and innovation aims 
at judging whether and to what degree the change has fulfilled its intentions. Southworth 
and Conner (1999) suggest that an effective evaluation must be: comprehensive, as 
regarding the collection of data on the development of change; systematic, as regarding the 
way the data is collected; objective, as regarding the way it looks at the evidence and 
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reliable, as regarding the degree in which it substantiates and validates the subsequent 
judgments. 
2.2.3 Teacher Professional Development 
All successful school improvement programmes take teachers as the catalyst for classroom 
change and development and try to engage them in professional dialogue (Harris, 2000). 
The UK government, recognizing the central role teachers' professional development 
could play as a way of maximizing the impact of reforms, has increased funding of 
programmes to enhance the ICT skills of teachers (Harris, 2002, p. 100). 
However successful teacher professional development means a departure from the old 
norms and models of pre-service and in-service training and creates new images of what, 
when, and how teachers learn. Professional develoPment directs the work of teachers to 
strategies intending to develop schools' and teachers' capacity to be responsible for 
students' learning (Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995) and concentrates on 
enhancing skills, competency and knowledge and tends to encompass research knowledge, 
information from outside the school, teacher's personal knowledge and knowledge 
teachers construct as group (Harris, 2002, p. 99). 
Harris (2002, pp. 102-109) identifies some traits or ways, which are identified and 
analysed by many other researchers (Darling-Hammond, 1990; 
Hargreaves, 1992; Darling- 
Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995; Craft, 1996, Guskey, 2000, p. 38), through which this 
development could be attained. These are: 
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Collaboration: this gives teachers the opportunity to work together, to learn from 
each other; it dispels feelings of isolation and assists in enhancing practices; it 
enables teachers to implement new ideas into the context of supportive 
collaborative relationships (Little, 1993; Hopkins et al., 1996); 
0 D,: - , eflection: this helps teachers to concentrate their attention on the reality of 
classroom practice, to analyze their own and others' teaching and makes them try 
to improve it (Day, 1993); 
Action enquiry: this is described as 'Systematic and sustained enquiry, planned and 
self-critical which is subjected to public criticism and to empirical tests where these 
are appropriate' (Stenhouse, 1981, p. 34) and prompts teachers to identify practical 
problems and issues that inevitably arise from their professional activity, to collect 
and analyze relevant information, to undertake action and evaluate its impact 
(Harris and Hopkins, 1999); 
Classroom observation: this is a pivotal activity that helps teachers to learn more 
about the learning process and their involvement in it (Cooper, 1989) and to link 
together reflection for the individual teacher and collaborative inquiry for groups of 
teachers (Day, 1999); it is 'a process by which educators can understand and give 
meaning to what they see and hear, drawing on their own knowledge and 
experience' (Drummond et al., 1992, p. 42) and satisfies adult learners' need to be 
aware of their own and others' perceptions and practices in order to develop fully 
as professionals (Eraut, 1994); it is regarded as a: 
Prime source of professional feedback, necessary for improvement and the 
opportunity to engender and develop a language about teaching simply 
through talking to others about what happens in classroom. 
(Harris, 2002, p. 57) 
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Beyond the above, research evidence presents that effective professional development is a 
sustained, life-long and supported by other factors, both inside and outside school 
(Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995; Guskey, 2000, p. 38), which is connected to 
other aspects of school change (Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995; Guskey, 2000, 
p. 3 8). 
Another powerful tool for teachers' professional growth and development, which is worth 
referring to, is teachers' vision. Although some say that vision can sometimes lead to 
disappointment (Little, 1996), it also gives meaning to work (Fullan, 1993, p. 13). Pursuing 
a vision is not only a means to generate commitment, but a fundamentally moral act that 
characterises a 'good' or 'ethical' teacher (Sockett, 1993, p. 17) and that it could result in a 
deeply motivating and personally meaningful sense of shared purpose and to Provide a 
powerful force for reforin (Greene, 1995). 
Hammerness (2001) observes that vision provides teachers with a means not only to 
develop activities and lessons that feel more consonant with their ideals, but they also 
serve as a means for reflection, and thus helps the implementation of any reform and 
innovation. Leithwood et al. (2002, p. 12) regards vision as 'policy levers', part of 
comprehensive large-scale initiatives, and argues that for any large-scale reform to be 
successful, it should be guided by a vision of the outcomes, and that 'such a vision is an 
important resource for assisting districts and schools to establish and maintain coherent 
efforts'. Likewise, Harris (2002, p. 30) says thatabsence of such a vision usually creates 
confusion, demoralisation and failure. 
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2.3 Research 
Classroom 
on the Introduction 
Literature review 
of ICT and its Use in 
Research concerning the role of computers in education is perhaps not surprisingly vaired. 
From the first, the literature has sometimes moved between two extremes: a kind of 
technological determinism which sees the use of ICT as contributing to the desirable 
reform of education (the 'computer dream') and a mind of nightmare in which computers 
depersonalise teaching and learning or, at the least, use up disproportionate educational 
resources. 
The government through BECTA has sought pragmatic research evidence that 'ICT does 
contribute to learning outcomes'. The evidence from the Impact reports (1,2) and the 
recent Test Bed work (3) has been open to criticism on many accounts but does tentatively 
suggest that such a link may been made - though it needs to be recognised that in many 
cases this work is looking at ICT in support of an existing curriculum. 
Even those who maintain a positive stance towards the use of ICT are increasingly aware 
that there are very many factors such as access, training, support which need to be in place 
if the use of computers are going to contribute to teaching and learning. Nevertheless, 
almost all researchers dealing with the problem of ICT's impact on teaching and learning 
recognise the complexity of evaluation. Computers are not an impersonal tool for 
autonomous learning, but rather a tool which mediates the interaction between teacher and 
learner. Accordingly, the use of ICT does not necessarily produce learning gains, because 
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there are many other factors to consider. No definite link exists between ICT use (as cause) 
and improved pupil's performance (as result) (Rudd, 2001). That means that ICT and 
computer projects cannot simply be 'boh on' or 'imported in' to school development or 
school improvement process (Rudd, 2000). 
Rather,, there is, arguably, a relationship bqtween the ways in which ICT has been used and 
pupils' attainment, which suggests that tile crucial component m the appropriate selection 
and use of ICT within education is the teacher and her/his pedagogical approaches (Cox 
and Webb, 2004, Cox et al., 2003). All these are closely related to teachers pre- and in- 
service training (Driscoll, 2001). A complicating factor is that computers threaten to be 
disruptive to existing patterns of classroom organisation. and management and provide the 
teacher an additional role: a change agent or man ger of change (McCormick, 2001). 
Others have suggested that the use of computers in classroom can change the interactions 
between teacher and pupils and might produce a less competitive classroom culture 
(Snyder, 1993). McCormick and Scrimshaw (2001) have argued that there are three levels 
of change that could be brought about by the introduction of ICT to: (i) improve efficiency 
of conventional teaching, (ii) extend the reach of teaching and learning and (iji) transform 
teachers' and learners' conceptions of the subject itself. 
OECD (200 1) acknowledged that the introduction of computers into education can 
contribute to its improvement. Cox et al. (2003) concludes that the 'evidence from the 
literature shows the positive effects of specific uses of ICT on pupils' attainment in almost 
all the National Curriculum subjects' (p. 33). Ofsted (2004a) reporting on the impact of 
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government initiatives argues 'the best uses of ICT bring clear benefits to teaching and 
learning that maximize the power of the computer to do things which were difficult or 
impossible to do in other ways'. Ofsted (2004b), based on sub ect-specific evidence from j 
visits to primary schools, also reports that: 
o improvement in the provision of ICT leads to improvement of pupils' ICT 
achievements; 
o teachers' confidence in using ICT is reflected in the quality of teaching and 
leaming; 
* pupils' attitudes to learning in lessons involving ICT are very good. 
Pittard et al. (2003) reviewing and discussing recent large-scale studies of the impact of 
ICT on pupils conclude that its proper use has a positive impact: 
on enhancing pupils' attainment (Harrison et al. 2002; Hayward et al., 2003) 
on motivating pupils and encouraging them to engage in leaming within and 
beyond the classroom (Comber et al., 2002; Somekh et al., 2002, Hayward et al., 
2003; Kington et al., 2003; Passey et al., 2003). 
a on enhancing the process of learning itself as well as the products (Comber et al., 
2002; Triggs et aL, 2003). 
Some of the ways in which research shows that the appropriate use of ICT may support 
teaching and learning are summarized as: 
(i) From pedagogical point of view: 
0 Provide an insight into new or 
different learning and teaching environment 
(Simpson, 2000), pose interesting problems to students, extend their learning 
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opportunities and the capabilities of their minds to think productively and 
effectively (Pratt, 1995; Knight and Knight, 1995; Mumtaz, 2000), thus enhancing 
the learning process (Cox, 1993); 
Reduce the required time to cover content (Simpson, 2000), individualize leaming 
and promote the declarative knowledge (Mumtaz, 2000); 
0 Motivate teachers and pupils and heighten pupils' interest and enjoyment of 
subjects, create a positive status of the subject in which ICT is used (Gardner et al., 
1994; Rodriques, 1997; Cox, 1997; Dede, 1998; Cox et al., 1999; Mumtaz, 2000; 
Forcheri and Molfino, 2000) and increase pupils' willingness to spend more time 
and make much more effort on a subject (Shute and Gawlick-Grendell, 1994; 
Somekh, 1996; Bonnett, 1999); 
0 Focus pupils' attention on the work in hand, aid their concentration and produce 
standards of work of higher quality (Johnson et aL, 1994); 
0 Help pupils to improve the presentation of their work, to feel more pride in their 
product in relation to that achieved with more conventional media (Johnson et al., 
1994); 
0 Enable teachers demonstrate, explore or explain aspects of their teaching and 
pupils' learning more effectively (Trend et al., 1999); 
0 Enable teachers and pupils to have access to an enormous range of historical, recent 
or immediate information (Trend et al., 1999; Mumtaz, 2000) and to exchange 
ICT-based information, which pupils understand, evaluate and summarise (Ofsted, 
2004a). 
(ii) From lifetime skills point of view: 
0 Improve the quality of the content of the curriculum materials teachers produce 
for 
their pupils and of the content of the students' coursework or assignments 
(Simpson, 2000), reform curriculum to adopt more student-centered and 
constructivist approaches to education (Plomp et al., 1997; Driscoll, 200 1) or 
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center it on problems parallel to those adults face in real-world settings (Dede, C. 
2000); 
Promote in students attitudes of responsibility and autonomy in their leaming 
(Bonnett et al., 1999; Simpson, 2000, Mumtaz, 2000), promote self-directed and 
self-regulation learning skills (Mumtaz 2000; Driscoll, 2001) and make them feel 
more confident and show a greater co-operative behavior (Ryan, 199 1); 
Allow immediate communication and collaboration among pupils during the 
learning process (Dede, 2000; Driscoll, 2001) and sharing computer- based 
information (Trend et al., 1999; Wheeler, 2001), support interaction between pupils 
and promote cooperative learning (Scrimshaw, 1993; Littleton and Light, 1999; 
Underwood and Underwood, 1999; Littleton, 1999; Mumtaz, 2000) and involve 
students in virtual communities of practice (Dede, 2000); 
a Involve pupils in activity for a long time, give them the opportunity to work in an 
open-ended way and enable them to become involved in more complex and 
challenging learning situations than those typically experienced (Johnson et al., 
1994); 
e Help teachers to simulate a huge range of real-life situations and give teachers and 
pupils as well the possibility to interact with the computer: make choices, take 
decisions, add information as the model/situation progresses and responds to the 
situation (Trend et al., 1999). 
(iii) From future professional use point of view: 
0 Introduce students to a range of techniques they are likely to meet in their future 
work (Simpson, 2000). 
Beyond this literature evidence shows that ICT can have a significant impact on pupils 
with emotional and behavioral problems or pupils with special educational needs (SEN) 
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and play an important role in inclusive education. Pittard et al. (2003) note that, because 
SEN covers a hugely diverse range of pupils it is impossible to draw general conclusion 
about the impact of ICT on pupils with SEN. However computers may well play a 
significant role in the development of personal relationship and social skills and contribute 
to a more direct and free communication and expression (Jones, 1996). ICT can provide 
SEN pupils with a non- threatening environment in which to achieve success. It can also 
render the teacher-pupil relationship less confrontational and the teaching more 
individualized, with emphasis on discussion and problem-solving rather than passive 
listening (BECTA, 2001). ICT properly used has the unique capability to generate 
knowledge, to foster success for all students through special measures and thus aid the 
disabled and the disenfranchised pupils (Dede, 2000). 
Mumtaz (2000) reviewing the relevant studies of the past 20 years says that they highlight 
that a computer can be a vital aid for children with physical or learning difficulties; that it 
can help them to produce work without the combined problems of spelling or handwriting 
and concentrate on the content, to improve spelling and enlarge vocabulary and to 
encourage imagination through different sorts of presentation. McConnick (2001) observes 
that 'the support of special educational needs (SEN) pupils in classroom can be 
transforming for individual pupils, and for the teachers and classroom assistants that 
support them' and that new technologies could reinforce pupils' with SEN ability to 
participate. 
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BECTA (2003b) revising the available research about how ICT can support miclusive 
practice in schools outlines (i) the general benefits, (ii) the benefits for students, (iii) the 
benefits for teachers and non-teaching staff and (iv) the benefits for parents and carers and 
includes the following key benefits: 
Enables greater autonomy for learners; 
Unlocks hidden potential for those with communication difficulties; 
Promotes practice that reaches beyond the school into home and the community. 
Likewise, National Centre for Technology in Education (NCTE) (no date) alluding to 
benefits of using ICT in classroom note that ICT has a potentially large role to play M 
supporting students' learning, especlaUy those with moderate, severe or profound 
disabilities. NCTE suggests that ICT can: 
9 promote independence and communication; 
* provide a multi-sensory approach to the teaching of essential skills and concepts in 
a variety of contexts; 
reinforces the concept of 'cause and effect' and other simple concepts; 
facilitate the development of motor skills, eye tracking and hand-eye coordination, 
communicative situations, language development and social interaction; 
* provide motivating and stimulating learning experiences; 
* allow pupils to work at their own pace and give them instant feedback to their 
responses. 
These findings are endorsed by the recent Ofsted (2004 a, b) reports where is referred that- 
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. the use of ICT in special schools enables many pupils to have some independence 
in literacy lessons 
0 in reading instructions, can raise the expectations of teachers and parents as to the 
potential of very young people, even those with severe disabilities, 
extends their willingness to write and to share their work with other members of the 
class 
helps them to exceed their expected levels of achievement. 
It is believed that the use of ICT in classroom has changed the lives of many people with 
special educational needs, has enabled them to participate to a greater extent in learning 
communities (Blamires, 1999; McKeown, 2000) offering as many possibilities for 
inclusive learning (Abbott, 2002). 
Generally speaking computers have the potential to support collaboration, creativity. 
independent learning, supervision and reflection (Tweddle 1997) and may have a positive 
impact on both teachers and pupils' performance (Driscoll, 2001). The introduction of ICT 
in classroom could bring about some significant changes such as to improve the efficiency 
of conventional teaching, to extend the reach of teaching and learning and transform 
teacher's and learner's conceptions of the subject itself (McCormick, 2001). 
The above findings about effective ICT use in classroom are reinforced by the conclusions 
of the ICT Test Bed Project (2002-2006) (Somekh et aL, 2006). More specifically, this 
Project concludes that use of technology can: 
improve learners' motivation and their capacity to learn; 
make pupils spend more time on the quality and the creativity of their work: 
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increase their participation with the group and their self-confidence; 
improve the concentration span of children, even those with SEN; 
enhance problem-solving creativity and critical thinking; 
increase pupils' ability to initiate activities; 
improve pupils' social and collaboration skills. 
2.3.1 Teachers' Conceptions about the Potential of ICT 
However, not all researchers share this optimistic view for the 'unique' role ICT could play 
in education. Olson (1981) expresses the idea that computers offer teachers ways to 
improve and enhance teaching and leaming, but at the same time adds that teachers' efforts 
to achieve the full benefits of computers in classroom may require them to tolerate more 
ambiguity, to increase individual attention, and engage students in divergent thinking. 
Others maintain that computers in school threaten the illusion teachers have about the task 
they are doing (Solomon, 1986; Watson, 1987) and set some pre-conditions that secure its 
proper use. Cuban (1993) emphasises the risks and dangers of inappropriate use of 
computers, while Healy (1998) questions 'blind faith' in technology. In contrast to those 
who see computer as a 'panacea' for solving problems of underachievement and as a way 
of raising standards of student performance, it is said that putting a computer into a school 
is 'like putting a jet engine on a stagecoach; you gain a temporary increase, but then the 
whole thing is wrecked' (Kenny, 2000, p. 27). 
Even those who do not deny potential benefits from the use of computers in education 
suggest that they are not impersonal tools for autonomous use (Jones and Mercer, 1993, p. C)Cý 
22) and ask whether these benefits could be achieved by other conventional methods 
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(Bonnett et. al., 1999). It is stressed that the simple use of computers in education does not 
produce learning gains, because there are many other factors to consider, underlining that a 
definite link that exists between ICT use (as cause) and improved pupils' performance (as 
effect) is illusionary (Rudd, 2000). Davis et al. (1997) point that: 
It would appear that the conditions for classroom learning can be improved by 
information technology tools but, equally, teachers can use information technology to 
create a new set of mundane tasks which negate the opportunities for quality learning. 
(p. 25) 
According to Rudd (2000) IT and computer projects cannot simply be 'bolt on' or 
'imported' to school development. They further add that inappropriate use of computers in 
classrooms might depersonalise the student-teacher role and make their relationship less 
personal, less direct and straightforward, and that this could cause difficulties of classroom 
organisation and management and load the teacher with an additional role as change agent 
or manager of change (Rudd, 2000). 
Some speak of the 'computer dream' where expectations run high concerning the potential 
contribution of computers to educational improvement, while some speak of the 'computer 
nightmare' and see the potential negative effects computer applications in school might 
have. Between these two extremes stand those who accept the positive contribution of 
computer use and agree to incorporate it into pedagogical practice, but put some pre- 
requisites for its full integration into education (Driscoll, 2001). 
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2.3.2 Factors that Prevent Teachers from Using ICT in Classroom 
The literature shows that even now, after the New Opportunities Fund (NOF) initiative, the 
National Grid for Learning (NGfL) strategy, and the Computers for Teachers schemes 
introduced in the UK many teachers avoid incorporating the use of computers in teaching 
and learning. 
The above and other relevant studies (Sheingold and Hadley, 1990; Dupagne and Krendle, 
1992; Winnans and Brown, 1992; Brummelhuis and Plomp, 1993; Rozen and Weil, 1995-, 
Robertson, 1996; Selwyn, 1997; Cox et al., 1999; Pelgrum, 2001; Preston et al., 2000, 
Snoeyink and Ertmer, 2001; Dawes, 2001; BECTA, 2004; Nachmias et al., 2004) show 
that the most important factors that inhibit teachers from integrating the use of computers 
into their teaching are: 
1. No prior computer experience and lack of teaching experience with ICT 
Although Oliver (I 994a) suggests that teachers' uptake of computers in classroom does not 
depend upon personal expertise in their use, the majority of researchers agree that lack of 
computer experience is a serious impediment. Wild (1995) feels that student knowledge, 
skill and attitudes regarding computers affect the stance they take towards using them in 
classroom. Similarly, Selwyn (1997) found that a major factor that deters teachers from 
using computers is 'computer phobia' which could be caused by the lack of computer or 
teaching experience with computer and Pelgrum (2001) classifies insufficient knowledge 
and skills regarding ICT as a non-material factor that prohibits the integration of ICT in 
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teaching. Dorothy et al. (2000) recognise that skill and comfort levels of teachers are a 
serious factor and that teachers themselves classify their needs into four categories: (i) 
technical skills and knowledge, (ii) application of ICT for general and pedagogical use, 
(iii) management skills and knowledge related to ICT in general and classroom oriented 
and (iv) teaching ICT skills. Galanouli et al. (2004), alluding to issues which affected the 
New Opportunities Fund (NOF) training in UK (1998/9-2002/3), found that teachers 
commented negatively on its delivery and content and that unless they had prior 
knowledge, they could not benefit from the training. BECTA (2004, p. 19) refers to lack of 
confidence as an internal or teacher level barrier to implementing ICT in the teaching and 
learning process. 
11. Limited number of computers and lack of computer availability 
Researchers almost unanimously accept that a key reason for which teachers do not to 
make regular use of ICT in their classrooms is lack of easy access to the relevant 
equipment, although some accept that a simple increase in numbers of computers and 
connectivity do not guarantee successful and effective productive use (Pelgrum, 1999; 
Granger et al., 2002). Lynch (2000), also agrees that scarcity of equipment is the most 
obvious factor that makes the integration of computers in schools difficult and explores the 
'history of use of computers laboratories' and further notes that the housing of computers 
in laboratories or computer rooms, that usually are the domain of IT teachers, might inhibit 
the ability of non-computer specialist teachers to organise access to computer-based 
technology for their students, a further barrier in integrating computers in the teaching and 
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learning process. Culley (1986, p. 89) writing about the competition among teachers that 
inevitably emerges from computer rooms compares the situation with the access to the 
lunch-time IT club and says: 'if access to the lunch-time club is on a 'first come-first 
served' basis, then it is likely that one group will tend to domMate ... thus blocking the 
access to other groups'. Similarly, Mumtaz (2000) observes that limited resources mean 
limitations on what teachers are able'to do with ICT, and this results in the lack of 
sufficient computer experience for both pupils and teachers. Granger et al. (2002) put the 
relevant roblem into two categories (i) total lack of ICT and (ii) lack of read), or easy p 
access when needed and O'Machony (2003) reveals that teachers nominated the quantity 
and quality of classroom resources among the 10 most important issues relevant to the use 
of ICT. According to Mulkeen (2003) schools with comPuters usually had higher subject 
use and according to Tearle (2003) teachers need to have (i) one or two machines in some 
teaching rooms as well as the 'whole room' facilities, (ii) more flexibility of access so 
teachers could use the computers when they wanted them and not on a pre-defined 
timetable, and (iii) more subject specific software. 
The importance of schools being well resourced with ICT equipment, and of giving access 
to teachers, is also highlighted by a recent BECTA publication (2003a), while BECTA's 
(2004) most recent review of the relevant research literature refers to different kinds of 
access problems such as lack of hardware (Guha, 2000; Pelgrum, 2001), poor organisation 
of resources (Fabry and Higgs, 1997; Pelgrum, 2001), poor quality hardware (Fabry and 
Higgs, 1997; Preston et al., 2000), inappropriate software (Guha, 2000; Bosley and Moon, 
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2003) and lack of personal access for teachers (Ross et al., 1999; Cox et al., 1999, Guha, 
2000; PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2001). 
111. Lack of on-site support for teachers using technology 
The need for on-going support is regarded by researchers and teachers as a complex and 
challenging area. Dorothy et al. (200a) group the relevant needs of teachers into three 
distinctive forms: (a) technical support, (b) evaluation of resources and (c) supportive 
organisational culture. Teachers in her study stressed the need for locally available support 
within school, e. g. a computing specialist able to help with technical problems, an ICT 
coordinator for support in selecting and evaluating ICT resources and support from the 
head teachers and educational services. 
Cuban (1999) points out that in schools that can not afford technicians breakdowns may 
occur and the equipment remain out of use for a long time. Some find that there is a strong 
link between equipment breakdowns or the fear of doing damage to equipment and 
teachers' lack of confidence (Cuban et al. 2001; Snoeyink and Ertmer, 2001; O'Machony, 
2003). 
More recently BECTA's (2004) review appears to consider lack of technical support and 
assistance as an external or school level barrier to the use of ICT for educational purposes, 
while Nachmias et al. (2004) go further and suggest that, in contrast to the prevailing view, 
technical support seems to be more valuable than -the number of computers. Tearle (2003) 
alludes to some other forms of support beyond traditional technical support such as 
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encouragement from senior management, practical help from students with ICT skills and 
the support of colleagues in the school or department. Research evidence clearly shows 
that schools, as institutions, do not provide a supportive network for teachers, who are not 
confident enough to embed computers in their teaching (Dupange and Krendle, 1992; 
Winnans and Brown, 1992; Sheingold and Hadley, 1993; Rozen and Weil, 1995; Mumtaz, 
2000). 
IV. Lack of time required for the integration of ICT into teaching practices 
In recent years a great number of studies have dealt with lack of time as one of the most 
serious factors that deter teachers from integrating ICT into education (Winnans and 
Brown, 1992; Dupange and Krendl, 1992; Sheingold and Hadley, 1993; Rozen and Weil, 
1995). 
Simpson et al. (1999) investigating the use of ICT as a pedagogical tool note that time is 
required for teachers to successfully integrate technology into the curriculum, to develop 
computer related lessons and enhance practical skills. Wheeler (200 1) notes that the use of 
computers requires a great deal of investment from teachers in terms of time, effort and 
general commitment. Pelgrum (2001) too puts insufficient teacher time among the non- 
material obstacles that make difficult the implementation of computers in classroom 
activities. Moreover, Dawes (2001, p. 70) shows that lack of time was not cited as a barrier 
by those teachers who had a sense of purpose for ICT use, because, as she says, 'Teachers 
wishing to use ICT to support their work with classes found time to do so' but also found 
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that teachers in high schools felt that they under-used computers, because of lack of time to 
become familiar with them. 
Wheeler (2001) observes that ICT applications can simplify and rationalise many of a 
teacher's tasks and, thus, free up teachers' time which might be better spent by them in 
preparation of lessons and teaching, but Dawes (2001) questioned this statement saying 
that the computers' processing speed is phenomenal but that this does not mean that 
learning is similarly accelerated. Pelgrum (2001), on the other hand, emphasises that it is in 
the nature of imposed change that teachers are rarely given sufficient time in which to 
acquaint themselves with changes, to plan and prepare for them. 
Most recently BECTA (2004, p. 15) found that teachers ask for more time in order to be 
able to experiment with the technology, share their experiences with their colleagues, 
attend technology related in-service training progrwnmes, locate internet advice, prepare 
lessons and resources, explore and practice using technology, face technical problems. 
V. Age and gender differences between teachers 
Age and gender differences between teachers may affect take up of ICT. Bradley and 
Russell (1997) found that computer competence or anxiety do not vary significantly with 
respondent age, but BECTA' s survey (2004) and a report by the European Commission 
(2002) found that percentages of teachers using computers in their lessons falls as their age 
increases, while Bradley and Russell (1997) and Yuen and Ma (2002) show that females 
have a greater degree of IT anxiety than males. 
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2.4 Teachers as 
Classroom 
the Key for Implementation 
Literature review 
of ICT in 
Some teachers use computers because their conceptions of using these machines already fit 
within their existing notions and practices (Sheingold and Hadley, 1993) or because they 
can easily assimilate innovative practices using ICT according to their beliefs (Drenoyianni 
and Selwood 1998; Moseley et al., 1999; Higgins and Miller, 2000; Higgins and Moseley, 
200 1). Teachers who value ICT highly and regard it as useful for their job are able to take 
advantage of IT capabilities and transform their teaching (Cox et al., 1999, Pedretti et al., 
1999). Teachers who are motivated and strongly committed to their pupils' learning and 
their own professional development are willing to integrate computer use for educational 
aims (Moseley et aL, 1999; Becker and Riel, 2000). 
A rich amount of literature suggests that the stance of teachers, especially new teachers, 
towards the role that modem technology can play in teaching and learning is a basic pre- 
requisite for the successful integration of ICT into classroom activities (Robertson et al. 
1996, Davis et al., 1997, Bonnett et al., 1999, Rudd, 2000). Teachers are an intrinsic part 
of the change process and a major component of all successful school improvement 
programmes. 
When teachers are not convinced that the planned change will help teaching and learning, 
it is almost certain that it will fail. Borko and Putnam (1995, p. 38) suggest that in order 
for 
teachers to adopt educational innovations, such as ICT, they need 'to think in new ways 
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about students, subject matter, and the teaching-learning process', that means that for 
school improvement to occur teachers need to be committed to the process of change 
which will involve them in examining and changing their own practices (Joyce, 1990; 
Pelgrum and Plomp, 1993; Watson, 1993; Gilmore, 1994; Robertson et al., 1996; Cox et 
al., 1999; Sergiovanni, 2000; Higgins and Moseley, 2001). That is why some training 
designers plan training programmes focusing not on ICT itself, but on changing their 
beliefs and practices (Baki, 2000). 
Veen (1993) sees 'teacher factors' as outweighing the institutional or school factors and 
Higgins and Moseley (2001) regard teachers' beliefs as lenses through which educational 
changes are viewed. The negative stance of teachers towards the use of ICT in education as 
acts as a 'second-order' barrier that requires major changes in daily routines and beliefs 
about effective practice (Ertmer, 1999; Snoeyink and Ertmer, 200 1). 
2.5 Initial and In-service Training of Teachers 
Promoting ICT Integration in Classroom 
as a Factor 
Research shows that appropriate pre-service and in-service training is a critical contributor 
to successful implementation of computer systems in educational practice in general 
(Millin and Barta, 1991; Young, 1991; Solomon, 1992; Grover and Teng, 1994; Someck 
and Davis, 1997; Huey-Wen Chou, 2001) and in classrooms more specifically (Makrakis, 
1990; Baron and Bruillard, 1994; Lienard, 1995; Murray and Collison, 1995; Moon, 1995: 
Lewis, 1995). Teachers who have received computer training demonstrate less anxiety and 
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feel more confident than teachers who have not received any training (Pope-Davis and 
Wispoel, 1993; Preston et al., 2000), and the reason for the unwillingness of some of the 
younger generation of teachers to introduce ICT into their classroom is sometimes to be 
found in ineffective training provision in the use of ICT in teaching and learning (Watson, 
1997; Murphy and Greenwood, 1998; Strudler et al., 1999; Galanouli et al., 2004). 
It is true that equipping student-teachers with personal skills in IT is little guarantee that 
they will use computers in classroom (Oliver, 1994) and that even substantial training does 
not necessarily lead to a change in practice in the school (Cox et al., 1999). However, in 
spite of these reservations teachers' pre- and in-service training must be taken into account. 
Cox et al. (1999) and Dawes (2001) discussing the factors that motivate teachers to use 
ICT in classroom include among them the level of teachers' training, and almost all those 
who agree to incorporate computers into pedagogical practices regard training as an 
essential pre-requisite for doing so (Driscoll, 2001). 
Teachers' training is closely related to concepts such as confidence, competence and self- 
efficacy. Wild (1995) believes that confidence and competence in the use of computers go 
'hand to hand'. But lack of confidence to use ICT in classroom is closely related to lack of 
knowledge about classroom uses of ICT (Little, 1996; Lynch, 2000). Appropriate pre- and 
in-service training is widely recognised by policy makers, for example Stevenson Report 
(1997), the British Educational Communications and Technology Agency (BECTA, 2004) 
and the English Teacher Training Agency (TTA, 1998). 
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2.5.1 Initial or Pre-service ICT Teacher Training 
It is generally accepted that student teachers who have taken ICT courses during their 
initial education find this an important factor that assists in acquiring the necessary 
confidence to use ICT effectively in their teaching careers (Dunn and Ridgway, 1991; 
Trushell et al., 1994; McFarlane and Jared, 1994; Murray and Collison, 1995; Robertson, 
1996). Only a small number of the factors determining the uptake of IT use by students and 
beginning teachers are addressed by pre-service IT programmes (Wild, 1991,1995; 
Grunberg and Summers, 1992; Byrum and Cashman, 1993) and the bridge, the so called 
& performance gap', between teachers' intention and their practice (Wild, 1991) was not 
being met. The initial teacher training National Curricula for the use of ICT in subject 
teaching has not accomplished the necessary pedagogical grounding for the use of ICT in 
classroom (Fisher, 1996; Joyce and Showers, 2002). 
Several factors can make student teachers' training ineffective. The most serious are: 
- Absence of relevant context and the lack of practice in the use of ICT in the 
classroom by student teachers (Wild, 1995; Barton, 1996; Hughes, 1997); 
Student and newly qualified teachers are mainly preoccupied with keeping 
classroom order and do not think of using ICT in their day-to-day teaching 
activities or are not encouraged to use ICT during their initial training and their 
teaching practices (Murphy and Greenwood, 1998); 
- Teacher-trainers do not have the knowledge and experience needed 
to teach the 
application of ICT in teaching and learning (Murphy and Greenwood, 1998); 
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- Pre-service teacher training focus usually on 'know how' rather than on how ICT 
could be implemented in school for improving the teaching and learning process 
(Veen, 1993). 
It is suggested that for initial teacher ICT projects to have a positive impact on educational 
activities it needs: 
- To keep pace with in-service provision and work in cooperation with that 
(O'Donnell, 1996; Kennewell, 1997); 
- To be based on a curriculum that will incorporate the pedagogy of ICT using in 
subject teaching (Kennewell, 1997); 
- To be provided by re-educated teacher-trainers (Kennewell, 1997; Charalambous, 
2001). 
2.5.2 Models and Modes Employed in Teachers' In-service Training 
Models of teachers' ICT training have often failed to accomplish their purposes and to 
contribute to teachers' development, and also to school improvementý because they have 
not meeting teachers' professional needs. A training model is recommended that 
establishes opportunities for immediate and sustained practice, classroom observation, 
collaboration and peer coaching (Harris, 2002, p. 100). Owen (1992) outlined the models 
mostly used in the ICT teacher in-service training. These briefly are: 
The hardware-centered model: This places the machine at the centre of the training 
process and uses software for acquiring computer operational skills; 
- The software-centered model: This usually uses educational developments of 
commercial tools such as word processors or infonnation retrieval software and in 
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this 'it is still essentially the computer that is the centre of the course structureý 
(Owen, 1992, p. 129); 
The curriculum centered model: This is based on the concept that resources are 
developed with the curriculum in mind focusing on ways in which computers could 
be used across the curriculum and provides teachers with opportunities to explore 
more deeply the applications of software for curriculum use (Steadman et. al., 
1995); 
The child or classroom centered model: This is based on the concept of developing 
the active reflective teacher and on the concept of research collaboration between 
school and university in order to develop an action research network for support of 
teachers who introduce changes in their classes. 
The whole school-focused model: This is based on the rationale that, although the 
teacher is a key factor for every educational reform and change, implementation of 
ICT in the educational process implies changes at school level (Veen, 1993, Cox, 
1997) and aims to provide the whole school with good co-ordination, shared sense 
of values, staff and curriculum long term development (Owen, 1992); 
The teacher centered model: This is characterised by the opportunities it gives to 
teachers to reflect on their own beliefs and assumptions and provides sufficient 
support to bring about action and change. It begins by identifying the needs of 
individual teachers and goes on by providing them with support either through 
designated courses and/or through the one-to-one training and support from the 
school ICT co-coordinator or an advisory teacher (Charalambous, 2001); 
- The cascade model: In this model a small number of teacher-trainers are trained 
first, then they are cascaded to train a larger, more widespread layer of teacher- 
trainers and so on usually within their school vicinity via short courses. 
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Joyce and Showers (1988, p. 34) observed sessions that included activities combining (i) 
theory, (ii) practice, (iii) feedback and rarely (iv) assistance in the classroom, and 
identified some structural components that if used in combination could contribute to build 
the capacity for implementation of reforms and innovations. These are: 
- Presentation of theory or description of skill strategy; 
- Modelling or demonstration of skills or models of teaching; 
- Practice in simulated classroom settings; 
- Structured and open feedback (peer observation); 
- Coaching for application. 
Brown (1994) promotes a three stage instructional model. The first stage provides teachers 
with confidence and competence, that is a necessary condition for classroom computer use, 
the second stage enables teaches to support classroom implementations and the third stage 
involves reflective practice. Similarly, Casey (1996) outlined five phases of development: 
(i) teachers learn principles of computer operation, (ii) teachers are motivated to search for 
information about the benefits of ICT, (iii) teachers try to find concrete examples of 
successful use of ICT to use in classroom activities, (iv) teachers try to apply ICT use in 
their teaching; and (v) teachers try to establish and sustain the programme through constant 
technical and psychological support from the head-teacher and the administration. 
McDougall and Squires (1997) also offer five typical loci and methods by which teachers 
obtain professional development experiences: (i) skills in using particular software 
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applications, (ii) integration of IT into existing curricula, (iii) IT-related changes in 
cumcu a, (iv) changes in teacher roles and (v) underpinning theories of education. 
More widely known is Sandholtz's et al. (1997) five stages typology: the 'Entry' stage, 
where teachers do not yet feel comfortable with the use of ICT, the 'Adoption' stage, 
where teachers incorporate ICT use to support traditional methods of teaching, the 
'Adaptation' stage, where teachers adapt their style to the benefits of an effective use of 
ICT in classrooms, the 'Approbation' stage, where teachers feel confident in using ICT and 
exploit its communicative and collaborative advantages, the 'Invention' stage, where 
teachers fully integrate the potential of ICT with their own vision of teaching and learning. 
Makrakis (2002, pp. 493-494) developed in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) a three year 
strategy for planning. This consisted of seven components, not steps in a linear process, but 
rather areas of consideration that function dialectically. These components and the relevant 
tasks are: 
o 'Situation analysis': identifying needs, requirements, supports, and barriers in ICT 
contextual areas. 
e 'Action Plan Framework': analysis of ICT innovation in education, creation of 
vision and goals and defining the expected results. 
'Designing an ICT model': on the basis of international experience about ICT use 
in schools and defining its cost. 
* 'Developing the infrastructure': software, hardware, networking etc. 
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'Establishing ICT Partnerships': developing and funding strategies to meet public 
support for the ICT plan. 
* 'ICT Implementation in Schools': evaluating and acquiring educational software, 
hardware and networking equipment; developing and implementing curriculum 
training for teacher-trainers, for ICT resource teachers. 
* 'Ongoing Monitoring and Evaluation': mechanisms for monitoring and follow-up 
of the ICT plan; evaluation and further exploitation of the outcomes. 
Charalambous and Karagiorgi (2002) evaluating ICT in-service training for teachers in 
Cyprus saw a typical process employed in ICT INSET sessions which included (i) theory 
presentation, (ii) some discussion, (iii) demonstration of software, (iv) hands-on practice, 
(v) a sort of summary and (vi) an evaluation of the course during the last session. They 
suggest a national plan for ICT INSET that should reflect 'coherence, availability, 
efficiency and diversification'. Earlier, Charalambous (2001, p. 100) stressed that the 
teachers are not in favour of afternoon sessions after school hours, especially those which 
last three hours. In contrast, an ICT training course of one year's duration, leading to the 
acquisition of a recognised certificate, and followed by school-based courses is popular 
among teachers. 
In order to define the traits of an effective ICT training programme it is worth referring to 
the findings of the independent research carried out on NOF training that was judged as 
unsatisfactory. These findings showed that factors that led to a lower training uptake than 
that anticipated were: (i) that NOF training was undertaken by teachers in their own time 
and they had to master an extensive range of competences (Kirkwood et al., 2000), (ii) that 
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the roll out of equipment and communication links was too slow (Kirkwood et al... 2000), 
(iii) that no central funds were available to develop course material (Kirkwood et. al. 2000) 
and (iv) that the context and the quality of the training provided was not sufficient 
(Lightbowne, 2002). 
On the other hand, the Approved Training Providers of the NOF training (Preston, 2004) 
suggested that there are fundamental factors that lead to the introduction of ICT in teaching 
such as: 
- 4positive learning culture and effective leadership'; 
- the 'recruitment and management of the trainers'; 
-4 elements of blended learning' and 'accreditation monitoring and tracking'. 
The notion of 'just in time' learning, according to which the best time for someone to be 
introduced to a particular skill is just the time before s/he actually needs it, plays an 
important role in this model. Kingston (2000, p. 7) observes that this kind of learning 
allows the learning to become 'focused and conceptualised rather than fragmented and 
disparate' and that 'learning is automatically differentiated as it is specific to individual or 
group needs'. 
The role of the ICT in-service teacher-trainer also is important. The term 'ICT in-service 
teacher-trainer' refers to the persons who are responsible for assessing the needs of 
teachers and schools, for planning and carrying out in-service educational training projects 
and evaluating their results (0' Donnell, 1996). Teacher-trainers could be tutors and 
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teacher-trainers, professional developers, teacher consultants or advisory teachers and may 
be working in universities, teachers' training institutions, district educational offices, ICT 
teachers centres, in private or public commercial organisations or institutes, or even as 
members of the school staff. Williams (1991) referring to some aspects of the multi- 
dimensional role ICT teacher-trainers could play characterise them as: 'administrators', 
4counsellors', 'evaluators', 'facilitators', 'identifiers of needs'. 'innovators', 'monitors' and 
4motivators'. 
Transference of the training from the 'workshop' to the actual 'work place' is' also 
regarded as a serious concern. As a result, two types of ICT teacher-trainers are often 
employed: the ICT co-ordinator and teacher consultant or advisory teacher. They 
sometimes work together and co-operate. The first type of teacher-trainer consists of staff 
members who have among other duties the responsibility to provide ICT support and 
training to their colleagues. The second type consists of staff members of a Teacher Centre 
or district LEA office who have responsibility to deliver ICT in-service to individual or 
groups of teachers or to the whole staff of a school. 
These terms reveal the complex role that a teacher-trainer is called upon to play. Good 
teacher-trainers serve as models in some groups of competences (Koster and Dengerink, 
2001) and train their teachers as they want them in their tum to train their pupils, while 
other researchers refer to their ability to: 
- Put specific targets and aims (Steadman et al., 1995); 
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- Plan tasks in small steps and to define the necessary time-table carefully for its 
completion (Steadman et al., 1995); 
* Know the stages learners go through during leaming new things (Steadman et al., 
1995); 
- Relate ICT to the educational requirement of the subject taught and to present 
pedagogical techniques aiming at pupil and computer-centred teaching (O'Donnell, 
1996); 
- Distinguish the point from which s/he must start her/his teaching, to evaluate the 
result of each step of ICT training before going to the next and to provide the 
necessary feedback (Steadman et al., 1995); 
- Develop good relations with the teachers (Griffin, 1996); 
- Support the development of individual teachers, of the curriculum and the school 
through the initiatives s/he takes (Wild, 1991); 
- Provide courses to fill observed and acknowledged particular needs (Wild, 199 1); 
- Discuss the requirements of schools and ensures that the services offered 
by 
external agencies, Teacher Centres or District Offices, can meet their particular 
needs; 
Be properly trained (Williams, 1991; Stephens, 1996) and to have first incorporate 
ICT in their own practice before they try to teach others how to use ICT in their 
classroom (O'Donnell, 1996; Cornu, 1997); 
- Be expert reflective practitioners themselves (Stephens, 
1996; Kydd et al., 1997); 
- Be reliable professionals with a good reputation and 
have the ability to develop 
good interpersonal relations (Pratt and Stenning, 1989); 
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- Be good listeners, ready to understand the deeper motives of teachers and able to 
analyse and comment on their positive and negative points in an objective way 
(Smith, 1997); 
* Be supported in the framework of relationships s/he develops, on the level of the 
particular subject they are trained and on the level of the role they are called to play 
(Smith, 1997); 
In contrast, some researchers speak negatively of ICT in-service teacher-trainers who lack 
knowledge of basic pedagogical techniques and strategies and do not help the teachers they 
train to use ICT in classroom (O'Donell, 1996), or of over-technical teacher-trainers who 
do not understand their teachers' difficulties and intimidate them (Griffin, 1996). Such 
teacher-trainers lead teachers to resist the use of computers in subject teaching 
(McCormick, 1992). According to Galanouli et al. (2004), reviews on NOF ICT training in 
the UK showed that the most serious complaints of teachers about their teacher-trainers 
were that they under or overestimated teachers' existing knowledge, were not able to 
establish an effective relationship with teachers, because of the frequent personnel 
changes, and to communicate with them and did not differentiate their style of teaching 
during the training programme. 
In order though for teacher-trainers to be able to work effectively, they should be left ee 
to arrange issues relevant to the structure and the content of the training programme and 
the process of its delivery in cooperation with the teachers or/and the head-teachers of the 
schools involved, but at the same time they should have any support necessary to solve any 
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problem they meet, especially in centralised educational systems, by outside school agents 
(Fullan, 1991,2001, Stoll and Fink, 1996). 
2.6 Chapter Summary 
Reviewing the general literature on innovation, change and professional development, 
implementation or introduction of ICT into teaching and learning process, and on effective 
teaching and learning leads to several conclusions. 
1. When planning for change: 
The literature suggests that, when planning a change, someone has to invest time and 
energy into it (Hubennan and Miles, 1984; McGilchrist et al., 1997; Hargreaves and 
Hopkins, 1994; Harris, 2002), to include teachers in the decision making processes 
(Fullan, 1991; Hargreaves, 1992; Vivancos, 1997; Harris, 2002), and set clear purposes 
and aims (Nias, 1989; Fullan, 1991; Gray and Wilcox, 1995; Hopkins et al., 1997; Harris 
and Hopkins, 2000; Harris, 2002). It is necessary to introduce a change and to use a 
training programme that fits the particular needs of the people to which it is addressed and 
the particular traits of the educational system within which it is to be embodied (Williams, 
1991; Passey and Ridgway, 1992; Steadman et al., 1995; Craft, 1996; Hopkins, 2001; 
Harris, 2002; Goldstein and Ford, 2002). 
The introduction of ICT in education for teaching purposes may result to changes in 
teacher roles and behaviours (Hoffinan, 1996; Norton and Sprague, 1996; McDougall and 
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Squires, 1997; Pellegrino and Altman, 1997; NCET, 1997; Simpson et al., 1999; Potter 
and Mellar, 2000; Kirschner and Wopereis, 2003; Kynigos, 2002; Taylor, 2003) which 
may lead to resistance or lack of commitment. The designers of the programme need to 
understand teacher reactions and appreciate differentiated response and take into 
consideration their opinions and take under consideration teachers' eventual feelings and 
reactions (Gray and Wilcox, 1995; O'Donnell, 1996; Fullan, 200 1) 
11. While planning the sessions of the programme 
The relevant literature shows that no training could be effective, if it disregards the fact 
that different people have different needs and if it is not tailored to participants' needs and 
expectations (Williams, 1991; Creemers, 1994; Steadman et al., 1995; Craft, 1996; 
Hopkins et al., 2001; McLean, 2000; Harris, 2002, p. 37; Goldstein and Ford, 2002). Those 
planning training programmes should, before engaging the teachers in the training process, 
inform them about the potential and the benefits it could have for teachers and pupils as 
well, to be sure that the participants take a positive stance towards the tool they are to use 
in their daily practice (Nias, 1989; Fullan, 1991; Hargreaves, 1992; Guskey and Sparks, 
1996; Baki, 2000; Harris, 2002; Guskey, 2002; Granger et al., 2002). 
In addition, teacher-trainers should be left free to arrange issues relevant to the structure 
and the content of the training programme and the process of its delivery in cooperation 
with the teachers or/and the head-teachers of the schools involved, but at the same time 
they should have any support necessary to solve any problem they meet, especially in 
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centralised educational systems, by agents from outside of the school (Joyce and Showers, 
2002; Fullan, 1991,2001; Stoll and Fink, 1996). 
Furthermore,, an ICT training course of one year's duration, leading to the acquisition of a 
recognised certificate, and followed by school-based courses is Popular among teachers. 
Research evidence shows that the teachers are against aftemoon sessions, after school 
hours and that they would prefer the training to be carried out by persons who have 
received a pre-training with attention given not only to new subject matter knowledge but 
also to the didactics of in-service training (Beck, 1997) and are models of effective 
teaching (Comu, 1997) 
111. While carrying out the training 
The general literature points to the importance of employing differentiated methods of 
teaching or flexible approaches (Kyriacou, 1991; Creemers, 1994; Hopkins, 2001; Muijs 
and Reynolds, 2001; Harris, 2002) and combining theory and practice (Joyce and Showers, 
2002; Joyce, 1992; Creemers, 1994; Harris and Hopkins, 2000; Harris, 2002). As regards 
ICT, training needs to 'fit for purpose' so that, while ICT skills are important, training 
must be carried out in curriculum context and illustrate appropriate use (Dimou et al., 
2002); using computers as a tool for teaching (Williams et al., 2000; Kirschner and 
Wopereis, 2003; Charalambous and Karagiorgi, 2002; Potter and Mellar, 2002) and 
assessment (Kirschner and Wopereis, 2003); as a mind tool (Kirschner and Wopereis, 
2003) and pedagogical use in general (McDougall and Squires, 1997; Kirschner and 
Wopereis, 2003). The training should be carried out by teacher-trainers who are not 
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perceived as 'expertise technologist', but as fellow teachers (Strange et al., 1988 cited in 
Charalambous, 2001), who have received a pre-training with attention given not only to 
new subject matter knowledge, but also to the didactics of in-service training (Beck, 1997) 
and are models of effective teaching (Comu, 1997). 
IV. While implementing ICT in teaching 
The general literature has demonstrated that in bringing about change it is important to 
build learning communities in schools (Barth, 1990; Joyce et al., 1999; Senge, 1990; 
Hopkins et al., 1994; Wenger, 1998; Stoll, 1999; Sergiovanni, 2000; Mitchell and 
Sackney, 2000; Fullan, 2001) build collaboration (Joyce and Showers, 2002; Nias, 1989; 
Darling-Hammond, 1990; Hargreaves, 1992; Little, 1993; Mortimore et al., 1994, Hopkins 
et al., 1996; Guskey, 2000; West et al., 2000; Harris, 2002) and effective leadership 
(Sammons et al., 1997; Leithwood et al., 2002; Fullan, 2000; Jackson, 2000; Leithwood 
and Jantzi, 2000; Mitchell and Jackson, 2000; Sackney, 2000; West et al., 2000; Harris and 
Bennett, 2001; Hopkins, 2001; Day et al., 2002; Harris, 2002). It also suggests that ICT 
implementation is problematic and that take up of ICT imposes difficulties; that the 
training should provide easy access to machines, both at school and at home (Strange et 
al., 1988, cited in Charalambous, 2001), and to be based on the infrastructure and the 
supplies provided by the school's in-service training manager (Steadman et al., 1995). In 
addition, the training should provide the participants with the necessary time to plan, learn, 
practice (Joyce and Showers, 2002; Stoll and Myers, 1998; Simpson et al., 1999; Dawes, 
2001; Higgins and Moseley, 2001; Hopkins, 2001; Pelgrum, 2001; Wheeler, 2001; 
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Caraban, 2002; Leithwood et al., 2002) and to give the necessary support for several 
technical and curriculum problems (Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin, 1995; Stoll and 
Fink, 1996; Dorothy et al., 2000; Mitchell and Sackney, 2000; Preston et al. , 2000; Cuban 
et aL, 2001; Snoeyink and Ertmer, 2001; Harris, 2002; O'Machony, 2003; Tearle, 2003; 
BECTA, 2004; Nachmias, 2004). Furthermore, the training should promote a school 
culture that supports changes (Barth, 1990; Hargreaves, 1992; Leithwood et al., 1995: 
Guskey and Sparks, 1996; Stoll and Fink, 1996; Hopkins, 2001; Mitchell and Sackney, 
2000; Guskey, 2002). 
V. While evaluating the impact of the training 
The general literature on change and reform points to evaluation of the training outcomes 
(Southworth and Conner, 1999; Harris, 2002; Goldstein and Ford, 2002), to the use of 
observation (Cooper, 1989; Drummond et al., 1992; Hopkins, 1993; Eraut, 1994; Day, 
1999; Southworth and Conner, 1999), to the provision of the necessary feedback 
(Creemers, 1994; Eraut, 1994; McGilchrist et al., 1997; Harris and Hopkins, 2000; Muijs 
and Reynolds, 2001; Joyce and Showers, 2002) and to the to development of a learning 
cycle. These are true for ICT training too. Effective training must provide participants with 
the necessary feedback on their performance and should be evaluated both in formative 
and surnmarising way for improvement of its courses (Tulder and Veenman, 199 1). 
To conclude, introducing change is a complex procedure. The literature illustrates the 
constraints on change, it describes various types of change including stages and models 
and considers change on a teacher, school and policy level. After having defined the traits 
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of an effective ICT in-service training programme, there is a strong base on which to 
investigate the specific EE training programme, the focus of the thesis. The next chapter 
focuses on the selection of the appropriate research methods, which will answer the 
questions set at the beginning of the study. 
2.6.1 Main Issues Emerging from the Literature 
According to the literature, when planning a change, it is important to take into 
consideration: 
" the time to be invested 
" the teachers' opinion in the decision making 
" the importance of setting clear aims 
" the needs of the participants 
" the characteristics of the educational system. 
In planning in-service sessions training providers should in advance: 
inform the participants about the programme 
assure that the participants take a positive stance towards the programme 
encourage teacher-trainers to innovate while providing the desired support 
consider ways of awarding participants for getting involved in the training. 
When carrying out the training, the literature underlines the importance of., 
blended and flexible methods of teaching 
combination of theory and practice 
0 context relate training sessions 
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0 specific examples of using computers as a tool for teaching and assessment as a 
mind tool 
0 ensuring teacher-trainers are appropriately trained in IT skills and ICT pedagogy. 
For the implementation of ICT in teaching, the literature suggest it is crucial to: 
build learning communities in schools; 
promote effective leadership; 
provide appropriate infrastructure; 
offer participants time to plan, learn, practice; 
give the necessary technical and subject support; 
create a school culture which is open to change - 
Last but not least, the literature focuses on the importance of presenting the participants 
with feedback on their performance. 
2.6.2 Addressing existing gaps 
Research on training programmes has some important weaknesses. In terms of content, 
some studies offer simplistic explanations for the lack of impact of training programmes. 
They blame either the trainers or the teachers or the head-teachers, rather than offer a 
holistic explanation. In addition, much of the published literature presents cases from the 
United Kingdom and the United States and other contexts in which English is a first 
language. In this way, the particularity of different national contexts is underrepresented. 
In terms of methodology, many studies are likely to collect data from one source, either 
teachers or training providers, while using one method of data collection, either 
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questionnaires or interviews and rarely observations. In addition, their approach to the 
literature review is quite narrow focusing mostly on ICT related studies and missing the 
general studies on in- service training. 
This case study adds to the research by drawing together bterature from ICT and non ICT 
context; by considering an under reported. national context (Greece) and taldng a holistic 
approach to data coUection, the seeking the views of teachers, trainers, head-teachers and 
programme designers. 
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3.1 Introduction 
The main aim of the research is the investigation and description of an in-service ICT 
training programme and its impact on. the teachers' practice. The training programme is 
EE, which was an attempt to introduce computers into subject teaching. The teachers 
taking part in this training programme were organised around broad curriculum areas 
(science, mathematics, philology). The area of interest of this study is the impact of the 
programme on 99 philology teachers (teachers who teach Ancient and Modem Greek 
Language and Literature, History, Latin, Citizenship, Religious Education) who worked in 
56 different low level and high level secondary schools in the wider area of Athens. The 
training was provided by three teacher-trainers, who had attended a special post-graduate 
degree in three different Greek Universities and took place in the IT suites of six schools, 
out of school hours, for a full academic year, three hours, once a week. The research took 
place during the year 2003-2004 and the tools used were: questionnaires distributed to 
teachers who had attended the training, interviews with those teachers, their teacher- 
trainers, the head-teachers of their schools and some academics and training programme 
designers, observation of training sessions, as well as review of relevant literature and 
documents concerning the design and implementation of the EE training. 
Chapter 3 
3.2 Overview of the Research 
The Methodology of the Research 
The whole process of the research, which started in October of 2002, developed as follows: 
The first stage of the research was time consuming and focused on literature review, and 
the numerous studies, undertaken in a range of different countries. This is described in 
Chapter 2. The literature review examined areas such as educational change and reform, 
the introduction of ICT in education, the role of the teachers in the introduction of ICT in 
the schools, the role of professional development, effective practices of in-service ICT 
training. 
In order to gain an understanding of the framework of the use of ICT in Greek schools, the 
literature review also included reports for extended or wider audiences concerning the EE 
and TSC programmes, government documents such as those published by the Greek 
Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs at a national level. Conference publications 
. 
r__ 
- fTom people involved in the programmes and materials were used (local level) as well. 
This was used to provide the background in Chapter I (section 1.5). 
In the second stage an exploratory study is conducted. Three TSC training sessions were 
observed. They took place in three different training centres with different teacher-trainers, 
each having ten to 15 teachers and lasting three hours. This programme entitled 'Preparing 
Teachers of the Infonnation Society' took place in secondary schools' IT suites and was 
addressed to teachers from primary and secondary education of various specialism. The 
observation (see Appendix I for observation schedule) focused on the conditions under 
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which the training was provided and whether the objectives put by the Ministry were being 
met. In addition, one session of the in-service training programme 'In-school Training in 
ICT' (EE), the last of the year 2002-2003, and in fact the last of the programme was 
attended. The session was addressed to ten teachers of the same specialism coming from 
schools of the same district and lasted three hours. 
During this process I had the opportunity to have discussions with teachers, to distribute 
questionnaires, and obtain information relevant to their professional and personal status 
and to their ICT training: their age, subjects which they were teaching in schools, 
ownership of computers, ICT skills, previous ICT experience, type of the training they 
attended and its value, use of computers, difficulties in ICT use etc. One further session of 
the same teacher-trainer with a different group of teachers was to be attended, but the 
session was cancelled, because of a virus that infected the computers. Furthermore, there 
were meetings with (i) one of the managers of the Office of the Information Society in the 
Ministry of Education who gave me mostly details about the organisational aspect of on- 
site training and talked about the future of the EE ICT training programme and the teacher- 
trainers, and (ii) a Professor of the University of Athens who was a member of the 
Committee that had planned and initiated the EE ICT training programme and specialised 
in postgraduate programmes of future teacher-trainers. He was able to help me in the 
future. 
The main issues on which I focussed during my exploratory study were the conditions of 
the training, the physical environment, the characteristics of the teachers and the teacher- 
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trainers, the methods of training delivery and its impact on teachers' work, if any. It was 
the last year the EE was taking place and that was my only and last chance to attend the 
training and observe its real conditions of delivery. At the same time, I could refine the 
questionnaire (See Appendix II), since I got feedback after ten teachers completed the 
initial version of it. The findings of the exploratory study are discussed later in Chapter 4. 
The next stage was the main study, which lasted from December 2003 to December of 
2004 and was conducted at three different times of the year in order to observe whether the 
impact of the training would have any variation. It is discussed below. 
Towards the end of my research I carried out interviews (See Appendix 111, IV, V and VI 
for interview schedules) with three persons that played a leading role in planning and 
implementing the three teacher ICT in-service training programmes, the 'Odysseia', the 
'Preparing Teachers of the Information Society Programme' and the 'In-school Training in 
ICT Programme', in order to get a wider context and understand better the relevant issues. 
Although there were several people who contributed to the design and implementation of 
the ICT training programmes, those three people were regarded having leading roles in 
their area. The selected people were asked to give information about the initial design of 
the project in which each was involved, to evaluate the training system in general, in the 
context of a broad reform plan, to identify difficulties they met, to make suggestions for 
addressing difficulties they had perceived, and to mention any future plans. I was trying to 
investigate the perceptions, opinions and attitudes of the programme designers and the 
degree to which they took into account what international literature says about the 
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introduction of successful change and reform in schools. In that way, I would manage to 
acquire an extra dimension that would validate the results of my research. 
Profession Role 
Programme Academic Important role in the design of 
designer I Odysseia and implementation of EE 
Programme Member of the Important role in design of TSC 
designer 2 Pedagogical 
Institute 
Programme Teacher-Trainer/ Co-opted to lead development of 
designer 3 www. e-yliko. 
Ministry of 
Education 
Table 3.1: The role of the selected people in the training design and implementation 
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The chronological development of the research appears in the following table. 
Date Event Source of information Tools for acquiring information 
1. Oct. 02/ Aug. 03 Reviewing literature Books, journals, Searching in libraries and online. 
and preparation of documents of training 
research tools design and Consulting the contributors to implementation. the training. 
H. Sept. 03 Exploratory study Investigation of the Observations of TSC and EE 
available training training sessions 
programmes 
Interviews with participant 
teachers. 
Informal interview with teacher- 
trainers. 
III. Oct. 03 Main study: 12 teachers Questionnaires 
I st phase 6 head-teachers Interviews 
3 teacher-trainers Document collection 
IV. Dec. 03 Main study IS teachers Questionnaires 
2 nd phase 3 head-teachers Interviews 
Document Collection 
V. Apr. 04 Main study 13 teachers Questionnaires 
3 rd phase 6 head-teachers Interviews 
Document Collection 
VI. Dec. 04 Main study 2 teachers Interviews 
4 th phase 3 programme designer-r, 
VIL Jan. 05-Sept. 05 Analysis of the data 
VIII. Oct. 05-May Of Writing up of the thesis 
Table 3.2: Chronological development of the research 
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3.3 Main Study 
The Methodology of the Research 
In 2003 in the wider area of Athens there were three teacher-trainers training 99 philology 
teachers coming from 56 schools. The training was taking place in six different schools 
(see Table 3.2). Five people, out of the 99 teachers who started the training, dropped out 
within the first month of the training. I had the opportunity to talk to two of these teachers 
and discuss the reasons why they dropped out. They found it quite difficult, because of the 
content of the EE training programme, or because they did not have enough free time since 
they were attending the TSC training programme as well. 
Teacher-trainer I Teacher-trainer 2 Teacher-trainer 3 
Teachers 42 Teachers 29 Teachers 28 
Schools 18 Schools 21 Schools 17 
Table 3.3: The training in numbers in 2003 
All three teacher-trainers were either sent e-mails or were phoned and were asked to 
participate in the research. All agreed to participate. They initially sent me the details of 
the participants and other details of the training. I decided to choose randomly a number of 
30-35 teachers (33% of the total population in Athens), acknowledging that it would be 
impossible for me to contact and involve in the research the whole population of teachers 
(99), under the time restrictions of my research. I was interested more in going into the 
depth of the sample than in its width. As regards the method of selection, I chose schools 
from a random list, every fifth school, aiming to obtain a sample of at least 33 teachers 
from those who attended the EE training programme from these schools. In a later stage, I 
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checked to see if the sample had become inadvertently weighted in any particular area. I 
realised that there were schools that had a large number of teachers who had participated in 
the training as well as schools that had one teacher who had taken part in the training from 
the whole school. That would give me the opportunity to compare the impact of the 
training on teachers who were the only ones in their schools attending the training and on 
teachers who were attending the training together with other colleagues. In the final part of 
the research I investigated the creation and function of informal communities of practice 
emerging from the training and their impact on ICT use. 
On training and school level the population sample consisted of. - 
- three teacher-trainers, who were the total population of teacher-trainers in the 
sessions held in the wider area of Athens as regards the philologists, 
- thirty four teachers who were serving in fifteen secondary schools 
nine head-teachers of these schools, since the rest of the head-teachers preferred not 
to participate in the research. 
Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 34) put six questions against which to check qualitative 
sampling. They believe that the sampling in a research must: (i) be relevant to the 
researcher's conceptual framework and the questions s/he puts, (ii) provide the phenomena 
s/he is interested in, (iii) enhance general isabi lity, (iv) produce believable descriptions and 
explanations, true to real life, (v) be feasible in terms of time, money etc. as to its plan, and 
(vi) be ethical as to its plan. In formulating the sample of this particular case study I took 
care that the sampling was relevant to my own conceptual frame and research questions. 
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I st phase October 2003 
School I Group of 4 teachers I head-teacher 
School 2 Group of 3 teachers I head-teacher 
School 3 1 teacher 
School 4 Group of 2 teachers I head-teacher 
School 5 Iteacher I head-teacher 
School 6 Iteacher I head-teacher 
2 nd phase December 2003 
School 7 Group of 3 teachers I head-teacher 
School 8 Group of 2 teachers 
School 9 Group of 3 teachers I head-teacher 
School 10 Group of 4 teachers I head-teacher 
3 rd phase April 2004 
School II Group of 2 teachers (+2 that gave up) 
School 12 Iteacher I head-teacher 
School 13 1teacher 
School 14 Iteacher 
School 15 Group of 5 teachers 
Table 3A The sample in phases and schools 
During the main study, the teacher-trainers, the teachers who participated in the EE 
training programme and their head-teachers were interviewed about the training 
experience, the utility of their training and the impact it had on their and their schools' 
life. 
The interviews took place during the first year after the training; the academic year 2003- 
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2004, at three different stages, and tried to investigate teachers' and their head-teachers' 
stance towards computers after finishing the training, whether they used computers or not, 
ý1- - 
bae reasons preventing or helping them to use computers in the classroom and their future 
needs. 
3.3.1 The Selection of the Most Appropriate Method and Technique 
An appropriate method is required in order to investigate the EE m-service training and 
explore its overall impact on the teaching and learning process. The researcher needs to 
choose the research design, the data needed, the sources, the methods and the techniques 
and the type of analysis of data that will fit the afin of the researcher (Gray, 2004, 
. 
PL.. -3 stemby-Stniffi et al., 199 1; Robson, 1993). 
Bryman (2004, p. 12) says that the choice of research methodology is determined by a set 
of factors. First, the belief of the researcher whether there is some sort of external truth out 
that needs to be discovered or whether her/her task is to explore and unpick people's 
multiple perspectives in natural settings; second, the way the researcher thinks theory 
should be used; and third, the researcher's decision to apply methods of the natural 
sciences to the study of social reality and to approach the problem in a deductive or an 
inductive process, that is to use a 'top down' theory driven approach, determining general 
categories in advance and moving to more specific, generating hypotheses through theory, 
or using a 'bottom up' data driven method, starting to code with specific categories and 
then moving to more general themes (Richards and Richards, 1994; Bryman, 2004). 
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Greene (1996) imagines that the researcher comes to the process of her/his study with no 
bias, no prejudice, no pre-conceived notions, no lens through which to view the 
phenomenon under consideration, and has what he calls a 'view from nowhere'. But at the 
swne time he asks 'is it possibleT. He concludes that everything the researcher brings to 
the research process helps to form the lens through which s/he looks and that it is expected 
for the researcher to be influenced by her/his stance towards reality of life and its events. 
Stott and Usher (1999), similarly, affirm that 'it is not the instrument that determines the 
strategy, but the way in which it is employed', giving an example that a questionnaire can 
be used in a way that can be considered qualitative (p. 92). Research, especially of social 
character, is influenced by the researcher's 'ontological' and 'epistemological' background 
(Bryman, 2004, p. 21). 
Ontology has to do with the nature of social entities and deals with issues such as whether 
the social world is regarded as something external to social actors or as something that 
people are in the process of fashioning (Bryman, 2004, p. 4). It is related (i) to 
'objectivism' that asserts that social phenomena and their meanings have an existence that 
is independent of social actors and (ii) to 'constructivism' which maintains that social 
phenomena and their meanings are continually being accomplished and constantly revised 
by social actors (Bryman, 2004, p. 17). Epistemology, on the other side, is concerned with 
the way knowledge can be acquired and communicated to other human beings, deals with 
the problem of the appropriate knowledge about the social world and whether a natural 
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science model of the research process suits the study of social world (Bryman, 2004; Gray, 
2004). 
Hitchcock and Hughes (1995) distinguish a reciprocal relationship between ontology and 
epistemology and suggest that ontological assumptions give rise to epistemological 
assumptions and these, in turn, give rise to methodological considerations, which, in turn, 
give rise to issues of instrumentation and data collection. Accordingly, research methods 
are not simPly a technical exercise, but are closely connected to ontology and 
epistemology. It is suggested by Stott and Usher (2003, p. 93) 'the epistemological and 
ontological relations within whom the researcher is positioned drive the choice of strategy 
and method'. 
Cohen and Manion (1996) sustain the view that the methods of research someone chooses 
depends significantly on the stance s/he has towards this knowledge. They say that: 
The view that knowledge is hard, objective and tangible will demand from researchers 
an observer's role... to see knowledge as personal, subjective and unique, however, 
imposes on researchers an involvement with their subjects and a rejection of the ways 
of natural scientist. 
(p. 6) 
To subscribe to the former is to be 'positivist', to subscribe to the latter is to be 'anti- 
positivist' or 'interpretivist' (Cohen and Manion, 1996, p. 6; Silverman, 2001, pp. 83-115), 
which means that the strategy used requires social scientists to grasp the subjective 
meaning of social action (Bryman, 2004, p. 13). 
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According to Manstead and Semin (1988, p. 40) case studies are appropriate for 
exploratory work and include observation, interview and documentary analysis. Punch 
(1998, p. 151) asserts that 'the general objective of a case study is to develop full 
understanding of a particular case as possible' and to 'focus holistically on that case 
aiming to preserve and understand the wholeness and unity of the case'. To succeed in this 
aim it can employ qualitative and quantitative approaches and use as methods design, data 
collection and data analysis. Yin (1994) adds that: 
A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon 
within its real-life context, especially when boundaries between phenomenon and 
context are not clearly evident. It relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data 
needing to converge in a triangulating fashion. Case study is not a data collection or 
merely a design feature alone but a comprehensive research strategy. 
13) 
Accordingly, a case could be an evaluative study which describes, interprets, explores, 
explains what is happening, seeks new insights, asks questions, assesses phenomena in a 
new light, a process usually but not necessarily qualitative (Manstead and Semin, 1988; 
Robson, 1993; Bassey, 1999). 
This study could be characterised as a case study, in that it aims to develop detailed and 
intensive knowledge about a small number of related cases. This is a multiple case study 
with embedded units of analysis, under the logic of replication, which means that the cases 
were chosen because they were thought to have either similar traits or opposite ones (Yin, 
1994). Although, I began with the idea of multiple cases, in the process Lviewed it as a 
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single case-study, since the smaller cases had similar characteristics. The central aim of my 
research is to explore teachers' reactions to the ICT in-service training the,. y received and 
the reasons why they tried or did not try to implement this innovation into their every-day 
practice after finishing this training. This study is especially interested in investigating the 
way teachers grasp and perceive their environment and the way they communicate their 
knowledge. It aims to 'explore subjects-and issues where relationships may be ambiguous 
or uncertain' to 'attribute casual relationships' and not simply to describe a situation (Gray, 
2004, p. 124). So using elements from the evaluative process it tries to be (i) 
comprehensive, as to the range of data it collects about the problem which is analyzed, (ii) 
systematic, as to the techniques it employs in collecting these data, (iii) objective, as to 
impartiality in the way that it looks at these data, and (iv) reliable, as to the degree it 
substantiates and validates the subsequent judgments (Southworth and Conner, 1999). 
This educational study also has an obvious social character and so social science research 
methods should be mostly employed. Since social reality is constructed and interpreted by 
people rather than existing objectively, it aims to explore teachers' perspectives of events. 
This is especiallY appropriate in the educational area 'where the immense complexity of 
human nature and the elusive and intangible quality of social phenomena contrast 
strikingly with the order and regularity of the natural world' and makes 
interpretivist 
approach appear more appropriate and more effective (Cohen and Manion, 
1996, p. 10). 
This leads the researcher to be driven towards ethnographic approaches of participants' 
observations and interviews (Cohen and Manion, 1996, p. 7). 
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3.3.2 Combination of Qualitative and Quantitative Methods 
Following my own epistemological and ontological consumptions, which intuitively 
pushed me to the constructionism and the interpretivist approach, I decided to use a 
combination of qualitative and quantitative methods. This combination seems to 
correspond to Merton and Kendall's (1946) observation that social scientists have reached 
the point of abandoning the false dichotomy between qualitative and quantitative data and 
are simply interested in the combination of both research types, which could most exploit 
the advantages of each type. 
It is true that some researchers regard the combination of these tools and these methods as 
inappropriate (Stott and Usher, 1999), however Gall et al. (1996, p. 32) support the 
conventionality of the parallel use of qualitative and quantitative methods in the research 
and Bryman (2004) underlines that 'there is a growing preparedness to think of research as 
techniques of data collection or analysis that are not as encumbered by epistemological and 
ontological baggage as sometimes supposed' (p. 463) and states that: 
When researchers combine observation with questionnaire, they are not combining 
qualitative and quantitative research, since paradigms are incommensurable - that is 
they are incompatible - and that the integration is only at a superficial 
level and within 
a single paradigm. 
(p. 453) 
He finally notes that we should think of the relationships between these methods and 
strategies as 'tendencies rather than as hard-and-fast distinctions' (p. 13). 
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Twining (2002) observes that the disagreement between researchers about combining 
qualitative and quantitative research methods 'is due to the ambiguity about the level of 
research that was being discussed and at which paradigmatic labels should be applied' and 
adds that confusion increases because of different tenninologies used within literature (p. 
40-42). He believes that the distance between authors becomes smaller if there is 
agreement on the level of discussion and the terminology used. Twining's terms and their 
relationships, which are adopted in this study, appear in the following diagram. 
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Figure 2.1: Twining's terminology 
Bryman (2004) likewise suggests that the differences between qualitative and quantitative 
research should not be overrated and, quoting Silverman (1984), points out that some 
quantification of findings from qualitative research can lead to generalisation of the 
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phenomena under investigation and marks the ways qualitative and quantitative research 
could be combined and fused. He notes that: 
The results of an investigation employing a method associated with one research 
strategy are cross-checked against the results of using a method associated with the 
other research strategy (logic of triangulation). 
(pp. 454-461) 
Where quantitative research tends to bring out a static picture of social life, qualitative 
research is more progressive; when data from a quantitative research are confusing, a 
qualitative research method may illuminate the puzzle and solve the problem. The 
combination of the two types of research can help the study of different aspects of a 
phenomenon. Qualitative data allow researchers and participants to gain access to the 
perspectives of the people they are studying, while quantitative data allow them to explore 
specific issues they are interested in. Qualitative research provides hypotheses and aids 
measurement and can facilitate quantitative research. It can also fill the gaps that 
quantitative research may present and facilitate the interpretation of the relationship 
between variables. Quantitative research facilitates qualitative research through the 
selection and identification of people to be interviewed and sometimes solves the problem 
of generality. 
Similarly, Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 42) maintain that qualitative and quantitative 
research methods are linked at three levels: (i) the 'quantising' level, where qualitative 
information can be either counted directly or converted into ranks and scales, (ii) the 
overall study design level, where multi-method approaches are employed, and (iii) the 
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linkage between distinct data types level, where qualitative information is compared with 
numerical data. The same opinion is supported by Merton and Kendall (1946) who say 
that: 
Social scientists have come to abandon the spurious choice between qualitative and 
quantitative data: they are concerned rather with the combination of both which makes 
use of the most valuable features of each. The problem becomes one of determining at 
which points they should adopt the one, and at which the other approach. 
(p. 45) 
Gray (2004) notes that a research project usually includes a lot of different research 
questions that cannot be answered through a single research method. A 'triangulation 
approach' can be used, which is a combination of methods for collecting data from 
different sources over different times (Eastemby-Smith et al., 1991). Robson (1993) too 
asserts that the selection of the research strategy or techniques should be made on the basis 
of the research questions and that 'the differences between the two traditions can be best 
viewed as technical rather than epistemological, enabling the enquirer to 'mix and match' 
methods according to what best fits a particular study' (p. 38). 
Hammersley (1993, p. 456) likewise suggests that there are false dichotomies which 'if 
dissolved would render the distinction between qualitative and quantitative research 
redundant' and adds that 'data collection processes, which do not involve quantification, 
will have to be employed to fully understand the nature of the social world' (p. 91). 
According to Hammersley (1993, p. 456) researchers can fuse and combine qualitative and 
quantitative research methods, because (i) the use of one research method may corroborate 
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the findings of other (triangulation), (ii) the employment of one research strategy may aid 
the other strategy to carry out its aims, and (iii) the use of the two strategies can dovetail 
different aspects of an investigation. 
3.3.3 The Chosen Methods and Techniques 
For carrying out the present case study I had to plan a research design, which would 
provide a framework for the data collection and analysis. The selection of the methods 
used in this research derives from the belief that the naturalistic orientation of qualitative 
research has particular benefits for social policy studies, because of its capacity to reflect 
the subjective reality of those people who are the targets for policy decisions (Bassey, 
1999, p. 167). 
A triangulated methodology has been used: literature review, document analysis, 
surveying, questionnai e, interviewing and observation, which are the commonly used 
techniques for data collection in a case study (Robson, 1993). Any finding or conclusion 
in a case study is likely to be much more convincing and accurate and increases the 
construct validity, if it US based on several sources of information (Yin, 1994), while the 
quantitative data from the questionnaires can offer some qualification, helping the 
audience to get a clearer view of the data playing a complementary role. The logic of 
triangulation pemuts the findings from one type of study to be checked towards the 
findings deriving from the other type and so enhanpes the validity of the findings (Miles 
and Huberman,, 1994). 
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The particular strategy of triangulation, although it is ahnost universally accepted by the 
Scientific community, is rarely employed. Bryman (2004) supports the multi-strategy 
research, sayMg that it might provide the researcher with a fuH understanding of the events 
under examination that could be difficult or impossible, if just one method had been used, 
and assure her/him of the reliability of her/his findings providing herAdm with the chance 
to access the events from different perspectives. In contrast, the selection of a single 
research method could lead to a false picture of the reality and its misinterpretation 
(Anderson, 1990). 
This case study employs a variety of data collection methods such as one to one 
interviews, tape-recorded or not, lesson observation, questionnmres, document collection: 
1. Questionnaires 
In spite of some disadvantages related to their structure (Lavaw, 1980; DeVaus, 1986), 
their distribution (Belson, 1986) and the quantity and quality of the information given, this 
tool IS the most frequently used by researchers. It has the advantage that it can reach a 
potentiafly large number of respondents, give the specific information and feedback 
needed, and provide both qualitative and quantitative data (Busher and Harris, 2000 cited 
in Harris,, 2002, p. 48). As Cohen and Manion (2000, p. 245) say it provides 'structured 
often numerical data being able to be administered without the pressure of the researcher 
and often being comparatively straightforward to analyse'. When the questionnaires are 
structured and used properly, they can give useful and important quantitative and 
qualitative details and present the attitudes of the subjects towards specific questions 
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providing the researcher with the opportunity of obtaining a large quantity of data in 
relatively straightforward way. 
I used a questionnaire to acquire information from the teachers who attended the specific 
EE ICT in-service training for a number of reasons namely 'it provides a valid measure of 
the research questions, gets the cooperation of the respondents and elicits accurate 
information' (Robson, 1993, p. 242). 
For this purpose I visited the schools, met the teachers and gave them the questionnaire 
(see Appendix III). At the same time I asked them for an appointment, as soon as possible, 
in a day, which suited them best, to have an interview with them and to return to me the 
questionnaire they were previously given. That method was very successful, since I got a 
100% response regarding the questionnaires. 
The questionnaire used was the same during the three phases of the research to allow 
comparisons between the three groups of teachers. It was divided into three sections 
according to the broad areas of inquiry that were identified from the review of relevant 
literature and the exploratory study. A first draft of the questionnaire was given and 
feedback was taken from the participants in order to create a final version. Section A asks 
from the participants general personal information related to their gender, age, studies, 
years of teaching and subject, level of education in ICT (duration, source and type), use of 
computer for personal purposes and for preparation and execution of their school job. 
Section B asks for information relevant to the particular ICT in-service training in which 
they participated. Section C asks them information relevant to their beliefs about the role 
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computers can play in the improvement of schools and teachers themselves, when used in 
the teaching and learning process. All the items are presented in a Likert-type scale with 
five response options (strongly disagree, disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree, 
strongly agree) ranging from one (low level) to five (high level). 
The teachers did not appear to have serious difficulties in filling in the questionnaire, 
although they sometimes seemed that they did not fully understand some of the specialised 
ICT and pedagogical vocabulary, and some questions required explanation. 
The questionnaires were written in Greek and translated in English right from the 
beginning. The translated fonn is used for the report of the data and its analysis. 
11. Interviews 
Interviewing was chosen as the primary method of data collection and as a tool to define 
variables in a multi-method research (Caplow, 1972). Stott and Usher (2003, p. 98) say 
that interviews serve a range of purposes such as (i) to allow access to situations where the 
researcher cannot be present or where access permission is refused to her/him, (ii) to allow 
cross-checking against data collected from different sources and understanding of patterns 
within social life, where the emphasis is on the reliability of the collected data. 
Simultaneously, interviews give interviewers the opportunity to frame and re-frame the 
questions so that they can be more certain that they are understood in the same way by all 
the respondents. According to Kerlinger (1970) interviews may be used to explore 
unexpected results or to evaluate other methods or to examine the interviewees' motives 
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and the reasons for which they responded in the way they did. Semi-structured interviews 
have been selected in order to provide the interviewees with the scope to fully explain their 
stance and to raise issues they regarded important, and so enabled me to probe comments 
of importance or lacking clarity, as it allows interviewees freedom to respond as they see 
fit (Powney and Watts, 1987). 
An approach was devised whereby a number of broader themes were identified, and a 
series of standard trigger questions related to each theme was formulated. An approach 
was employed similar to 'Interview Guide Approach' described by Patton (1980) 
suggesting the preparation of a list of issues or questions to ensure that the same or 
appropriate information is obtained from each interview. The trigger questions related to 
each area were carefully worded to encourage teachers to speak about specific issues, but 
at the same time they allowed them to drift in and out of various areas of inquiry as they 
saw relevant. Before commencement of interviews the basic questions were discussed with 
experienced researchers who were asked to comment on the suitability of the questions and 
their potential to elicit responses relevant to the areas of inquiry and the overall aims of the 
research. After the comments the necessary changes and adjustments were made. 
The interviews served another purpose: they raised issues that were perhaps unclear in the 
questionnaire, and so bring to light aspects that would not be investigated by a 
questionnaire. According to Pring's (2000, p. 39) statement that 'If you believe that the 
significance or the meaning of what is done lies in the ideas, intentions, values and beliefs 
of the agent, then those ideas, etc. have to be taken into account'. 
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I had intended to tape-record and to fully transcribe each interview, so that all information 
was included and nothing omitted or forgotten. Powney and Watts (1987) suggest that 
tape-recording should be introduced early in the discussion, even before the proper 
interview starts and mentions that people easily get used to being tape-recorded and they 
are encouraged to give their best performance. However, tape-recording may play an 
inhibitive role and restrain some individuals from giving some kinds of personal 
information (Busher and Harris, 2000, cited in Harris 2002, p. 48). 
Of the sample, eight teachers preferred not to be recorded. In these cases, I had to keep 
notes during the interview and to add further details afterwards. The disadvantage was that 
this may have potentially resulted in the loss of valuable material, but the notes provided 
in-depth, quick and easy production of information (Busher and Harris, 2000 cited in 
Harris, 2002, p. 48). In the event I was able to produce detailed accounts of these eight 
interviews but not complete records as with these I had tape-recorded. 
The advantages of recording and transcribing of interviews are also emphasised by 
Bryman (2004, p. 330), while Atkinson and Heritage (1984, p. 238) suggest that this (i) 
helps researcher to correct the natural limitations of her/his memory, (ii) allows her/him to 
revise the conversations as many times s/he thinks it is necessary, (iii) makes possible the 
option of examining the content of the data and of checking out that the analysis is not 
biased and (iv) gives the researcher the opportunity to use the data in other ways and for 
other reasons different from the initial ones. 
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The interview schedule changed during the three stages of the research process. Each time, 
after the transcription and the analysis of the interviews, new elements were included in the 
schedule. The last schedule seemed to be more effective and covered issues that had not 
been mentioned earlier and in addition to that, it seemed to prompt the teachers talk more. 
The intention was to obtain rich and detailed answers with strong interest in interviewees' 
opinion. Interviewing ought to be flexible and it was adjusted to respond to the direction in 
which interviewees took the interview following the 'semi -structured' type (Bryman, 2004, 
319). 
The interview was conducted one to one, in the participating person's school, or office, and 
it was of half to one-hour duration. I always took care to initially relax the interviewee and 
built some kind of rapport prior to and during the interaction. I took care to put the relevant 
questions in an appropriate and tactful way. I was careful to employ Robson's (1993, p. 
232) guidelines that I should: (i) listen more than speak, (ii) put questions in a straight, 
clear and friendly way, (iii) eliminate cues which led interviewees to respond in a 
particular way and (iv) enjoy the interview, and the basic principles of phrasing of 
questions put by Downs et al. (1980) and by Sudan and Bradburn (1982). There were only 
two teachers that refused to be interviewed because they had personal reasons to be upset 
with the teacher-trainer (see Analysis Chapter). As mentioned before there were also 6 
head-teachers that did not participate in the research, because they said they were busy. I 
could not force any of the teachers or head-teachers to have an interview with me, since 
that would be against my ethical guidelines. 
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In this particular research, I was at the respondents' disposal. They could access me any 
time while filling in the questionnaires in order to ask questions. They were also given the 
opportunity to interrupt the sequence of the interview and were free to mention anything 
they found relevant to the topic, even though this proved to be a quite time-consuming 
procedure. I asked the same questions in different ways, in the questionnaire and during 
the interview, a process that offered a 'solid base for the comprehension of the following 
questions and their validity. The fact that the interview had a pre-organised structure with 
pre-created questions and was conducted face to face, worked for the reliability of the 
results. 
The interview included closed as well as open-ended questions. The latter kind of 
questions allowed the interviewees to express their opinions openly and in depth. 
Oppenheim. (1966, p. 77) sees this as adding to validity and mentions the 'snap answer', 
that is the interviewees' first immediate reaction to the question, which reveals, what is 
uppermost in their mind rather than a carefully considered statement. In this research, both 
kinds of questions were posed, sometimes for the same item, to double check the validity 
of the answers. On the other hand, the fact that the interviews in each school were 
conducted on the same day meant there was not a prior exchange of opinions between 
teachers and thus I secured a greater degree of independent opinion. 
In general, the interview, whether tape-recorded or not, provided me with a rich source of 
relevant information. 
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111. Observation 
The Methodology of the Research 
In using this tool I took care to follow all those requirements which are regarded necessary 
for an effective observation, according to the literature (Harris, 2002, pp. 107-108), that is 
(i) to make transparent the aims of the observation process from the outset, (ii) to simply 
note what appeared to me to be important or relevant to the purposes I set, (iii) to decide 
the exact purpose of the observation and focus upon those teaching skills and techniques 
and models that are central to the teaching repertoires with computers or the knowledge 
acquired through the ICT teachers' training in question. 
This technique is time consuming and has a subjective character, but it is appropriate for 
looking at teacher/student or teacher-trainer/teacher relationships or interaction into 
classroom or into computer suites and reveals the characteristics of a group or of 
individuals that could not be easily obtained by another means (Busher and Harris, 2000, 
cited in Harris, 2002, p. 48). Observation was regarded necessary, because it enabled me to 
investigate the processes of the teacher training and the teaching by the trained teachers 
including their use of ICT. It is also offered an intimate picture of the reality, as it gave me 
the possibility to enter directly into the world of my subject of interest. 
Hopkins (1993) distinguishes three types of classroom observation: open, in which the 
observer simply notes what seems to her/him to be important or relevant, focused, in which 
the observer has predetermined the foci of observation and is based on pre-existing 
categories for recording information, and structured, in which the observer has decided the 
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focus of the observation such as teaching skills, approaches and models that are central to 
the teaching repertoire, and has discussed it with the person observed. 
I knew that, in spite of the well-established benefits of observation, teachers would be 
reluctant to accept an observer in their classroom. I knew also that professional learning 
arises from building partnerships with other teachers (Fullan and Hargreaves, 1992). 1 
therefore tried to create in advance a mutual trust between myself and the teachers, who 
were to teach their pupils with the use of ICT. The observation of these teachers was to be 
focused on the way they would use and exploit ICT and whether this use would be 
effective. So a combination of all three types of observation referred to above was to be 
employed. At the same time, I intended to assess whether the teachers' schools had 
sufficient ICT resources and ICT policy, in order to allow teachers to make use of their 
knowledge and abilities, to shed light in the way teachers transferred their instruction to 
their pupils and to underline features that were deriving from the training. 
Although this was my initial plan, during the year the research was conducted none of the 
above teachers was using the school's IT suites. I kept asking the teachers who had tried to 
use the computer suite the previous year to allow me to attend a teaching incorporating 
ICT, but even those teachers had no opportunities to try any teaching that year. So, the 
observation was limited to the TSC and EE training sessions during the pilot/exploratory 
study. 
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The Methodology of the Research 
Documents from the training centres such as training programmes and specific targets, 
teachers' personal teaching archives concerning their use of ICT and their schools' ICT 
policy (individual level) were collected and analysed. Software and a website with 
suggestions for lessons with ICT use at www. e-yliko. gr which was created during the 
Odysseia project (see Chapter 5) were also investigated. The website enabled teachers to 
upload plans of lessons with ICT for various subjects and contained news concerning ICT 
use in education. Initially the teacher-trainers were responsible for this website, the content 
and its maintenance, but its nature changed over time. 
The description of the content of the programme was also supported through trainers lp 
lesson plans sent to me after their interviews by email. Based on these, I had the 
opportunity to understand the content of the training. The archives were extremely helpful 
since I did not have the opportunity to observe many training sessions. A sample of the 
lesson plans along with the description of the content of the EE programme is presented in 
Appendix IX. 
3.3.4 Ethical Considerations 
The case study raised some ethical issues. Since teachers would be observed, while 
teaching or being taught, issues of appropriateness, accuracy and professionalism would be 
brought to the surface. In addition, government designed programmes would be put 'on the 
spot' and this Might restrain some people from expressing their opinions openly. I felt it 
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important to reserve the anonymity and confidentiality of personal data and the identity of 
the informants by not including any identifying information in the thesis. 
Although access to the schools initially appeared to be easy, in reality it was problematic. 
In line with the centralised Greek educational system to conduct research, a researcher has 
previously to get official written permission from the Ministry of Education. This Proved 
to be very time consuming: the relevant permission was finally obtained in the middle of 
the academic year 2003-2004. Until then, I was getting permission for access to schools 
and teachers from the head-teachers of the schools, who proved to be quite open-minded. 
But in fact, I felt confident in my research only when I got the official permission from the 
Greek Ministry of Education. The head-teachers were welcoming and appeared willing to 
co-operate. None of them hesitated, in spite of the strong restrictions put by the Ministry of 
Education on them, to allow me to talk to the teachers without waiting for the official 
Ministry of Education permission, on the grounds that teachers are adults and they could 
decide for themselves. Almost all the teachers were ready to participate in the research, as 
long as it would not be time-consuming and would not disorientate them from their 
teaching duties. Looking back, I did not carry out research that would affect classroom 
teaching or the pupils in any way. 
To successfully resolve ethical questions I tried from the very beginning of the study to 
establish good and friendly relations with the participants and to develop a sense of rapport 
with them leading to a mutual feeling of trust and confidence (Cohen and Manion, 1994, p. 
67). 1 followed the two principles offered by Strike (1990, pp. 68-69) on the ethics of 
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educational evaluation, that is (i) of 'benefit maximisation', that holds that the best 
decision is that which results in the greatest benefit for most people and (ii) of 'equal 
respect', according to which the researcher respects equally the worth of all people. 
Additionally, I followed the five principles of an ethical research as presented by Lindsay 
(Seminar on ethics, April 2004, Warwick University): 
* That the researcher's approach to theory data and analysis is open to external 
sc iny; 
" That what is being said is intelligible meaningful and authentic; 
" That the context of what is being said is true, backed by strong weight of evidence; 
" That the researcher is justified in what s/he is saying; 
" That the research is independent and speaking sincerely. 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I discussed the main key issues regarding the selection of the appropriate 
research methods and tools for addressing the research questions presented in Chapter 1. 
Issues of ontology, epistemology and the combination of qualitative and quantitative 
methods were put on the spot. A case study approach was chosen using a combination of 
tools such as questionnaires, interviews and few observations. The aim of this combination 
was to go into depth into the perspectives of the participants and to acquire a better 
understanding of the conditions under which the training took place and of the impact it 
had on teachers' practice. The next chapter refers to the methods of analysis that were 
utilised. 
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4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I discuss the methods used for the analysis of the data, which were collected 
through the observations, the questionnaires, the interviews, the literature review and the 
document search. 
4.2 The Methods of Analysis 
Bryman (2004, p. 22) writes that an important activity in the process of any social research 
is analysis of data. This analysis, which is 'the process of breaking the data down into 
smaller units to reveal their characteristics, elements and structures', determines the 
interpretation of data and defines the relevant conclusions. According to Yin (1994, pp. 
112-113) there are two methods of analysing the evidence: 
a. 'Relying on theoretical propositions'. This helps the researcher to focus attention on 
certain data and ignore other, to make choices between what is worth investigating and 
what should be rejected, to organise the whole case-study, to compare and contrast her/his 
data with what the theoretical models have predicted and to define alternative explanations 
to be examined. 
b. 'Thinking about rival explanations and developing a case description'. This is concerned 
with drawing a picture of what happened, or of how things are proceeding, or of what a 
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situation or a person or an event is like, while explanation tries to find the reasons that link 
together things, events, situations and to show how and why something has come to be 
what it is. 
Likewise, Robson (1993) identifies three general strategies for data analysis relying: 
a. On theoretical propositions, indicating where and on what the researcher should focus 
his/her attention. 
b. On a descriptive framework, making the researcher look for a set of themes or areas 
linked to the research questions, which appear to give an adequate coverage of the case. 
c. On chronologies, assisting the researcher to determine casual relationships and to 
organise data from a case study over time. 
Theory and data are closely interrelated and imply a reciprocal relationship with each 
other. Gray (2004, p. 5) defines theory as a set of interrelated concepts, definitions, and 
propositions that present a systematic view of phenomena by specifying relations among 
variables with the purpose of explaining and predicting phenomena. Thus, theory 
development prior to data collection is an essential step in case studies. Theory and the 
rival theory will sequentially cover the questions, propositions, units of analysis, logic 
connecting data to propositions, and criteria for interpreting the findings (Yin, 1994, p. 28). 
From this point of view theory development does not only facilitate the data collection 
phase of the ensuing case study, but it also, appropriately developed, is the level at which Z-- 
the generalisation of the case study results will take place. Yin (1994, p. 30) characterised 
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this role of theory as 'analytic generalisation' and he contrasted it with the other way of 
generalizing results, known as 'statistical generalisation'. 
The method of analysis of the data collected in this particular case study was not 
straightforward. I looked deeply into the literature to develop an understanding of the 
elements of effective or successful ICT training programme for teachers. This sensitised 
me to elements grouped under the planning for change, implementing the training, 
implementation of ICT in teaching and the evaluation of the impact of the training as 
outlined in Chapter 2. 
This was followed by a pilot study which is explained in Chapter 3 and brief comments 
. 
C-. - from this study are included below: 
1. From the observation of the Preparing Teachers of the Information Society 
Programme (TSC). 
During this step of the research I realised that, although teachers had different needs, these 
were not simply associated with their subject specialism or their IT skills. For example, a 
key characteristic of some of the teachers I spoke to, was that they had many years of 
experience and some of them were going to retire soon. They felt they had no strong 
reason for attending that course. The teachers were paid in order to participate and they 
would be paid ftuther on presentation of a receipt for a computer they had bought. This 
resulted in an increased number of teachers who were willing to attend the training. On the 
other hand, there was the suspicion from teacher-trainers and teachers as well that many of 
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the people participating in the programme were simply interested in the money and not in 
the training. 
The two teacher-trainers whose sessions I attended had different teaching methods. The 
first one was quite friendly to the teachers, but that did not seem that had a positive result 
especially in the case of inexperienced teachers. The second teacher-trainer was more 
formal, but the teachers appeared to progress. In both training sessions there was a teacher- 
trainer's assistant. In one of them, the assistant's role was absolutely invisible, while the 
other assistant was indeed helping the teachers. 
The teacher-trainers seemed to have a sense of disappointment and uncertainty about their 
work. They expressed the opinion of being helpless, unguided (the day seminar was the 
first time they met the teachers) and they were doubtful about the results of the training 
and its ftiture. They did not seem to be confident with ICT use, especially those who were 
inexperienced. That was very worrying, considering that the training was reaching its end. 
11. From the observation of the In-school Training in ICT Programme (E. E. ) 
The teacher-trainers were teachers of Greek Language and Literature and of History and 
had attended a post-graduate course to become teacher-trainers in the context of 
'Odysseia'. The teachers who attended the training sessions were teachers of the same 
specialism with various IT skills and they had volunteered to attend the course as a group 
from their school. There was no grant given to them. 
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Although the teachers had started from different levels of ICT skills and different needs, at 
the end of the session nobody could distinguish the difference. They were all interested in 
what they were learning and they were all confident in using the computers. 
Everything was taught in a specific context. Even the IT skills were taught with a 
particular purpose. The training appeared to have a focus on theoretical aspects of teaching 
methods, not only for ICT use. According to the teachers' statements the major obstacles 
to the success of the training seemed to be the time of the training (three-six in the 
afternoon), after working at school, which appeared to be inappropriate, and the technical 
problems with the networkor viruses that the teacher-trainer could not solve by himself 
The main findings confirmed the value of the framework and highlighted specific issues to 
look at in the main study, such as the issue of differentiation, that of teacher motivation 
and the nature and scope of the training. Especially this observation brought in my mind 
some categories and helped me to organise my data around them. 
During the main study my framework for analysis was refined by selecting, focusing, 
simplifying, abstracting and transforming the data appearing in notes or transcriptions, to 
find themes and to create categories (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 208). This was done 
through the techniques of 'coding' and 'memoing' suggested by Miles and Huberman 
(1994, p. 206). Coding is the 'concrete activity of labelling data which gets the data 
analysis under way and which continues throughout the analysis' (Miles and Hubennan, 
1994, p. 206), while memoing is the 'theorising write-up of ideas about codes and their 
relationships as they strike the analyst while coding' (Glaser, 1978, quoted in Miles and 
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Huberman, 1994, p. 207). These techniques do not simply provide a description, but also 
move towards the creation of a theory. 
A first step in the coding process was the preparation of the 30 small categories, such as 
Trial lessons, use of ICT by students, Time, Reasons for use, e-yliko, Motivation and 
others (see Appendix VII). These were very helpful in order to develop a first 
categorisation. All the interviews were coded according to these categories. A different 
colour or a different format was used for each code throughout the interviews (see 
Appendix VIII). 
It soon appeared that there were often overlaps. At that point I started making memos and 
combined the categories in fewer but more comprehensive categories. The five guidelines 
suggested by Robson (1993, p. 3 82) for coding were used for this purpose, that is: 
- Try to discover genuine categories and give them a name; 
- Relate categories in the context they occur; 
- Relate them to each other always on the basis of specific data; 
- Develop core categories; 
- Discard unrelated categories unless you find a way of linking them to the core; 
The fact that the data had to be trmslated made this task more complicated. I was 
consistent in the selection of wording and eventually I was able to proceed to the coding, 
which was done in English. It was difficult sometimes to translate expressions, which have 
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particu ar meaning in Greek. However, being a native Greek speaker, I managed to grasp 
these expressions and effectively translate them into English. 
Eventually the above categories were reduced to the following, organised within the 
perspectives of teachers, head-teachers, teacher-trainers, programme designers: 
a. Perceptions of the teachers: 1. Characteristics and motivation, 2. The perceptions of the 
EE training program, 2.1 The training structure and teaching methods used, 2.2 Lessons 
incorporating ICT, 2.3 Further training, 3. The characteristics of the teacher-trainer, 4. The 
schools characteristics, 4.1 Access to ICT resources, 4.1.1 Problems relevant to the 
computer use and implications, 4.1.2 Problems related to the lack of appropriate 
infrastructure, 4.2 Lack of time 4.3 Lack of pressure and support, 4.4 The demands of the 
curriculum, 5. Perception of impact of the training 5.1 At a personal level, 5.2 At school 
level. 
b. Perceptions of the head-teachers: 1. Information about the head-teachers', 2. Head- 
teachers' perceptions about the educational potential of ICT, 3. The impact of EE ICT 
training, 4. Factors that make teachers avoid using ICT in subject teaching, 4.1. Lack of the 
appropnate infrastructure, 4.2 Lack of time, 4.3 Lack of support, 4.4 The demands of the 
curriculum, 4.5 The general culture of the Greek school, 5. Perceptions about teachers' 
motivation, 6. Suggestions regarding improving the training. 
c. Perceptions of the teacher-trainers: 1. Teacher-trainers' perceptions about the 
educational potential of ICT 2. The process of teacher-trainers' preparation and their own 
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training, 3. The carrying out of the in-service training, 3.1 Problems related to its 
preparation, 3.1.1 The attitudes of head-teachers, 3.1.2 The attitude of teachers, 3.2 
Problems related to carrying out the training programme, 3.2.1 Lack of access to the 
computer suite and of appropriate inftastructure, 3.2.2 Lack of support, 3.2.2.1 Issues with 
IT teachers 3.2.2.2 Head-teachers' attitudes, 3.2.2.3 Issues with the Ministry, 3.2.3 The 
nature of the teachers 3.2.4. Lack of an appropriate curriculum and timetable, 3.2.5. The 
differentiation of knowledge and skills of the teachers, 4. The evaluation of the EE ICT 
training program and its impact on the school's life, 5. The teacher-trainers' suggestions 
regarding for the training's improvement. 
d. Perceptions of EE programme designers: 1. Programme designers' position towards the 
in-service training, 2. The impact of the training programmes, 3. Programme designers' 
conceptions about the problems related to carrying out the programme realisation, 4. 
Programme designers'suggestions for good practice in ICT in-service training. 
There are two commonly reported approaches to coding; a bottom up, data driven method, 
where the researcher builds up hierarchical categories by starting with specific categories 
then thinking about more general ones which link specific categories together. The other 
approach is a top down, theory driven approach, where general categories are determined 
in advance and the purpose of the research is to test out a hypothesis and to show whether 
the categories apply and are elucidated in the data. In this case study, a mixed method was 
used, since I did start with some theoretical propositions and categories taken from the 
literature, but I did create new categories as they emerged from the data, starting from the 
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pilot study and continually checking the appropriateness of each theme as the data were 
examined. I was open to what people were saying and how this could be recorded. The 
existence of the interviews transcriptions was very helpful, in that I could refer repeatedly 
to the actual text and examine it from a different perspective each time. 
4.3 The Method of Reporting 
To analyse the collected data and present them I used the method of description and 
explanation. Robson (1993) presents this method as a general strategy for analysis on a 
descriptive framework and says 
looking for a set of themes or areas, linked to the research questions again, which 
appear to give an adequate coverage of the case. It is working towards an issues 
analysis, where the issues can be a means of organising and selecting material (p. 
378). 
Yin (1999) also agrees with the use of a descriptive analysis, which according to him is an 
4 original objective' (p. 112), and underlines that: 
Better case studies are the ones in which the explanations have reflected some 
theoretically significant propositions; making an initial theoretical statement or an 
initial proposition, comparing the findings of the initial case against such a statement 
or proposition. revising the statement, comparing other details of the case against the 
revision,. comparing the revision to the facts of a second, third or more cases repeating 
this process as many times as needed. 
(p. 120) 
This process is presented as the appropriate one for explanation 
building. 
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I started with the belief that cases (schools) would provide particular data based on those 
teachers in school who attended the training or the particular teacher-trainer. However it 
emerged that take up was low in all schools and I was presented with a general 
phenomenon, which seemed to hold across three schools. My focus shifted from the 
particular to the general while recognizing exceptional cases. For these reasons I decided 
to present data from the different schools together, though in a later section, I present two 
scenarios (within the case) of teachers who were different in their practice and underline 
the reasons why they stood out among their colleagues. 
The last issue that troubled me was the way the questionnaires would be reported and how 
they would help the analysis of the interviews. The questionnaires largely covered topics, 
which had been covered in the interviews but sometimes not. I felt, given the large overlap, 
that it was more coherent, to report both survey data and interview data together and do 
this around the themes I had identified earlier. 
The analysis of data was made qualitatively, but as it was mentioned in the methodology 
chapter, that did not prohibit quantification of results. The questionnaires were analysed 
with simple statistics. SPSS was used in order to help me analyse the questionnaires. This 
was decided simply because it offered me the easy display of data and not because the 
number of questionnaires demanded it. In trying to give a quantitative sense of the strength 
of a finding, I decided that it would be better to use raw numbers, where relevant rather 
than percentages as they would interrupt the flow of the text and they would tire the reader. 
At various points I have quantified findings, with words to express breadth of agreement: 
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A few For numbers < =20% 
Some For numbers > 20% and <= 33% 
Less than half For numbers > 33% and <= 50% 
More than half For numbers > 50% and <-- 66% 
Most For numbers > 66% and <= 80% 
Nearly all For numbers > 80% 
Table 4.1: ExRlanation of expression of quantified findin , a, s 
For example 'Most teachers felt that ICT use has some positive results in learning' means 
that between 66 and 80% of the teachers who answered a specific question in the 
questionnaire, or responding to a theme in the interview, agreed or strongly agreed that 
ICT has some positive results in leaming. 
4.4 Generalisability 
It is assumed that any research intends to generate socially useful knowledge. One of the 
major criticisms of the case-study approach is that it cannot claim a great degree of 
generalisation, although Gray (2004, p. 31) supports that generalisability is less important 
than understanding the real working behind reality. There can be a kind of generalisation 
P-. - occurring iTom the case study approach, defined either as 'ftizzy generalisation'-'it is 
possible, or likely, or unlikely that what was found in the singularity will be found in 
similar situations elsewhere' (Bassey, 1999, p. 12,2001) or as 'analytic generalisation', in 
which a previously developed theory is used as a template with which to compare the 
empirical results of the case study. Although Harnmersley (2001) questions this distinction 
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and says that it is not clear that 'Rizzy' generalisation refers to a distinct kind of 
generalisation it is generally accepted that if two or more cases seem to support the same 
theory, replication may be claimed (Yin, 1994, p. 3 1). 
It is natural that all researchers wish that their research would and could be generalised in 
wider settings than that from which its data were originally collected. Of course, this is not 
always possible. I do not believe that my findings would necessarily be representative of 
the total population of Greek teachers who took part in the teacher ICT in-service training 
programmes throughout Greece and even more for the total number of teachers who 
attended ICT in-service training all over the world. However, similar elements as described 
in this study can be seen in many different training programmes and in this sense the 
findings of the study could be generalised. 
4.5 Reliability and Validity 
According to Robson (1993, p. 66) validity is concerned with the degree the findings of a 
research are really about what they appear to be about, while reliability is 'the extent to 
which a test produces similar results under constant conditions on all occasions' (Bell, 
1997, p. 64). Bryman (2004, p. 28) distinguishes four types of validity: (i) the measurement 
validity, whether a measure that is devised of a concept does really reflect the concept that 
it is supposed to be denoting, (ii) internal validity, whether a conclusion that incorporates 
casual relationship between two or more variables holds water, (iii) external validity, that 
has to do with the question of whether the results of the study can be generalised beyond 
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the specific research context and (iv) the ecological validity, whether social scientific 
findings are applicable to people's everyday, natural social settings . 
Lack of reliability may have various causes such as sub ect errors (tiredness), subject bias j 
or observer bias. If a measure is not reliable, it cannot be valid. One solution to this 
problem is to stay as close as possible 'at the level of what is measured or observed, and do 
not attempt to go beyond this to some theoretical construct' and another to recognise that 
any way of measuring or collecting data is likely to have its shortcomings and so to take 
multi-method approach (Robson, 1993, p. 69). Oppenheim (1966, p. 72) likewise maintains 
that 'the best safeguard is said to be good rapport, so that the respondent becomes willing 
and eager to give information that is really accurate' and adds (1992, p. 147) that keeping 
the same wording, procedure and sequence reveals that the interviewer is posing the same 
questions to all respondents and presents a measure for validation of whether the findings 
are 'really' about what they appear to be about. He further says that the findings of 
research are valid, when they are similar to fmdings of other research (1966, p. 77). This 
applies mostly to areas, which are well explored, as is the area of this specific research. In 
case of differences it is not possible to verify which one is more valid. 
4.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, some of the issues underlying methods of analysis were presented and the 
framework for analysis of the data was described. A mixed method of analysis was chosen, 
with predefined categories, which were checked throughout research stages, and other 
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categories that would emerge from the data. Description and explanation building methods 
of reporting employed, using quantification of some data so that the reader would have a 
perception of the case in numbers. The modelling of the results and their locating in the 
literature are discussed in later chapters. The next chapter presents the results from the 
exploratory and the main study. 
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5.1 Introduction 
This chapter begins the presentation of the data that refer to the teachers' characteristics 
and their perceptions of their motivation, the training structure and content, the 
charactenstics of the teacher-trainer, the school and the school's culture and the 
programme's impact. 
5.2 Teachers' Characteristics and Motivation 
Nearly all the teachers who participated in the research were women and most of them 
were aged 40-49 years old. All of them had University degrees, but most of them had not 
any post-graduate degree. Most of them had 16-25 years of teaching experience, but no 
previous ICT experience, although nearly all had computers at home. Most of them had 
volunteered to attend the training because they wanted to acquire IT skills. 
More specifically, 34 teachers, four male and 30 female, coming from 15 different low 
level and high level secondary schools of the wider area of Athens attended the training. 
Of these teachers six were aged 30-39,22 were aged 40-49 and the rest, six, were 50-59 
years old. 
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Figure 5.1: Age profile of teachers 
All the teachers had University degrees, but as far as it concerns their further education, 
only two teachers had taken one year9s training on education, one had got a Master Degree 
in UK and another two had attended training, although not on ICT (no post-graduate award 
is necessary in order to become teacher in Greece). At the time they were questioned 13 
teachers were teaching mostly ancient Greek Language and Literature, seven mostly 
History, five mostly modem Greek Language and Literature and I was teaching Latin. 
Eight teachers did not fill the relevant part of this questionnaire. 
The teachers differed in terms of the level and the years they were teaching. Three teachers 
had a less than ten years teaching experience, six were teaching for I 1- 15 years, II for 16- 
20 years, another II for 21-25 years and, finally, three teachers had a more than 26 years 
teaching experience. Of the 34 teachers 15 teachers, two males and 13 females, were 
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serving in low level and 19, three male and 16 female, were serving in high level 
secondary schools. 
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Figure 5.2: Years of teaching experience 
As regards teachers' previous experience with ICT training, 23 out of 34 were found to 
have no previous ICT experience, three of them had some ICT experience before entering 
the EE ICT training programme, three had attended seminars from a different educational 
body and five of them had been given advice and guidance by family members or friends. 
At the same time 26 teachers noted that they did not feel confident in using computers 
before attending this training, while the rest, eight, said that they were confident users of 
computers. 
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Teachers had different levels of ICT access: two teachers had a computer at home for less 
than two months, nine of them for two months to one year, eight of them two to three 
years, another eight for four to eight years and five had a computer at home for more than 
eight years. Two teachers had not a computer at home at all. In addition, 23 teachers had 
Internet connection at home, while the rest II said that they had not. Some of these, 11, 
mentioned that it was very expensive for them to afford an Internet connection and it 
seemed that at least some of them did not know that they had the right to have a free 
Internet connection (See Chapter 1). 
18 of the teachers with computers at home used them for purposes not connected to their 
school work, 23 thought that having a computer at home was not essential for them to use 
ICT in their teaching, only four perceived it as essential, while 6 were not sure about it. 
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Figure 5.3: The proPortion of teachers who considered that computer at home was not essential for them to 
use ICT in school 
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Concerning their motivation, some teachers explained that they were working for their own 
professional development and, of course, hoping to have a positive impact on pupils. 
The lessons will be carried out in the future only with the use of computers and I 
didn't want to be without the relevant experience and knowledge. 
(Teacher 9) 
Most of the teachers had volunteered to participate in the EE ICT training programme, 
since they did not have the chance to take part in the TSC programme. A little less than 
half of the teachers did not have a clear aim of using the training to impact directly to their 
subject teaching. At least that was not their initial goal. 
The TSC training programme offered participating teachers an amount of money and 
enabled them to buy a portable computer or to upgrade the computer they already had. On 
the other hand, teachers attending EE in-service training program did not have any 
financial incentive. 
A matter closely related to the willingness of teachers to participate in training activities 
was the feedback - praise, reward or recognition - given to the participating 
teachers. Some 
of the teachers complained of not receiving any recognition for having completed the 
training or for participating in it. Training could only count if they 'decide to 
become head- 
teachers or to obtain a superior position' (Teacher 6). 
Most of them, 26, agreed that they had not lost their motivation to attend the training 
during the year, only five felt that they had lost their motivation and two were not sure. 
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5.3 Perceptions of the EE Training Programme 
Most teachers seemed to be quite satisfied with the training's content and structure. In 
general, most teachers were satisfied with the length of the training since they had a vast 
amount of material to cover. Some of the teachers felt that their differentiated IT skills 
were not dealt with appropriately, most of them would have preferred more examples of 
lessons related to their teaching subject and all of them would have appreciated more 
hands on activities. Concerning the lessons incorporating ICT that the teachers were 
expected to carry out in order to acquire the certificate of attendance (see 5.3.2), some 
teachers did these with the help of their teacher-trainer during the training and considered 
it to be positive for pupils learning and their teaching in general. The preparation of the 
trial lessons took them around five-six hours and these were mostly focusing on revision of 
what the pupils had already been taught. Most of the teachers felt that further training 
would be very useful in their work and they would be interested in it. In contrast, some 
teachers felt this would be unnecessary. 
Those teachers who had no previous ICT knowledge were highly motivated by developing 
their skills and knowledge. 
I am satisfied with the programme. For me... who was afraid to touch the computer, at 
least now I can touch it! 
(Teacher 12) 
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Most of the teachers, 23 in total,, felt that the results of ICT use justified the financial cost 
of the training, eight teachers were not sure and only two seemed to believe that the cost 
was not justified by the results. 
Some seemed not to be ready to evaluate or assess the in-service training they received. 
They said that 'you have to wait for long time in order to evaluate this programme... you 
need too much time to be able to work' (Teacher 16). 
5.3.1 The Training Structure and the Teaching Methods Used 
As regards the structure nine teachers complained about the timetable. Training once a 
week for three hours after school hours, for 40-50 hours in total, appeared to be quite tiring 
and at the same time it did not help them to assimilate the relevant knowledge. They 
suggested that twice per week training could be more effective, since the relevant material 
was too huge and the knowledge presented each time had to be revised. A teacher 
explained: 
I think each time we should start from a base. A base of revision, to help us to move 
on from what we had learnt already. 
(Teacher 1) 
But the findings of the study showed that more than half of the respondents, more 
specifically 20, seemed to agree that the one year's duration of the training was not long 
enough, four teachers said that they were not sure about this and nine thought of it as too 
long. 
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Figure 5.4: The proportion of teachers who thought that the training programme was too long 
"'troigW dkagree D It agree I am tots Ire Ag ree "troigk agree 
As regards the question whether the material was considered too much to cover in the time 
available nine teachers disagreed, 16 teachers agreed, while five seemed not to be sure. 
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Figure 5.5: The proportion of teachers who thoujzht that too much material was covered 
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Some teachers were attending the TSC programme at the same time as the EE training at 
least for a period of time. They suggested that it was too difficult for them to attend ICT 
training five days per week. One of them specifically felt that she did not have the time to 
learn and apply what she was being taught. In addition, some teachers, who were attending 
the TSC programme, found the EE programme repetitive and tedious at some points. One 
teacher who decided to leave the training said: 
It could be one integrated programme. Because our teacher-trainer knew that there 
were teachers completely illiterate, he started almost from the beginning and focused 
on the teaching of the basic ICT skills. 
(Teacher 12) 
Some teachers found the pace of the training too fast, because they had no previous ICT 
skills or experience, and 'could not learn with that pace' and they would like their 'own 
pace' (Teacher 9). Some less experienced teachers suggested that the ICT skills training 
should precede the training on educational applications of ICT. 
Another teacher expressed her worries concerning the different levels of IT skills 
possessed by her colleagues and the lack of differentiation in teaching during the training 
sessions. She felt that: 
10 
A differentiated teaching approach would be useful in such an environment of people 
with different IT knowledge and skills, with some technical problems, with the 
demands of the school curriculum and with other eventual problems. 
(Teacher 10) 
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Some teachers added that there was lack of necessary feedback on their performance. Less 
than half of them, more specifically 15, reported that they received feedback, II said that 
they had not received it, while two were not sure. The lack of appropriate feedback made 
many teachers unsure of their progress though opinions were divided as to how 
successfully they were completing set tasks. 
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Figure 5.6: The proportion of teachers who thought that they were successfully completing tasks 
Teachers felt that this lack of feedback on their performance was due to their indifference 
to the tasks they were asked to do or to the teacher-trainers who 'did not correct the work' 
(Teacher 1). This meant that some teachers lacked the necessary confidence to use their 
new knowledge in their teaching, since they did not know if it 'could work in a classroom 
or it was meeting the teacher-trainer's expectations' (Teacher 1). 
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During the training the teachers were provided with lesson plans of other teachers or 
teacher-trainers, but they suggested that it would be more important and useful, if they 
were asked to prepare a schedule for teaching with ICT by themselves, in co-operation 
with each other, so that they could familiarise themselves with the process. That was 
sometimes suggested, but did not always seem to work: 
The teacher-trainer had told us to choose a chapter and produce something through 
cooperation, but we rejected it... It did not work and in fact the responsibility was 
clearly ours. 
(Teacher 12) 
In some cases teachers referred to the competitive environment created by the different 
experience and the different IT skills that teachers possessed: 
Most participants were quite aged people and they had a complex with technology. 
They tried to show that they felt easy and confident with IT. 
(Teacher 9) 
Most of the teachers considered it a disadvantage of the training that they were not able to 
observe any teaching with the use of ICT in real teaching conditions, 'because there was a 
pressure at the end of the training, since it was the end of the academic year' (Teacher 4). 
The training was finishing at the end of the academic year when the teachers had extra 
work for the final exams. The same teacher suggested that it 'would be very helpful before 
you do your teaching to see how another person does it' (Teacher 4). 
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Most of the teachers, 24 in total, would have liked more examples related to their subjects 
of how to use ICT in the classroom. Only four of the teachers were satisfied NNith the 
examples used, while five were not sure. 
iD ir ag(e eI am tot 61 re Ag ie e stioegly agree 
Figure 5.7: The proportion of teachers who thought that there was a need for more examples of ICT use in 
the classroom 
More than half of the teachers felt that the training should not have provided them with 
infon-nation on teaching methods on the grounds that they were experienced teachers who 
had, as one noted 'no need of something like that', and added that she 'would like to be 
helped in making use of new software in practice without removing from the theoretical 
background' they already had (Teacher 4). 
A more critical issue was that nearly all of the teachers felt that during their training they 
did not have many opportunities for hands-on activities, and that was another factor that 
made them feel unconfident. One said that she 'would like to share out the time equally on 
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theory and practice and not just before the end of the training to say: let's switch on the 
computers now' (Teacher 4). 
20 teachers in total agreed that they had not been offered many opportunities for practising 
ICT use in school's computer suite, while nine disagreed and four appeared not sure about 
that. 
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Figure 5.8: The proportion of teachers who thought that there were not many opportunities for using, ICT in 
subject teaching 
21 teachers appeared to be convinced that the more they used ICT the more they could 
achieve good results in classroom, while only two disagreed and ten seemed to be not sure 
about it. However, even those two teachers who used ICT in teaching the first year after 
the training did not use it during the second year (see the end of this chapter). 
The responses of teachers concerning the content of the training were mixed. 17 teachers 
thought that the training did not focus on IT skills, there were 12 who disagreed, while 
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three were not sure. Half of the teachers would have preferred the training to focus more 
on IT skills, since that was the main reason for which they decided to attend the training. 
Strongly disagree Disagree I am not sure Agree Strongly agree 
Figure 5.9: The proportion teachers who thought that EE focused on IT skills 
5.3.2 Lessons Incorporating ICT 
The tasks teachers asked pupils to perform are described in greater detail in Appendix X. 
One teacher asked pupils to draw a monument, one gave texts downloaded from the 
Internet but pupils were not given on-line access because they were afraid that the Internet 
would not work, four asked pupils to conduct a search (newspapers, historical sources) and 
to fill in a worksheet, three asked them to explore a piece of software, after explaining its 
use, and filling in worksheets. 
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Nine teachers were able to carry out one-off lessons with their pupils with the support and 
physical presence of the teacher-trainer. The rest 25 did not do so. Two of the nine lessons 
involved some group work and could be said to offer some variation on traditional 
teaching methods. However, as can be seen in teacher comments, most activities were not 
seen as very different from traditional ones and as a teacher said 'these tasks that the pupils 
did on the computer, they usually do them 'by hand' (Teacher 6). Some teachers did not 
think that the pupils 'leamt things that they didn't know, but they saw another way of 
dealing with the book material' (Teacher 6). Most of the teachers felt that computers could 
only help the revision of what they had already taught. 
Concerning teaching style, there was only one teacher who saw a difference between 
traditional teaching and teaching with ICT, declaring her preference for the second, 
because pupils could get feedback from the machines and they did not need to ask her so 
many questions (Teacher 17). 
Two teachers felt that teaching with ICT did motivate different kinds of pupils, the 'good' 
ones and those 'who were not interested most of the time found many elements of interest' 
(Teacher 17). 
The teachers who attempted these lessons identified many difficulties in the organisation 
of classroom and the planning, as they had to transfer the pupils from the classroom to the 
computer suite. A teacher commented on this point: 'I met some problems in organising 
not only the teaching, but also the classroom in a new way' (Teacher 8). 
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The reasons why 25 teachers did not undertake trial lessons were connected to the lack of 
time arising from work overload, family responsibilities and pressure to keep to the 
existing curriculum. The teachers had to carry out these lessons at the end of the training, 
and 'were pressed from family and work, since it was the end of the academic year' and 
they had to do 'many tests and to finish the curriculum material' (Teacher 10). That meant 
extra work and stress for the exams as well as absence of many pupils from the classroom 
in order to study for their approaching exams. 
5.3.3 Further Training 
Most of the teachers recognised a need for more knowledge about the ways they could best 
apply ICT to support teaching and learnig and to develop their ICT competence. Many 
teachers appeared willing to attend more training sessions 'but not on theory... more 
practice' (Teacher 6), because they would have liked to learn more things: 'it's worth using 
some time, because it will broaden my horizons' (Teacher 2). 25 teachers would like to be 
informed of progress in educational ICT and only three appeared to disagree and four 
seemed not sure. 
Some teachers regarded the continuation of ICT in-service training of great importance, 
because, as one noted, 'the relevant machines are changing rapidly and the sites are 
enriched day after day' (Teacher 12). At the same time others expressed the fear that 
without any continuation 'everything will be forgotten' (Teacher 20). 
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Nevertheless, there were a couple of teachers who thought that more extensive training 
would be useless, because they were not going to use ICT in their classroom anyway and 
they obviously did not need more knowledge about it. Any ftifther training of the same 
type would not 'offer anything important' (Teacher 10). 
5.4 Teachers' Perceptions of their Teacher-trainer 
Most of the teachers thought that their teacher-trainer had sufficient IT and ICT skills, 
although their subject knowledge was not satisfactory. There were a few teachers who 
complained about their teacher-trainers' pedagogical abilities as tutors and their 
administrative methods. 
Some felt that the training was 'worth the pain', because their teacher-trainer was the right 
person as one teacher put it: 'I agree it was worth trying, and as regards our subject our 
teacher-trainer was the appropriate person for the appropriate position' (Teacher 6). 
Most of the teachers said that their teacher-trainer had sufficient subject IT knowledge and 
showed them the necessary 'tricks' to use ICT effectively and properly in classroom. 26 
teachers agreed that their teacher-trainer had good IT skills and only two disagreed and 
another four teachers were not sure. 27 of the teachers believed that their teacher-trainer 
had the proper ICT skills, while only two appeared to disagree. Three teachers were not 
sure. In contrast, 19 respondents noted that their teacher-trainer lacked the necessary 
knowledge of their particular subject against ten who felt their teacher-trainer possessed 
the relevant knowledge. Three were not sure. 
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Figure 5.10: The proportion of teachers who thought that the teacher-trainer had insufficient knowledge on 
their subject 
One teacher commented negatively on her own teacher-trainer's pedagogical abilities and 
ICT skills saying that he 'was not the right person. Maybe it was his way of passing on 
information. Maybe it was a personality matter... It could be a knowledge issue as well' 
(Teacher 11). 
Another teacher observed that her teacher-trainer limited his teaching to theory and that the 
training she received had not included enough hands-on practical activities and questioned 
the quality of the training (Teacher 9). 
Two teachers complained about the same teacher-trainer acting unacceptably towards them 
by not giving them the certificate of attending the training, because they had too many 
absences. What upset them was that there were others who had missed more sessions, but 
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as their colleagues were signing them in, and the teacher-trainer did not check the presence 
of teachers at the sessions in person, they received the certificate of attendance. 
5.5 Teachers' Perceptions of their Schools 
Even those teachers who believed that the ICT in-service training covered their own needs 
and improved their ICT skills, and felt confident users of ICT for educational purposes, did 
not try to integrate computer use within their professional practice. The most serious 
barriers identified were related to the fi-amework of school as an organisation. Several 
issues were raised: 
5.5.1 Access to ICT Resources 
1. Problems relevant to the IT suite use and its implications 
Nearly all of the teachers considered the computer suite adequate to their needs but most of 
them reported several technical problems they faced during the training as well as access 
problems, since the IT teacher always occupied the suite. Some teachers suggested that, if 
classrooms had three to four computers, the teaching with ICT would be easier. 
28 teachers noted that the computer suite was appropriate to their educational needs, four 
thought that it was not appropriate and one said that she was not sure. On the other hand, 
the teachers gave contradictory responses as regards the quality of the provided 
infrastructure. 15 teachers believed that the infrastructure was not helpful for them to use 
ICT, while 12 disagreed and 4 were not sure. 
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Figure 5.11: The proportion of teachers who thought that the infrastructure was not sufficient to use ICT 
26 teachers agreed that they did not often encounter technical problems while working in 
the IT suites during the training, six disagreed and one was not sure. As regards the use of 
resources 20 teachers did not have problems getting online, while II said that they had 
some problems and two teachers were not sure. 
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Figure 5.12: The proportion of teachers who had experienced problems with the Intemet connection 
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Some teachers experienced problems with the computers located in their schools' 
computer suite; some of them were not working or the Internet was down, which 
discouraged teachers from using it. 
Nearly all of the teachers mentioned that the IT teacher tended to occupy the computer 
suite, so that it was very difficult for them to book it for their lessons. They had to arrange 
the timetable in cooperation with the IT teacher who 'has to bring the keys, to open the 
computer suite' (Teacher 4), but this was not a straightforward process, because the 
demands of the school curriculum gave the IT teacher priority at all times. 
At the same time some teachers were ready to make suggestions and propose interventions 
that could meet these difficulties. A teacher suggested that 'if someone really wants to use 
it, s/he can overcome these problems. It is a matter of will and good planning' (Teacher 
16). 
Most of the teachers felt that having to transfer the pupils to the computer suite disrupted 
the flow of the teaching and said that they would prefer a different structure. A few 
teachers suggested that the ideal classroom for teaching with ICT would be a classroom 
equipped with four to five computers, so that pupils would not have to go to the computer 
suite. However, the majority of the teachers noted that they would prefer a second suite 
with a 1: 2 computer/pupil ratio 'let's saY 13 computers for 26 pupils... then it could work 
better' (Teacher 16). Some teachers thought that 'without a special computer suite for 
sub ect teaching the problem cannot be solved' (Teacher 20). j 
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On the other hand, a teacher working in the only school that possessed a second computer 
suite mentioned that this additional suite was not being used, because it was 'equipped 
with old computers... They need service'. She appeared to be very uncomfortable in using 
this suite, because the 'IT teacher worries that someone like her who doesn't know IT will 
maybe cause troubles' (Teacher 11). 
II. Problems related to the lack of appropriate infrastructure 
More than half of the teachers pointed out the lack of appropriate software as the major 
reason for not using ICT in teaching. Some considered the reason for this lack to be 
financial or simply the indifference of the Ministry to equip the schools with software. A 
few teachers mentioned their difficulties in installing software, which was aggravated by 
the lack of technical support. It is worth noting that nearly all of the teachers ignored the 
existence of the e-yliko website. 
Some alluded to the lack of appropriate software: 16 teachers felt that there was a lot of 
software that they could use, seven noted that they were not satisfied with the quantity of 
the available software, while nine of them said that they were not sure about it. 
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Figure 5.13: The proportion of teachers who thought that there was enough software they could use 
Less than half of the teachers referred to the lack of appropriate software. They either did 
not know any good software to use or the school did not have appropriate CDs or the 
teacher-trainer did not spend time on showing them. One put it: 'We receive information 
from several companies or the Ministry of Education for the available software... what do 
I care if a CD exists, but I am not able to acquire it in a simple way? ' (Teacher 4). 
Some teachers said that they did not have many CD-ROMs and mentioned that the reason 
was lack of financial resources. The CDs schools did have were left by the teacher-trainers 
after finishing the training programme. A teacher added that 'these should be provided by 
the Ministry in a quite simple way' (Teacher 8). 
For some teachers the problem had to do not so much with the non-availability of 
resources, but with the lack of access to up-to-date resources, to software that could 
actually enhance a lesson. More than half of the teachers suggested that the existing 
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software did not cover their educational needs and it was very simplistic 'because they 
teach lessons of a theoretical direction that demand a more flexible approach' (Teacher 4). 
A few teachers felt that the installation of CDs caused problems for them and they needed 
to ask for assistance. There was also a teacher who mentioned that one of the reasons for 
not using computers was the lack of Internet connection at home, since their 'salaries are 
too low to have a monthly Internet connection' (Teacher 16). 
Apart from these from the interviews it became clear that most of the teachers did not 
really know the way e-yliko website works. Some of them admitted that the teacher-trainer 
had referred to it, but they had never used it themselves. Only three teachers said that they 
had used it when working on the preparation of their teachings with ICT with the trainers' 
assistance. 
5.5.2 Lack of Time 
More than half of the teachers underlined the lack of time for preparing and teaching with 
ICT. As some teachers noted, their 'age' demands extra time and effort in order to 
assimilate what they are being taught and apply it. 22 suggested that teaching with ICT 
uses up valuable time, seven disagreed and four were not sure. 
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Figure 5.14: The proportion of teachers who thought that there was not enough time to use ICT 
Teachers explained that 'it's a matter of time and it's a matter of educational system'; that 
time is needed for the lesson's preparation, but also, before that, to 'sit down and practice 
what they have learned'. A teacher complained 'you just can't give even two hours' 
(Teacher 15). 
Another teacher added: 
If there was an hour in the weekly timetable in which with relaxed pace and outside 
the curriculum we could see word processing or language exercises on the computer 
(Teacher 13) 
Some teachers felt that as they are people of a 'certain age', they need more time, in order 
to assimilate new things, especially when these are related to technology. Some of the 
teachers were more self-critical saying that they 'didn't find time to sit down to apply' 
what they teamed (Teacher 13). 
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Some of the teachers considered the support provided by the school management and the 
Ministry insufficient, since it could not cover even the basic technical problems they were 
facing. Most of the teachers did not feel comfortable asking the IT teacher for assistance 
for their lessons and they would have preferred an IT person designated for that post. Some 
teachers thought that pressure for compulsory ICT use would have positive results 
although most of them considered that schools and teachers were not ready to take this 
action. 
Most of the teachers suggested that the training could be improved if they were provided 
with constant and continuous technical and emotional assistance either during preparing 
their lessons or during their teaching in classroom. A teacher said: 
And there should be a person in the computer suite to help us and the children with the 
technical problems. There should be cooperation between the IT teacher and the 
literature teachers, in order to build a good schedule, that could work and have good 
results. 
(Teacherl) 
24 teachers worried about technical problems, six said that they did not, while three noted 
were not sure. 
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Figure 5.15: The proportion of teachers who thought that concems over technical problems inhibited their 
ICT use 
Most of the teachers said that they would use the computer suite, if they had technical 
assistance, so that they would be responsible only for planning and teaching the lesson. 
Some teachers seemed to be displeased with the fact that they had to be taught technical 
issues and asserted that they 'couldn't get into that logic' (Teacher 1). 
Most of the teachers seemed to be uncomfortable asking the IT teachers to help them, as it 
was not their role to give technical instructions and assistance to other teachers and would 
take valuable time from their own subject area. They were aware of the additional burden 
this could place on their colleagues, and were reluctant to ask help. Furthermore, they did 
not want 'to ask the IT teacher a favour and to owe him gratitude for that' (Teacher 16). 
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Some teachers felt that there was no support or pressure coming from the school 
management or other external agents, encouraging or pushing them to exploit what they 
leamed during their training. This is clear from the below dialogue: 
-Interviewer: What about the quality of support from the LEA and the school? 
-Teacher 6: Yes, of course, if we wanted. 
-I.: Has the head-teacher or the inspector ever asked you to use computers? 
-T6.: No, but this year they have put a computer here and we can use it whenever we 
want to do so. 
Concerning the attitude head-teachers took towards the teachers who attended the EE ICT 
in-service training, the teachers never mentioned having a problem with their head- 
teacher, but it appeared that in almost every case they had not discussed the training with 
them. 
He is from those who seek to implement the use of ICT in her/his school... But he 
cannot impose its use on his/her school's teachers. 
(Teacher 8) 
Even in the case of the head-teacher, who had been teacher-trainer for EE himself before, 
the approach to the training did not seem to be different, although the teachers recognised 
that, if their head-teacher had not been involved in the training, it would never have 
happened: 
The head-teacher is involved a lot with computers. And the teacher-trainer was 
acquainted with him. And I guess that this was partly the reason why the teacher- 
trainer chose his school as centre of the training. 
(Teacher 10) 
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Some teachers wanted further support in using ICT in subject teaching and pointed to the 
importance of printed material, a companion book or notes of the teacher-trainers' 
instructions, 'so that you can turn the pages and find whatever you want' (Teacher 1). They 
felt quite helpless without a reference book to which they could resort, when faced with 
technical difficulties. The teacher-trainer appeared to give them notes only, if they asked 
him to do so. 
Some of the teachers appeared to believe that support would be positive for using ICT, but 
not pressure: 
I don't really believe you can do that with pressure. You must have good initiative, 
good information and be persuaded. 
(Teacher 15) 
On the other hand, there were some teachers who said that there should be a change and 
that some pressure would be useful: 
Because, if you leave it to the freedom of any teacher, maybe you won't achieve 
anything. 
(Teacher 12) 
Some teachers agreed with the compulsory use of ICT in teaching and felt that, if ICT use 
was imposed on them, programme designers would need to make sure that teachers have 
the necessary training, the necessary technical support, an extra computer suite and the 
appropriate software. If pushed, they would eventually get used to it and they would have 
no other option. As one put it: 
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I would ask for the necessary conditions and it would be positive, I think... If they let 
me in the present conditions, with the same timetable, with all these subjects and 
asked me to use computers in my teaching, that would be unacceptable. 
(Teacher 11) 
5.5.4 The Demands of the Curriculum 
Most of the teachers seemed to agree that they could not use ICT in their lessons and at the 
same time to keep up with the demands of the curriculum. The material teachers had to 
cover was huge and the use of ICT could be employed only for revision of the material 
taught or for breaking the routine and variety, but that would take up lots of their valuable 
time. 
A teacher felt that during the training she found out that ICT could not keep up with the 
curriculum: 
Whenever there was a chapter for which someone had done trial lesson, a chapter that 
we should teach in 45 min time, they (i. e. the teacher-trainers) presented it using 3-4 
hours. 
(Teacher 11) 
One teacher underlined the problem of having too many subjects to teach, which made it 
very difficult for them to find time to plan for change. She said that 'It's impossible to do 
this (i. e. to use ICT) with all these subjects I have' (Teacher 6). 
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5.6 Perceptions of EE Programme Impact 
Teachers were asked to comment on the impact the EE ICT training programme had and 
the changes it caused on a personal and school level: 
5.6.1 At a Personal Level 
The training seemed to have little impact on teachers' practice. Only two teachers did try 
to use ICT by themselves the year following the training (see below). Ten teachers thought 
that the training was sufficient to enable them use ICT in teaching, another ten were not 
sure and II disagreed. Although most of the teachers admitted that they had progressed in 
ICT during the training, less than half said that they did not learn a lot and an equal number 
of teachers were unsure about it. Finally, 12 teachers said that they would try to use ICT in 
subject teaching in the future, 16 teachers were not sure and only five stated that they 
would not use ICT at all. Some of the teachers were still doubting of the usefulness of ICT 
use in teaching after the training, and although they could theoretically point out some 
advantages of ICT, such as the collaboration of pupils, they were sceptical towards its use. 
Some teachers seemed to believe that they had made 'considerable progress' in using ICT, 
since they 'started from knowing nothing' and now they possess 'a lot of ICT knowledge 
and skills' (Teacher 17). However they declared that they had decided not to use 
computers in their work except for typing in texts and finding information. But the 
majority felt the training did not fundamentally add to their existing skills. A teacher 
commented: 
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I knew word processing. That's what I mostly needed and I had to ensure that I knew 
it. 
(Teacher 4) 
s it concerns pedagogical implications, many teachers did not appear to have altered their 
attitude and stance: 
My work hasn't changed, but in finding information you have many options... The 
pedagogical view hasn't changed. 
(Teacher 1) 
23 teachers agreed that the training improved their IT skills, five did not see any 
improvement and four were not sure. Similarly, less than half of the teachers, more 
specifically 16, suggested that they did not learn a lot during their ICT training session, 
while almost an equal number, 11, were not sure about that and only four teachers felt that 
they leamed a lot. 
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Figure 5.16: The prOportion of teachers who thought that they did not leam a lot 
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In a similar question referring to time spent on learning what the teachers already knew, 
nearly all of respondents, 28,, felt that they did not spend much time on learning what was 
known and only one teacher disagreed. 
21 of the teachers felt the programme was effective in teaching ways of enhancing learning 
and teaching, six teachers disagreed and four were not sure about it. Beyond this most of 
the teachers, 25, felt that the teacher-trainers tried to cover all the material, but they did not 
offier them examples related to their sub ects, while a small minority, four, disagreed and j 
two of them were not sure. The teachers found the teacher-trainers' attitude and approach 
understandable, because the material that had to be covered by them was too vast: 'He 
tried to cover all subjects that are taught in the two levels of secondary education' (Teacher 
1). 
The Gymnasium teachers found the content of the training more transferable and suitable 
to their classes, while the teachers serving in Lyceurns found the applications irrelevant to 
their needs, with the result some of them to drop out or see no practical usefulness in the 
training. 
The teachers were asked about the impact EE ICT training had on their pedagogy. 18 
teachers felt that the training enhanced their pedagogy on ICT, while II adopted an 
opposite view and four appeared not sure on this point. 
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Figure 5.17: The proportion of teachers who thought that EE did not enhance their pedagogy on ICT 
Accordingly, ten teachers thought that the training was sufficient to enable them use ICT in 
teaching, another ten were not sure and II disagreed. 
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Figure 5.18: L_Tlhne proportion of teachers who thought that EE was sufficient to enable them use ICT 
in 
teaching 
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In addition, 12 teachers said that they would try to use ICT in subject teaching in the 
future, 16 teachers were not sure and only five stated that they would not use ICT at all. 
Most of the teachers said they would like to use ICT in their subject teaching, but in areas 
not connected to the examinations that lead to universities. The curriculum demands put 
some restrictions on teachers, especially those working in the Lyceums, since the pupils 
are 'interested only in issues that are related to the process of admission to the University' 
and they are 'preparing the pupils just for this purpose' (Teacher 12), and makes them not 
want to use ICT in their classroom. 
Figure 5.19: The proportion of teachers who thought that they would be using ICT 
Regarding teachers' perceptions of the importance of ICT, more than half of them accepted 
that ICT could present some aspects of a subject in a better way in comparison with the 
traditional methods, but some still doubted about the advisability and usefulness of ICT 
use in teaching and learning. One felt that she 'can't accept right now that computer 
is as 
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important as a book' (Teacher 12). Some of the teachers seemed to believe that they 'have 
to be persuaded first, and of course to have received training' (Teacher 15) before starting 
to use it, because in that way they would see the significance of what they were to do. 
One of the teachers who questioned the educational potential of ICT use in classroom felt 
that 'A teacher that has been doing the sarne things for . -0 many years... can do her/his 
lessons in an effective way without using computers' but through 'traditional techniques' 
(Teacher 10) as they did in the past. 26 teachers felt that they could be good teachers 
without the help of ICT, only two disagreed and five were not sure. Most of the teachers 
made clear that in their judgment 'good' and 'effective' teacher is one who 'will come to 
school, will do her/his lesson, will put exercises and will correct them' (Teacher 6). 
Nearly all the teachers agreed that computers cannot take the place of the teacher in 
classroom, a view supported by 32 teachers, while only one noted not feeling sure. 
Some teachers asserted that Greek schools have too many other more serious and more 
urgent needs than computers such as, for example, providing playgrounds and establishing 
libraries. One of them insisted that libraries are more important than computers, because 
they open the pupils' mental horizons, and, when he was asked whether computers could 
have the same result, he responded that 'libraries are forever, while educational technology 
is just a trend, which will disappear quicklY, as educational television did, because it does 
not fit the reality' (Teacher 9). 
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Many teachers were unable to point out some specific advantages or disadvantages of ICT 
use in teaching and learning. One of them confessed that 'except for the fast finding of 
information and the filling in tables, I can't find any advantage' (Teacher 5). 
Some teachers did admit that ICT properly used could contribute to effective teaching 
since 'some subjects... can be done better with the use of computers' (Teacher 2). 
Another teacher underlined the utility of ICT in assessing pupils' progress, as it can be 
done 'with a set of questions of an objective form'. According to her this activity is 'a 
pleasant, fast and in most cases objective form of examination' (Teacher 2). 
But, in spite of the fact that many teachers felt that ICT use can help the collaboration 
between pupils, which was positive since 'each pupil could contribute according to her/his 
ability for the common aim to be achieved' (Teacher 6), most of them seemed to avoid 
employing group-work techniques in their classrooms either because 'some lessons are 
indeed better to be conducted in the traditional way' or because it causes waste of time or 
simply because the teachers 'don't believe in it' (Teacher 2). 
Some other teachers mentioned that ICT properly used enables pupils to learn by 
themselves, to explore and research, and, the most important of all, motivates them. Two 
teachers expressed this saying: 
I think that the pupils, while searching for several things by themselves, get into the 
process of learning. I consider it very positive. In addition, what you have given them 
already, the knowledge they acquire when searching is quite important 
(Teacher 8) 
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Computers activate even pupils who in a normal classroom are passive and are simply 
waiting to get everything ready either from teacher or from their classmates. 
(Teacher 7) 
27 out of 34 teachers believed that ICT could motivate pupils, five appeared not sure, 
while only one disagreed. 
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Figure 5.20: The proportion of teachers who thought that ICT could motivate pupils 
Another advantage of ICT use in classroom referred by most of the teachers was that 
pupils might have more computer skills than their teachers and could teach their teachers. 
As some said, 'it makes them (i. e. the pupils) happy to teach their teacher something. The 
climate is changing. And they are happy, when we express the will to learn something 
from them' (Teacher 11). But there were six teachers who were not sure whether ICT 
subject teaching makes lessons more enjoyable and one disagreed. 
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Figure 5.21: The proportion of teachers that thought ICT could make the lesson more enjoyable 
Likewise, teachers gave several and sometimes opposing responses to the questions about 
the eventual negative results of ICT use. Many teachers referred to the large number of 
pupils in a classroom, around 25, which usually made it quite difficult to take all the class 
in the computer suite and caused loss of valuable teaching time. They expressed fears that 
pupils could be playing games during subject teaching and they themselves could lose 
control over their pupils. Most appeared to lack confidence in front of pupils, who were of 
different ICT and subject knowledge background. 
In addition, the majority of teachers maintained that the lack of Greek websites, as well as 
the slow download speeds reduced considerably the value of using ICT in subject teaching. 
22 teachers thought that ICT was not an obstacle in the organisation and function of the 
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classroom, eight appeared not to be sure and three other teachers considered it to be an 
obstacle. 
5.6.2 At School Level 
At school level some teachers noted that after the training 'nothing changed in the function 
of the school' (Teacher 1) that could help them to put into practice what they had learrit. 
More than half of the teachers, 17 in total, agreed that they had few opportunities for 
cooperating with their colleagues, but eight suggested that they had some and seven were 
not sure. 
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Figure 5.22: The proportion of teachers who thought that there were no opportunities for cooperation 
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Some the teachers felt that, although they had opportunities for cooperation during training 
sessions, there were few outside the training, since they focused on finishing the 
curriculum and this made their 'relationship more competitive' and stressed them (Teacher 
4). 
Even in schools where three or more teachers attended the ICT training it seemed that no 
cooperation existed after the training: 
-1: There were another 2-3 teachers from your school attending the training... was 
there any cooperation between you? 
-T5.: No. 
Some teachers accepted that they did not know the level of their pupils' IT knowledge and 
that was very discouraging and made their work more difficult. According to them this is 
one important factor, which demanded teachers' cooperation. One teacher suggested that 
the difficulty of having pupils with various IT backgrounds could be met if the IT teacher 
was ready to cooperate with the subject teachers and to give them information about 
pupils' knowledge. 
5.7 Teachers Who Use Computers 
Although nine teachers used ICT with the teacher-trainer's support during the training, 
there were only two teachers who tried to use the computer suite after their training. Both 
of them were female from 40-49 years old with 21-25 years teaching experience. One of 
them had a computer at home for more than four years and the other for more than eight 
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years. They both had an Internet connection at home and they used it for activities not 
connected with school issues or their teaching preparation. The applications they used for 
teaching were Word, Internet and one of them used Power point as well. They had similar 
teaching experiences to the majority of the teachers involved in the research and they said 
that they acquired their ICT knowledge in the training. 
The fust teacher declared that she used the computer suite once a month with different 
class and that she prepared her lessons using www. e-yliko. gr and www. comvos. gr. She 
also noted that she used to download exercises, but she changed them before giving them 
to her pupils. He asserted that the TSC training did not offer anything to her; that it was too 
much for the beginners. She asserted that, since there were no exams for the certificate at 
the end, everything would soon get forgotten. According to her declaration she had no 
previous experience, but she learned everything during the EE ICT training programme. 
She found it very exciting to work using computers, and that is the reason why she did it. 
In addition, she seemed to think that teaching in a traditional way had become a routine 
and there must be something new; that there were problems but they did not put her down. 
According to her the trained teachers do not implement ICT in their teaching because of 
technical reasons. She said that other teachers did want to use them, but they are deterred 
by the supposed technical problems and the insecurity they felt. She also appeared to 
believe that it would be better and it would encourage the teachers to use computers if they 
were located in their classrooms. 
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The second teacher asserted that she used to take groups of pupils in the IT school suite 
and to repeat the lessons she had done with the teacher-trainer's assistance. She had never 
used e-yliko for preparing her teaching and she was not sure she knew anything about it. 
She considered very important for children to escape from their everyday routine and 
seemed to believe that computers could help stimulate them to try to find necessary 
information by themselves. She added that the use of ICT could motivate the Pupils to 
enter new 'roads', different from those suggested by the school textbooks. She learned 
everything she knew from TSC and EE training programmes which she thought quite 
positive, but added that she kept practising at home as well. She considered that the 
teacher-trainer had guided the trainees correctly and were able to solve any problem they 
faced, but she found that a bigger school computer suite with a different arrangement of 
computers in it would be more helpful and that a change in the school's structure, in the 
curriculum and the examination process could encourage teachers to use ICT in their 
teaching and not consider it a waste of time. She thought that it is impossible for teachers 
to use the available software, because it did not correspond to curriculum demands and that 
the Ministry of Education should equip schools with updated CDs, which exist in the 
market. 
The key factor that differentiated these teachers from the rest was their willingness to 
experiment and present something different to their pupils, something to attract their 
attention and help them learn. One of the teachers prepared lessons while making use of 
the electronic resources available. The other teacher used the lesson she had practised 
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during the training. This means that she was using ICT, but not becoming an independent 
developer of ICT, because, as she said, due to lack of enough time for preparation. 
Although these two teachers were not put off by difficulties of access or technical 
problems, they felt that lack of time was a serious factor that deterred teachers frorn ICT 
use. The fact that all teachers faced the same difficulties, but still there were teachers who 
got over them means that these difficulties maybe shaped, but did not determine their 
stance towards ICT and its use in classroom. It is worth mentioning that their head-teachers 
were from those who were very supportive of ICT themselves. One of them was ex- 
teacher-trainer on ICT in subject teaching and the other one had an MA in educational 
technology and used ICT in his teaching. 
It is worth noting that in two follow up interviews, which took place one and a half years 
after the training, and one year after the first interview, these two teachers did not use the 
school IT suite anymore. One of them had been placed in a position with increased 
administrative responsibilities, while the other had health problems, which kept her away 
rl. - from her teaching duties for some period of time. 
5.8 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, teachers' perceptions of the EE training and their opinions about good 
practice and effective ICT training were presented. The impact of the EE in their everyday 
practice appeared to be minimum or non-existent and they gave the reasons for that. Those 
who were affected by the training tried to give their explanations as well. In the next 
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chapter, the views of the head-teachers of the schools which were implicated in the training 
process are explored. 
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6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, data collected through - interviews with the principals of the schools of 
which teachers had taken part in the EE ICT in-service training programme is presented. 
The head-teachers were asked to express their opinion about the educational potential of 
ICT in general, the reasons that make teachers use or avoid ICT use, the impact of EE, and 
their suggestions for better practice in ICT training. 
6.2 Information about the Traits of the Head-teachers 
Nine out of 15 head-teachers, whose schools were involved in the EE training process, 
were ready to participate in the research and were willing to talk with the researcher. The 
rest, six, of the head-teachers, who were approached, refused to participate because, as 
they said, they did not have enough time. In general, they were not negative towards the 
research, but they were unwilling to participate. Nearly all of them had many years of 
teaching experience and/or were experienced head-teachers as well and most of them were 
positive towards the introduction of ICT in schools. 
Seven head-teachers had basic IT knowledge and skills and 4 had attended training 
sessions, either in private and/or in the TSC and the EE training programme (1,4,6,9). 
Chapter 6 Data from Head-teachers' Point of View 
Three of them had a Master Degree in technology in education (3,7,8) and two had been 
teacher-trainers in the EE training programme (7,8). One head-teacher, 5, had no 
experience of computers and ICT at all and another one, 3, did not offer any information 
about his relevant knowledge. 
More than half of the head-teachers were trying to integrate ICT in their schools, while one 
of them, 3. was actually teaching with ICT. Head-teacher 4 was a very innovative head- 
teacher and willing to promote changes and reforms in his school. He was a very 
experienced computer user as well and used databases for the school information at home 
because, as he said, 'the school had not such facilities in the past... '. He asserted that he 
never wrote anything by hand. Head-teacher 7 was an ex-teacher-trainer and very ICT 
literate and was very concerned about equipping his school with computers by asking for 
them from banks, which had finished with them, and putting them in the teachers' office. 
He justified it saying that 'Exactly for giving them the opportunity not to forget what they 
have leamt... ' 
Interesting was the case of head-teacher 4 who, although he was very keen about the use of 
ICT, did not know that some of his school's teachers had attended the specific EE training 
course. 
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6.3 The Head-teachers' Perceptions about the Educational 
Potential of ICT 
The interviewed head-teachers expressed different opinions about the educational 
importance of ICT. Most of them agreed that ICT would be beneficial under certain 
conditions such as the reform of the curriculum. There were though some head-teachers 
who were in doubt about the potential of ICT, if not against its introduction. 
Some head-teachers were not sure about the beneficial contribution of ICT use in subject 
teaching and said that they wished to see ICT working in the classroom in order to be 
persuaded of its positive results: 'It hasn't been used in my school, so I can not judge' 
(Head-teacher 6). 
Some head-teachers recognised that the introduction of ICT in schools might enhance the 
teaching and learning process and contribute to its improvement, but they appeared 
somewhat suspicious about the real intentions and motives of the establishment of the ICT 
training programme. As one of them reported: 
I think that they (i. e. the government and the companies) just want computers to be 
sold and everything is working for companies' good. 
(Head-teacher 2) 
Nevertheless, there were more than half of the head-teachers who genuinely thought that 
ICT use in teaching and learning could offer new possibilities in the educational field. A 
head-teacher expressed this saying: 
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I do things that I couldn't do with chalk. Because until now ICT was in your blood, 
while now it is a need. 
(Head-teacher 3) 
But other head-teachers, while recognising ICT capability to change schools for better, 
took a middle position and stressed that ICT use and the novelties it brings in education 
could have a positive impact under some specific pre-conditions such as the reform of the 
curriculum and of the current examination process. A head-teacher explained this point: 
If I have a certain curriculum and the parents and the pupils want to succeed at 
university, they won't listen to me, saying that I am domg a long-term work... we 
need more time and a different way of exams. And a difterent kind of curriculum 
(Head-teacher 8) 
Some head-teachers referred to specific advantages and disadvantages of the ICT use In 
classroom. They agreed that ICT properly used could immediately help pupils to acquire 
A- - the necessary knowledge and mentioned the 'large quantity of information' that can be 
found on the Internet (Head-teacher 5). 
A head-teacher focused on the power of visual effects that ICT could provide saying 'the 
impression of the image for the pupils Ls very important krivad-teacher 6), while another 
underlined the capability of ICT to introduce pupils to 'the culture of their Age' and to 
prepare them for their future life in the information society (Head-teacher 8). 
A few head-teachers focused more on the effect ICT use in teaching and learning could 
have on teachers' practice and on their day-to-day work. One of them suggested that ICT 
4 can even replace the teacher or to force the teacher to ameliorate her/his professional 
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status' (Head-teacher 7) and make them try more, since it demands greater efforts on their 
behalf He added that 'we stay far from this tool on purpose: to have our calm and to avoid 
problems'. 
Some principals mentioned the pupil-centered lessons that ICT use imposes on teachers. 
As one of them said, it does not simply demand a change in teachers' practice, but it also 
motivates all pupils and strengthens their willingness to participate in the learning process: 
We abandon the teacher-centered perception of learning and we go to pupil-centered. 
(Head-teacher 8) 
Some head-teachers could not identify any disadvantage in the use of ICT and said 
'Disadvantages? I cannot see any for teaching. It is very useful' (Head-teacher 5), others 
disagreed. Some ICT experienced head-teachers, especially in physics or mathematics, 
observed: 'In physics you can do a simulation and that can substitute an experiment... but 
the skills are not developed only by looking at a computer' (Head-teacher 9). 
6.4 The Impact of EE ICT Training 
Most of the head-teachers judged the effectiveness of the EE ICT training provided on the 
basis of its results and the impact it had on their school's culture and life and they said that 
teachers' practice had not changed at all after the training. Some head-teachers refused to 
comment at all on the impact of EE since, as they said, they have no knowledge of what 
teachers do in their classrooms. 
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More specifically, one of the head-teachers said that 'the teachers must have liked it, 
although they didn't say anything. Otherwise they should have abandoned it, because they 
wouldn't stay there for one year' (Head-teacher 3), but others expressed more considered 
views on it. Two head-teachers that could actually comment on the teachers' impressions 
about the training stated that the teachers spoke of it as being positive, but they confessed 
that they did face difficulties when trying to apply what they were taught. One head- 
teacher commented negatively on the planning of the TSC training programme and 
appeared to consider that its duration of 45 hours was not sufficient to fulfil its aims and to 
cover the needs of the teachers who attended it: 'they did 45 hours. For someone who had 
never seen a keyboard in her/his life 45 hours training means nothing? Who are they 
making fun of.? We are old people' (Head-teacher 7). 
One of them said that there was no change in the work of teachers of his school as result of 
having undertaken the training; that the teachers did not use ICT, but that they might have 
started using other teaching methods and 'they give worksheets, while before they didn't 
know what a worksheet is' (Head-teacher 8). 
Some others said that they did not know what their teachers were doing in their classrooms 
since they did not 'attend lessons' and did not assess their performance (Head-teacher 5). 
Although the training aimed to enhance the cooperation between the members of school 
staff, it did not seem to have succeeded in this. One head-teacher talked about extended 
cooperation between teachers, teacher-trainers and the IT teacher saying 'teacher-trainers 
were teachers in schools and they come often. Whenever the teachers need something they 
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ask the IT teachers. They have their help' (Head-teacher 5). Another mentioned the 
cooperation of some teachers which aimed at the production of a school magazine and 
noted that 'all these were done on the school's computers' (Head-teacher 7). 
But the majority of school head-teachers recognised that there was no cooperation at all in 
their schools regarding ICT. The main reason they mentioned for this was a lack of time: 
Teachers cannot co-operate outside the school ... Where would they 
find the time? You 
can't do it losing valuable time. 
(Head-teacher 2) 
6.5 Factors that Make Teachers Avoid Using ICT in Subject 
Teaching 
The head-teachers who participated in the research felt that none of their school's teachers 
who had attended the EE ICT training programme, except in two cases, used or expressed 
the will to use ICT in subject teaching and identified some reasons for their reluctance to 
exploit what they had learned during the training course. The most serious of them were: 
the lack of the appropriate infrastructure, due either to lack of support from the Ministry or 
to frequent vandalism that often happens in schools; the demands of the curriculum, which 
leaves teachers no freedom to spend some time on aspects not closely related to the exams; 
the lack of support, that makes teachers to feel helpless without technical assistance and 
guidance in planning lessons with ICT, the general culture of the 
Greek school and the 
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teachers' unwillingness to develop professionally; and the school being seen as a 
preparation stage for exams leading to University. 
6.5.1 Lack of the Appropriate Infrastructure 
Some head-teachers tried to explain why they did not attempt to equip their schools with 
the necessary infrastructure. According to them many thefts were taking place in schools, 
while pupils themselves were not respectful of the school's property. So the machines 
easily vanish or get damaged, and it would be quite difficult to replace or repair them. 
According to the head-teachers' the culture that prevails in many Greek schools, and the 
fact that the head-teachers cannot leave anything unlocked or unattended, is a serious 
reason why they are not interested in equipping schools with the necessary infrastructure. 
One head-teacher's description is quite revealing on this point: 
We decided to buy a DVD and put it next to the video. In one week the DVD was 
gone ... There is a culture of destroying in Greek schools. I 
have a teacher doing 
technology, a subject that demands a relevant computer suite. It's fimy to say that 
you are teaching technology with a blackboard and a chalk. And you see her each time 
lifting the machine and take it down as soon as she finishes, because they (i. e. the 
pupils) will start playing with it They will see it like a game. It's sure that they will do 
something to destroy it. 
(Head-teacher 4) 
Some head-teachers suggested another reason for not wanting to equip their school was 
lack of appropriate guidance and support. Some of them appeared not to have any 
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information about which software to buy and they complained of not being guided on this 
point by any agent. A head-teacher said: 
There are too many programs, which are very expensive, and I can't go and choose 
them... - There is no good guidance. 
(Head-teacher 7) 
In fact, there was only one school that had an extra computer suite, because a mathematics 
teacher asked for it as head-teacher 9 mentioned. 
Head-teachers said that they do not interfere with their teachers' work and they did not 
really know what was happening in their classrooms. They said that they were not negative 
towards the use of ICT, but they stated that they could not ask their teachers to use ICT, 
'because it's like interfering in their work ... And I 
believe that, if you impose something on 
someone, it usually does not work' (Head-teacher 5). The same head-teacher said that 
'there is a computer suite with all the equipment and if they want they can take the pupils 
there ... It's a completely personal 
issue'. 
Some head-teachers felt that on the one hand, the available infrastructure was inaccessible 
and, on the other, that 'if the teacher knows that in the class s/he enters s/he will find all 
these machines and, besides the material they themselves prepare, additional material sent 
to school... they are going to use ICT' (Head-teacher 4). 
Only one head-teacher mentioned www. e-yliko. gr, which he had learned from other sites 
and which he used as a link, and referred to the role it could play in improving the teaching 
and leaming process. 
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More than half of the head-teachers seemed to prefer a classroom that would include all the 
necessary equipment, which a teacher could make use of in her/his teaching any time s/he 
needed it without any time-consuming pre-arrangement. As a head-teacher said: 
All these things that ameliorate education should exist in the classroom and any 
teacher who can use them should just press a button and make use of what s/he has 
prepared. 
(Head-teacher 4) 
6.5.2 Lack of Time 
Many head-teachers seemed to believe that 'the reason why many teachers do not use ICT 
is the pressure of time' (Head-teacher 3) and some proposed that they should be provided 
with the 'time for preparation... to get away from teaching for a while in order to feel 
comfortable with teaching with IT' (Head-teacher 3). 
Head-teacher I agreed with this suggesting that a secretary could release teachers from 
their clerical duties and help them to get some free time to invest it in practising what they 
had leamed. 
6.5.3 Lack of Support 
More than half of head-teachers saw the provision of technical support as one of the basic 
needs of teachers intending to make use of ICT in subject teaching, and one of them stated 
that they should 'have an IT teacher for every ten schools, to pass two hours from every 
school to give training to those interested' (Head-teacher 7). 
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Most of the head-teachers complained of not having any guidance or help from anybody in 
choosing software: 
Advice from whom? The PI is inexistent. When someone creates a CD sends a notice 
saying that there is that CD. This is not guidance for me. 
(Head-teacher 7) 
One head-teacher declared that he tried to repair simple breakdowns or damage to the 
computers, because of lack of any external support and if it was something difficult, they 
4call. the company that guarantees the machine's operation, but it takes a lot of time' 
(Head-teacher 4). 
Another head-teacher suggested that the consultant teacher could act as guide and motivate 
teachers to embed ICT use in their teaching. He said: 
There can't be any pressure from me in the issue of teaching methodology. It could be 
done through the consultant. Not pressure, but guidance. 
(Head-teacher 3) 
Nevertheless, two heaciteachers maintained that without pressure nothing was going to 
change. One of them said that 'A teacher would never start practising alone. If it was 
compulsory, it would maybe work' (Head-teacher 1), while another (Head-teacher 4) 
expressed some reservations about such an attitude and the fear that 'forcing things upon 
teachers' practice would be considered 'authoritarian' by the teachers and some political 
parties as well. 
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6.5.4 The Demands of the Curriculum 
Data from Head-teachers' Point of View 
Some head-teachers, especially those working in high-level secondary schools (Lyceums) 
pointed out the restrictions of the current curriculum and its connection with the 
examinations leading to the Universities. A head-teacher stressed this point saying about 
the teachers: 
There is always the curriculum problem, because of the way that Lyceums work 
Because they are not very used to it and there is the pressure from the exams, and as a 
result it [i. e. the use of ICT] is considered a luxury. (Head-teacher 6) 
In addition, they seemed to believe that the existing available software, especially in the 
area of literature, was not appropriate and 'there should more material for literacy teachers 
in order to have ready schedules and more software' (Head-teacher 3). 
6.5.5 The General Culture of the Greek School 
Only head-teacher 4, who gave a deep description of the teaching profession and the Greek 
teacher's status, pointed out the main disadvantages of the educational system. He 
acknowledged that teachers in his school do not use computers not even for administrative 
tasks and explained: 'the teachers who are responsible for an administrative task here do it 
by hand. They also give everything to their pupils hand- 
written'. As he said, that happens either because they do not have the necessary free time 
to learn and practise or because they are fond of the traditional way of teaching. 
Referring to himself as someone who tries to keep updated with the technology, even 
though he is close to retirement, he asked 'But why me? I am in the sunset of my career! ' 
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He tried to explain and justify the attitude of his school's teachers and the lack of ICT use 
in their classroom saying: 
Now as far as it concerns teachers; there are two categories of teachers. Those who 
have the knowledge and the will to modernise their teaching with new methods and 
those who might want it deep inside, those who can't and they don't know... You 
have to have it yourself 
(Head-teacher 4) 
At the same time he complained of some deficits of the Greek educational system. He 
emphasised the few hours teachers are obliged to stay at school. In his words: 
I was teacher, when it was compulsory to stay from eight till two in school ... Now she 
(i. e. the teacher) will go at home, she has so many things to do, and I say 'she', 
because women are the majority here, 18 women four men. 
(Head-teacher 4) 
Continuing his description, the same head-teacher added that pupils and teachers as well 
perceive secondary schools, especially at the higher level, as an indispensable but useless 
step leading to the University: 
The Greek system's ideology is that every high-school pupil should succeed in the 
exams leading to the University... But so school appears to be a process, and the 
pupils do care more about the private lessons at home than about the school ... When 
the school is not perceived as necessary, then we have lost the game. 
(Head-teacher 4) 
The same head-teacher referred to the lack of evaluation, the conditions that do not favour 
teachers' professional development, and teachers' indifference towards school 
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improvement. He noted that a schools' progress depends on the will of a minority of 
teachers who are ready to spend some of their spare time in tasks beyond their teaching. 
Nevertheless, he said that there could not be any evaluation at least concerning ICT since 
'the teachers do not have the necessary equipment and training' and seemed to be 
suspicious of the persons who could eventually undertake this task. 
6.6 Perceptions of Teachers' Motivation 
Some head-teachers commented on the lack of any motivation given to teachers in order to 
attend the training and use ICT in their teaching afterwards and stressed its great 
importance in the uptake of ICT. 
More specifically, some mentioned of money given to the participants by TSC as a good 
incentive and they complained that they were not given any motivation in general or a 
good enough salary to neglect their professional status. However, one head-teacher 
disagreed with giving money to teachers as an incentive to attend the training and buy a 
computer saying: 
I am against giving money. Because if you want to see who really wants to learn, you 
will call him on a voluntary basis... And you see that it happens and with money. And 
most of them go there for the money. 
(Head-teacher 4) 
Another head-teacher felt teachers should strive for: 
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Moral satisfaction coming from the pupils' or from the head- teachers' responses. The 
teacher has no other incentive besides his own, that s/be is doing her/his job better. 
(Head-teacher 8) 
Another one, 5, reported that only one of the teachers of his school who attended the 
training course spent the money he was given actually to buy a computer. However, most 
of the head-teachers seemed to believe that money is an effective incentive and motivation 
not only for teachers but for the teacher-trainers too. The following comments are 
revealing on this point: 
The money was a good motivation, and many bought or upgraded their computers. 
But many didn't do it. With the money they get, its natural... The head-teachers need 
incentives as well to cope effectively with all the troubles. 
(Head-teacher 1) 
6.7 Suggestions regarding improving the training 
The head-teachers who took part in this research made some suggestions that could 
motivate teachers to participate in such ICT training programmes and enhance their ability 
to integrate ICT use in classroom. Most of them suggested that the teachers should be 
provided with a computer at home, in order to be able to practice, as well as further 
training in order to keep up with the evolution in the area of ICT in education. A few head- 
teachers who had been involved in the training suggested that a better learning 
environment should be created for the provision of the training while more opportunities 
for practising and observing ICT lessons should be given. Some of them also mentioned 
the importance of motivation. 
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6.7.1 Each Participant should be Provided with a Computer 
One head-teacher (7) was very concerned by the fact that those responsible for the training 
did not provide the teachers who took part in the training course with computers. In fact 
each participant was granted financial support during TSC programme, but it was not 
enough in order for teachers to buy a computer. At the same time he blamed the Greek 
Ministry of Education for poor planning and not facing the problem properly. At the same 
time he proposed a way of solving this problem: 
With 300 euros not only can't you buy a computer but not even the box. If we take 
under account that there were over 75,000 teachers who got trained, the party with the 
Ministry could have gone to a big industry to say that we need 75,000 computers the 
would be able to negotiate a price of 300 euros and every teacher would get a 
computer. Why didn't they do it?. 
(Head-teacher 7) 
Another head-teacher, 4,, did mention that as teachers did not have computers at home. 
This meant that 'after a month everything ... will have been forgotten'. 
6.7.2 Training should be a Continuous and Life-long Process 
Many of the interviewed head-teachers recognised the need of continuous training and of 
life-long commitment for professional development. One mentioned the general problem 
of a lack of training for the teachers, which is connected to the low morale of the 
profession, and stressed the point that teachers do not care for their professional 
development after their graduation and that leads to the bad profile of the profession: 
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To be given a bachelor's degree is not the end of your work... You have to learn 
more. Each day things are changing. 
(Head-teacher 7) 
6.7.3 The Training should be carried out in the Appropriate Environment 
The head-teachers who had participated in the EE ICT training prograrnme spoke about the 
atmosphere within which it took place. One referred to the need for the creation of a 
motivating and secure environment and thought that the atmosphere of this particular 
training did not encourage the teachers and did not make them willing to continue the 
training, since 'they felt a fear of being made fun of.. and embarrassed to say that they 
haven't understood something... ' (Head-teacher 7). 
Alluding to the need for such an atmosphere another head-teacher mentioned the positive 
role that a learning or professional community could play for the successful 
implementation of a school innovation or reform. He said that: 
... if we create a kind of 
learning community, we will have the basic, and then new 
people can come from the universities, trained or half trained, and with these 
communities and the refreshment of the employees in a decade we will have 
something important. 
(Head-teacher 8) 
6.7.4 Greater Emphasis should be put on the Practical Aspect of the Training 
That the training focused mostly on theory was noted by one head-teacher who happened 
to be teacher-trainer as well. He reported that: 
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The issue was to pass on new pedagogic perceptions under the umbrella of the new 
technologies ... You try to connect the traditional things that the teacher is doing with 
the new ones in a roundabout way. 
(Head-teacher 8) 
Another head-teacher pointed out the importance of teachers observing exemplary methods 
of integrating ICT into teaching: 
S/he should see how to accommodate that for some time or minutes in the traditional 
teaching and see afterwards if the result was better or not. 
(Head-teacher 9) 
6.7.5 Training should Create Incentives for Participation 
According to some head-teachers many things in schools appear to work thanks to the 
good will of some teachers. But some recognised the need for incentives not only for 
teachers, but for teacher-trainers as well, who were promised to 'be promoted, to a level 
above the inspectors' but 'nothing happened' (Head-teacher 8). 
One of them who had worked as teacher-trainer commented on the important role the 
consultants, the people from the authorities or the Ministry, could play in enhancing 
teachers' interest to take part in such training courses: 
No consultant passes by, not a person from the administration, or the Mnistry does 
say 'bravo for volunteering for that' or that 'I am awarding you that certificate'... 
They should show that they recognise the efforts of the teachers. 
(Head-teacher 8) 
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6.8 Chapter Summary 
Data from Head-teachers' Point of View 
In this chapter the head-teachers perceptions concerning the EE training and the 
educational use of ICT were investigated. This shed light on teachers' experiences too. The 
head-teachers did not seem to disagree with the teachers but they were able to offer more 
information regarding school culture and provide a context for understanding the EE 
training and its impact. In the next chapter, the teacher-trainers' point of view will be 
presented. 
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7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter interviews with the teacher-trainers who carried out the EE ICT training 
programme are presented. The teacher-trainers interviewed were teachers serving in 
schools at the time they were selected and attended a special training programme to be 
capable to conduct the EE ICT teacher in-service training. These teacher-trainers gave 
valuable information on many topics of interest, such as their perceptions of the 
educational potential of ICT, of the process and the effectiveness of their preparation, of 
the realisation of the EE training programme and the problems they faced during the whole 
process, of its evaluation and the impact it had on schools' life, and made some 
suggestions for the improvement of ICT in-service training programmes. 
7.2 Teacher-trainers' Perceptions about the Educational 
Potential of ICT 
All three teacher-trainers appeared convinced of the educational potential of ICT and were 
great supporters of it, and brought examples of the positive impact ICT has on teaching 
and learning. One drawback all of them underlined was the lack of time in order for 
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teachers to make use of ICT, which could only be overcome with a general reform of the 
curriculum and change of beliefs. 
More exactly, the teacher-trainers seemed convinced of the importance of ICT. They put 
into practice whatever they were told and they saw that ICT, properly used, 'could 
challenge the educational system and change thoughts prevailing for decades' (Teacher- 
trainer 2). 
All three teacher-trainers were asked to express their own opinions about the impact ICT 
could have on the teaching and learning process, and they identified some basic advantages 
of its use. One of them said that ICT 'is a nice tool that can change your beliefs radically 
about the teaching and learning process' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
Another teacher-trainer added that ICT use was very helpful for the pupils, because it 
&promotes group work, and pupils get used to a model that they will find useful later in 
their life' (Teacher-trainer 2). 
One teacher-trainer mentioned that ICT could reduce the gap between performance levels: 
the low level student performance and the high level one. He noted: 'In front of a computer 
all students are equal; the differences disappear ... in such an environment the pupil changes 
and s/he get traits that you could not see before' (Teacher-trainer 2). 
A disadvantage of the use of ICT in subject teaching stressed by the teacher-trainers was 
the time needed. All of them agreed that preparing an ICT lesson needs 'too much time 
with the computer with the danger of losing the lessons objectives' (Teacher-trainer 2). r) 
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A teacher-trainer suggested that he 'had to change their (teachers') beliefs' and tried to 
convince them that the computer is not only about surfing on-line and getting information, 
since they 'came with that impression' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
The same teacher-trainer added that ICT could not only save time, but also offer something 
positive to the curriculum, but under some specific conditions. He suggested that if you 
6get away from the tied timetables... have a good appreciation of the material... then you 
can save lots of time and do great things' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
The teacher-trainers associated the non-computer use of teachers with the strict curriculum 
and the lack of time. They said that the teachers have to make progress in a predetermined 
curriculum and to meet its demands, and suggested that under the present pressure teachers 
cannot think of computer use. A teacher-trainer asserted: 
It is too complicated. In order to go on with the curriculum the software must suit the 
relevant material. And the teacher must be aware... Books are changing, many new 
subjects are included in the material and corrections take place. All these press the 
teachers a lot ... 
(Teacher-trainer 2) 
7.3 Teacher-trainers' Preparation 
The teacher-trainers referred to the training of postgraduate level they received in order to 
become teacher-trainers. It seems that they were satisfied as far as it concerned the IT part 
of their training, but dissatisfied concerning the educational part of it. 
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The teacher-trainers were selected by the Greek Ministry of Education after submitting an 
application on the basis of (i) their previous research and training activities and (ii) their 
knowledge and skills in using ICT. After the training provided by them to their colleagues 
TI went to do a Master degree in 'theory, practice and evaluation of educational work', T2 
went to work in a LEA, while T3 was the only one to go back to his school - 
The teacher-trainers who took part in this study expressed opinions about the effectiveness 
of the training programme they received. One of them appeared to be quite satisfied 
especially with regard to the 'issues of educational use of computers' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
In contrast, another teacher-trainer said about their educators: 'Those who had the 
responsibility to pass to us their knowledge about the pedagogical theories didn't do their 
job well' (Teacher-trainer 2). Teacher-trainer 3 found a silver lining in reading more books 
as he found the training '50% satisfactory' and he was reading books alone (Teacher- 
trainer 3). He had a negative stance towards the training, but he was soon convinced about 
the contribution of ICT to subject teaching. 
7.4 Information about the Carrying-out of the EE In-service 
Training 
The teacher-trainers referred to several problems they faced. The main ones were the 
difficulties they had in accessing schools because of the negative or disinterested stance of 
head-teachers and teachers as well towards the training. 
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7.4.1 Problems related to its Preparation 
Data from Teacher-t-ainers' Point of View 
The teacher-trainers were asked to comment on the problems they met in their effort to 
carry out the EE ICT in-service training programme. They focused on their visits to 
schools and their contact with teachers and head-teachers and their stance towards them. 
They felt tha they had to visit the schools themselves in order to inform the teachers about 
A- - uae particular trammg programme, to explain its aim and its importance and to persuade 
them to take part in it. They all faced difficulties: 
1. The stance of the head-teachers 
The schools had computer suites prepared especia. Uy for the training, but when the teacher- 
trainers visited the schools they realised that some head-teachers had no idea about the 
existence of this particular training programme. At the beghming they were denied access 
to the computer suites, and faced arguments about financial responsibility and availability. 
In the end the teacher-ft-ainers found ways to persuade the head-teachers to cooperate. The 
head-teachers of secondary high schools (Lyceums) had been especially unhelpK because 
of the demands imposed on teachers by the curriculum, while the more helpful and 
cooperative were head-teachers who had knowledge of ICT use in education. The 
comments of a teacher-trainer are clear on this point: 
In the first year, when we suddenly appeared in the schools who had optionally chosen 
to participate in. the training programme... although these schools had a computer suite 
for the training, they were not aware of the scheme ... 
The head-teachers said 'the 
school is financially responsible for the computer suite, who will open it 
for you, who 
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will be in there, who will be responsible for the security etcT... I faced such attitudes 
only at the first visit of the school. Things got better during the second meeting. 
(Teacher-trainer 1) 
11. The attitudes of teachers 
Teachers were not ready to accept the new reality and the new roles the use of ICT 
imposed on them. They had to be persuaded about the potential of ICT to improve subject 
teaching and the pupils' leaming. One teacher-trainer described Greek educational reality. 
The fact that 'there is no moral reward for what a colleague is doing... that's a 
disadvantage of the Greek education' (Teacher-trainer 1). He added that it depends 
exclusively on the teachers' will to learn. On the other hand 'they recognise other things 
that do not have to do with education, it has to do with social relationships and maybe 
these are more valued' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
One teacher-trainer connected these problems with the lack of a 'legislative framework' 
for their work and talked about lack of good management. He complained that their status 
had not been clearly defined and 'there was not any Minister's decision that mentioned 
anything like that' (Teacher-trainer 1). One teacher-trainer considered that the EE ICT 
training programme was the initiative of one or two ambitious people and, when they lek 
the programme deteriorated, 'that's how it happens in Greece. The people disappear and 
the programme stops" (Teacher-trainer 3). 
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7.4.2 Problems related to the Programme's Realisation 
The teacher-trainers referred to some problems they met during the phase of carrying out 
this particular ICT training programme. These problems were related mostly to the lack of 
appropriate infrastructure since the computer suite was always occupied, to technical 
problems concerning the Internet connection and the network function, to the software, 
which was not appropriate and to e-yliko, which was not satisfactory. There were also 
problems caused by the lack of support from the IT teacher, who was not willing to help 
the teacher-trainers in technical problems, from the head-teachers, who did not encourage 
ICT implementation, and the Ministry, which was not offering any guidance or feedback at 
all. The teacher-trainers considered also problematic the fact that they had been colleagues 
with the teachers and said that this led some teachers to not take the teacher-trainer 
seriously. A final problem teacher-trainers underlined was the differentiated IT skills of the 
participants which made some of them lose track of the training and even give up. 
1. The lack of access to the computer suite of schools and of appropriate 
infrastructure 
The teacher-trainers complained 'because the computer suites were occupied by the pupils 
and they could not use them out of schedule hours', since the IT teacher is responsible for 
its function even from the financial point of view. They felt that the IT teacher was usually 
reluctant to permit the teachers who were receiving the training to use the computer suites 
(Teacher-trainer 2). 
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The teacher-trainers regarded the computer suite as the best environment for teaching with 
the use of ICT, mainly because 'only there they [i. e. the pupils] can experience all the 
advantages of group work and even that of groups working in competition with each other' 
(Teacher-trainer 2). For that reason they would like a second computer suite, so that the 
lack of resources would not be an obstacle to the teachers' willingness to use ICT. 
They also referred to the Internet 'not working and the computers... of low power and 
when on the network ... slow' (Teacher-trainer 1) and, as they mentioned, this would be 
even more problematic if a classroom of pupils were working there. They asserted that, 
when they met minor problems, they were able to solve them, but problems related to 
Internet were beyond their knowledge and skills. 
The teacher-trainers' comments on the software available were similar. They admitted that 
'the software... it's useless in great part, closed, that does not leave freedom in the 
thinking, and does not move in the area of searching' (Teacher-trainer 2) and made it 
difficult for them to train the participants to the use software in their teaching. The teacher- 
trainers' viewed e-yliko website similarly. They demonstrated and supported it, because 'it 
was good at the beginning, but it was only for those who had attended the training and 
actually the good ones'. He hinted that he was disappointed by the way e-yliko had been 
embedded in the training process, but he was not willing to give more inforination. He 
said: 'For sure it's good, but it has nothing to do with our EE' (Teacher-trainer 2). 
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II. The lack of support 
(i) Issues with IT teachers 
Data from Teacher-trainers' Point of View 
As seen, a teacher-trainer complained about the IT teachers who were not helpful at all. 
The IT teachers were not cooperating with the teacher-trainers as far as using the network 
was concerned, and caused problems and put obstacles in way of accomplishing their 
training duties successfully. A teacher-trainer stressed that point saying: 
I was installing the software and next day it wasn't there, because I was doing it as a 
user. I was not given the password. 
(Teacher-trainer 1) 
These problems made the teacher-trainers suggest that the teachers and themselves as well 
would need 'a technician to solve the problems on the spot ... You cannot 
leave the teacher 
without support' (Teacher-trainer 1). He said that there was a technician in the school only 
at the beginning of the training that was quite helpful. 
(ii) Head-teacher' attitudes 
Another factor that did not contribute to the normal development of the training course was 
the support provided to the teacher-trainers by the head-teachers of the schools 
in which 
the training programme took place. One teacher-trainer said that the head-teacher put 
obstacles to the teachers in the use of the school's computer suite, because 
he thought that 
the less they used it the better. A teacher-trainer observed 'but it's not fair, since even the 
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IT teacher does not have the technical knowledge to respond to these issues' (Teacher - 
trainer 
Another teacher-trainer said that in the cases in which the head-teacher was cooperative 
and helpful 'the teachers were more focused on the training and the IT teacher as well 
more responsible' (Teacher-trainer 3). 
(iii) Issues with the Ministry of Education 
The teacher-trainers felt that lack of support was the main reason that made many teacher- 
trainers all over Greece abandon their training responsibilities and go back to their schools. 
The teacher-trainers thought that working in school was much easier... 'And the salary was 
the same' (Teacher-trainer 2), so they returned there. 
As part of their training, the teacher-trainers had to send reports to their educators and to 
the Ministry about the progress of the training and the problems they met, but they had 
'feedback only in the first year' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
They noted that they had to cooperate with each other through an e-mail list, since there 
was no other support, 'because there was a need to exchange experiences. Otherwise we 
would get lost'. What the Ministry offered them was just two day-seminars 'because there 
was no money', which the teacher-trainers found very useful, but not sufficient (Teacher- 
trainer 2). 
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The teacher-trainers suggested that the same lack of support applied to the teachers also, 
since they were not being assisted at all in performing their new role by any intemal or 
external agent after finishing their training. The teacher-tramers unplied that without 
ffirdier support 'after 3 years we will forget even that new technologies exist' (Teacher- 
trainer 1). 
According to the teacher-trainers only a few teachers were using ICT in their teaching, 
which they regarded quite remarkable, because 'they don't get help from anywhere' 
(Teacher-trainer 1). 
One teacher-trainer suggested that the teachers needed an advisor in the area, so that they 
could ask for help on issues of pedagogy and planning. According to a teacher-t-ainer the 
teacher 'needs to know that, if s/he decides to get in the computer suite, there wifl be 
someone to support her/hirn, as an advisor of subject... the teachers will use ICT in their 
classroom, if they like it, but, if they face difficulties, they will surely give up' (Teacher- 
trainer 1). 
111. The nature of the participant teachers 
Two out of the 3 teacher-trainers said that the fact of knowing the participants beforehand 
was making their task more difficult. Two of the teacher-trainers coincidentally worked in 
A- - uae same school or in the same area with their teachers. The fami harity that existed 
between the teacher-trainer and the teachers made them show less respect towar eir 
teacher-trainer and often, to not complete their tasks, treating the teacher-ft-ainer as a 
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friend. On the other hand there were those teachers who had a 'certain impression of what 
you are to tell them' and questioned their ability as teacher-trainers (Teacher-trainer 2). 
IV. Lack of an appropriate curriculum and timetable 
An additional difficulty was the lack of a common curriculum relevant to the aims of the 
particular ICT training programme. The teacher-trainers had to plan the structure and 
define the content of the training themselves in cooperation with the teachers and the head- 
teacher of the school in which the training took place. The body of teacher-trainers tried to 
form a common programme, but it was difficult to plan it. They appreciated the lack of 
restrictions and the right given to them to delineate the framework of the training, but it 
proved to be quite difficult, because they had a differentiated audience and did not have the 
necessary experience and after all 'the important thing for the teacher-trainer is to find the 
middle way for everyone and apply a programme that responds to the needs of most of the 
teachers' (Teacher-trainer 2). 
In fact, the content of the training and its delivery was basically decided by the teacher- 
trainers. 'Two to three lessons in the whole year were just for technical issues'. The 
trainees focused on pedagogy, although 'some of them wanted to get more IT skills, but 
the programme had not just this intention' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
Similar problems were caused by the timetable of the course. The timetable was chosen 'to 
suit the teachers... in cooperation with them' (Teacher-trainer 1) and in cooperation with 
teachers and head-teachers the training courses took place outside school hours to avoid 
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the disturbance of school life, and sometimes during school hours after reform of the 
school timetable. But this timetable could not satisfy the needs of all participants. 'Since 
everything was optional and on a voluntary basis and the training activities took place in 
out of school hours' this made it difficult for teachers to participate and 'some teachers 
thought of leaving the programme without completing it' and some really did leave 
(Teacher-trainer 2). 
V. The differentiation of knowledge and skills of the teachers 
The teacher-trainers tried to select teachers with some IT knowledge to participate in the 
training and to form their groups, but that appeared to be a difficult task. So the groups 
they formulated consisted of teachers with different level of ICT knowledge and skills. A 
teacher-trainer explained: 
We were trying to call in people that had the basic knowledge ... we had to choose and 
we preferred experienced users. But after that you could see that their ICT knowledge 
and skills were not the same. This differentiation caused us some troubles. 
(Teacher-trainer 1) 
This differentiation of level of ICT knowledge and skills meant many teachers wanted to 
leave the training, because they were facing difficulties with the IT part. The EE ICT in- 
service training focused mainly on educational and pedagogical issues 'the programme was 
too difficult for them, because it was something totally new' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
Another reason that made teachers leave the training was that they were not familiar with 
that approach, since they had to 'prepare things for next time, to cooperate on the spot in 
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pairs; to work in a way in which the Greek teachers were not used to working' (Teacher- 
trainer 1). 
This led the teacher-trainers to suggest that the TSC training programme should precede 
the EE training programme and that teachers should attend training on IT skills first: 
In TSC they were getting used to computers ... TSC should be at the beginning. 
(Teacher-trainer 3) 
A different view about the TSC was expressed by the teacher-trainer 2. He said that this 
training programme simply confused things and had no real purpose; that it was a 
programme fitted with the Ministry's plans 'only to show that there was large-scale 
training' (Teacher-trainer 2). 
7.5 The Evaluation of the EE ICT Training Programme and its 
Impact on School Life 
The teacher-trainers accepted that the training failed to succeed its main aim: to change the 
pedagogy of teachers concerning their teaching methods, to encourage collaboration 
among them and to end up with ICT implementation. The teachers seemed to attend the 
training because they simply wanted to acquire IT skills and only few of them did practise 
lessons with ICT during their training and even fewer did any after the end of the training. 
More exactly, although the training programme had clear aims, many teachers 'saw it as a 
chance to learn IT skills and to learn the basic tools. During that, they found out that there 
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is something else more important ... what s/he is going to do with the use of it... ' (Teacher- 
trainer 
The teacher-trainers felt that the teachers complained mostly of lack of appropriate 
material to read from, of the poor quality of the infrastructure available and the lack of 
heating in the computer suite in which the training was carried out, but in general, 'they 
seemed to be satisfied with the general result of the training' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
One of the negative points and deficits of this training programme was, according to the 
teacher-trainers, the stance of the teachers towards the lessons which they had to perform 
with the use of ICT in the framework of their practice. The teacher-trainers appeared to 
recognise the necessity and importance of these lessons. As a teacher-trainer noted: 
If they did not see it working in practice themselves, I don't think that it would 
benefit them. 
(Teacher-trainer 1) 
In spite of this, the lessons incorporating ICT that took place during the training process 
were very limited. The teacher-trainer I acknowledged that 20-30% of his teachers 
undertook to carry out such a lesson, the teacher-trainer 2 felt that two out of 50 teachers 
the first time and five out of 40 teachers the second time realised these lessons and teacher- 
trainer 3 asserted that all the teachers did it. As it seems from the teacher-trainers' 
comments the main reason for doing such lessons was that; 'one lesson was enough for 
them to get the certificate' (Teacher-trainer 3). 
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One teacher-trainer talked about two groups of teachers: the first consisted of those 
teachers who felt that 'they were doing better things than they used to', although always 
with the teacher-trainer's guidance, and the second consisted of those teachers who 
appeared to feel a bit disappointed, because the structure of the classroom was different 
and they might give the impression that they were not doing their job properly: 
We were trying to tell them [i. e. the teachers] that the work that was being done and 
the way it was being done was more important than simply reading their pupils 
'poems', which I don't know if they were listening anyway. 
(Teacher-trainer 1) 
When these lessons did not happen the teacher-trainers saw themselves as somewhat 
responsible for it. One teacher-trainer said that he 'could not support so many lessons' 
because he did not have the time to prepare these lessons sufficiently and added that even 
the best teacher had to meet the teacher-trainer at least twice in order to organise such a 
lesson (Teacher-trainer 2). 
The teacher-trainers also referred to the impact lessons with the use of ICT had on pupils 
and the way they responded to it. One teacher-trainer underlined that most pupils could use 
computers better than their teachers and that they found it fascinating to see that they are 
better than their teachers in some area. As a teacher-trainer observed 'That's another 
reason why the teachers felt uncomfortable in the computer suite' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
One of the teacher-trainers was more specific and talked about the lack of interaction and 
collaboration on a conversational level between teachers and pupils. He said: 
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The teacher... has to be involved with the pupils on a different level, on a 
conversational level... We don't have the patience and we think it's a waste of time to 
let pupils think and talk and even say their stupid things at the very end. 
(Teacher-trainer 1) 
The teacher-trainers observed that pupils 'in the first 5 minutes might laugh, because they 
see something that they haven't seen before and they think that they will play' (Teacher- 
trainer . but they seemed to work well soon. A teacher-trainer suggested that 
effectiveness in teaching with ICT lies in having prepared the appropriate worksheet that 
will attract the pupils (Teacher-trainer 3). 
Another negative element of the training referred to by the teacher-trainers was that, 
although they 'were trying to show them [i. e. the teachers] that they had to cooperate 
between themselves'. this did not happen. Teachers did not seem willing to cooperate with 
their colleagues and they did not prepare the tasks they were supposed to, although they 
were 'from the same school or... a neighbouring school' (Teacher-trainer 1). 
The teacher-trainers felt that the training's primary aim was 'to replace the current 
teachers' perception that in a classroom the teacher must talk and the pupils should listen' 
(Teacher-trainer 2). They said that the teachers had different perceptions about the role of 
pupils and of teachers and the relationships between them within the educational 
environment, and that 'the computer is the excuse for teachers to change something in the 
classroom' (Teacher-trainer 2). In some cases, they felt they did succeed in having 
teachers reflect on their pedagogy. 
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7.6 The Teacher-trainers Suggestions 
The teacher-trainers suggested that ICT in-service training should be part of a general 
initiative of professional development, which would aim to the change and improve the 
teaching profession and the teaching and learning process. The necessary conditions of 
work should be established in order for it to be reasonable to ask teachers to use ICT in 
their teaching. 
A teacher-trainer mentioned that there should be an additional training that could convince 
heads and teachers about the potential of ICT use and the positive role it could play in 
changing schools and enhancing the teaching and learning process. He also proposed that 
the training should be a continuous process, because the teachers and the schools' 
principals do not have a culture of continuous lifelong learning and they are not positive 
towards change. A teacher-trainer thought that this would be the baseline for effective 
training planning: 
And then there are things like the old perception of head-teachers, the unwillingness 
of the teachers, the lack of training. We need first another training related to our 
identity, to the nature of our function, to our role in the new age. It's not possible only 
one teacher-trainer to do that and persuade so many people to cooperate with him. 
(Teacher-trainer 2) 
The same teacher-trainer mentioned that the use of ICT could not be compulsory, because 
the necessary and appropriate conditions do not exist in schools. As an example of this he 
referred to the lack of a second computer suite 'because many teachers wanted to practise 
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after the training, but there was no a computer suite available in schools' (Teacher-trainer 
2). 
7.7 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, teacher-trainers underlined the problems they met during their training and 
the training they provided to the teachers. They reflected on the procedures and outcomes 
mostly of the EE training and they suggested methods of enhancement of its impact. In the 
next chapter, the perceptions of three people involved in the planning, implementation and 
sustaining of the EE and TSC training are presented. 
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POINT OF VIEW 
8.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the data gathered throtigh interviews with the programme designers are 
presented. These refer to several issues related to the planning and the implementation of 
the TSC and EE ICT training programmes and their experience collected from their 
continuous dealing with the teacher-trainers and the evaluation of the results of the training 
projects that were used. 
8.2 EE and TSC Programme Designers' views of ICT in-service 
training 
The programme designers referred to the different training programmes already in place 
and criticised the existence of two different training programmes at the same time. The 
main reasons for the failure of the training to have a considerable impact were the 
training's decentralised form, which could not endure within the general centralised form 
of education, as well as the lack of a secure framework for the training's existence and the 
interventions of the political authorities. 
One referred to the decentralised character of the TSC ICT training progranune as regards 
its 'planning, organisation, realisation and expenditure of the needed money' and noted 
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that the Ministry of Education and the Pedagogical Institute put some principles as regards 
its 'content, the qualifications of the eventual teacher-trainers, the centres where the 
training was to be carried out' and the security of the 'appropriate mechanisms for the 
evaluation of its effectiveness and the provision of the necessary support' (Progranune 
designer 2). The decentralised form of the training (i) permitted each teacher to participate 
in ic ever stage P I, P2 and P3 of the training he wished, (ii) arranged things in a way 
that 'each school could decide how and where their teachers would be trained irrespective 
of the school in which they served' and (iii) made the school which was the centre in 
which the training was taking place responsible for the financial support. 
The same programme designer alluded to the difficulties included the decentralised 
approach, because, as he noted, they 'haven't learned how to act in a decentralised way 
without complaining, because they are afraid when given responsibilities'. He confessed 
that 'the decentralised model did not work the way we designed it' and that 'other factors 
which interfered spoiled it' and 'the money given was spent according to the centre' and 
concluded that 'only the PI stage of the training was completed, and it was not meant to 
happen like that' (Programme designer 2). 
Another programme designer commented on the problems arising from the centralised 
form of educational change and innovations and the incorporation of a training programme 
into the framework of Ministry's wider programmes. One problem was that the programme 
designer could not be present in every training event and could not see through the 
accomplishment of the initial idea (Programme designer 1). 
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The first programme designer alluded to another deficit of the planning and implementing 
of the EE ICT training programme. He said that, because the person who introduced the 
EE ICT training programme had to withdraw at some point, 'the Ministry of Education 
continued it by itself with a person who happened to be there without spending the 
necessary money'. This programme designer considered the programme 'good' but 'small 
scaled', since 'around 1000 people were created in zero time, and the Ministry 
transferred those from the school to the central authority, because they had to find a way to 
pay them and each one of them had to train some schools'. He stated that the EE training 
gave him the experience needed to design the TSC ICT training project (Programme 
designer 2). 
The second ICT training programme designer disagreed with the co-existence of EE and 
TSC ICT training programmes. He recognised the fact that TSC training programme was 
part of a bigger training plan, but he argued that these two separate training programmes 
were not meant to work simultaneously. TSC ICT training programme was, according to 
him, a quick way of teaching IT skills, although that was not supposed to be its major aim. 
The programme could have impact, 'if the other two happen as well (P2 and P3), then we 
could say that it will have results. And if the teachers have bought the computers they were 
meant to' (Programme designer 1). 
It was observed that for the time being all these programmes were offered independently 
and with no connection to one another. So the teachers were learning IT skills, but not how 
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to use these in the classroom. Programme designer 2 argued that 'these things should be 
happening simultaneously". 
The same view was expressed by the third programme, designer 3. He felt they 'should 
show to the teachers how to use Word or Power Point for their subject... ', and explained 
that the problem was that there were not enough teacher-trainers who could provide ICT 
training in large-scale training programmes, while there were many IT teachers who could 
act as IT teacher-trainers. 
The same programme designer felt in principle the programme should have worked out. 
The lack of a 'stable framework' and the political authority's intervention 'destroyed' all 
the hard work that had been done so far. 
Regarding the end of the programme (see 1.5.2), one of the designers (2) seemed to regard 
that the abandonment of the programme was simply a political decision moving around the 
Ministry', 'although the Minister was enthusiastic about the programmes' and expressed a 
disappointment about what happened. 
Another progrwnme designer (3) gave a different explanation for the end of EE ICT 
training programme and argued that it stopped, because something 'more complete and 
large-scale' was being planned. She added that in the event nothing new happened and the 
EE ICT training programme ended without succeeding in its basic aims and even the test 
for the certificate that was to be given to the participants never happened. The same 
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programme designer spoke of a prevailing general feeling of disappointment conceming 
the ICT in Greece and put the blame as follows: 
The problem of ICT training is the top of the cold mountain of the lack of training in 
general. Many years the only training is provided by PEK (i. e. Peripheral Training 
Centres) to newly appointed teachers for a week. Everybody considers it as a 'torture' 
that they have to go through in order to make their job more effective and easier. They 
don't believe that they gain anything. 
(Programme designer 3) 
The same programme designer (3) expressed the view that the training should have lasted 
longer 'three to four years' and noted that this is why the participating teachers 'whether 
they could attend it for second year'. 
Programme designer 3, furthermore, talked about Greece as not being active as a country 
as far as ICT was concerned, although, 'we have the human potential resources, but we 
cannot still exploit it'. She blamed the educational system for that saying that 'two 
generations of pupils will be basically e-illiterate and unable to face what happens around'. 
The same programme designer mentioned that those responsible never evaluated the EE 
ICT training programme and argued that, although some questionnaires were distributed to 
the people who attended the relevant training course, it is not known what happened to 
them. 
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8.3 The Impact of the Training Programmes on Schools' Life 
The programme designers suggested that the great majority of the teachers do not use ICT 
in their teaching and these designers expressed their dissatisfaction with the training 
programmes that took place. 
A programme designer noted that less than 2% of school time is spent by the trained 
teachers in educational activities and lessons incorporating ICT, while 20% of the time was 
the target and foresees that 'the one hour per day presence of pupils in the computer suite 
might not happen, and we might go straight to the time where each pupil will have a 
personal computer' (Programme designer 1). 
Another programme designer (3) underlined that Greece lies behind the EU countries as 
regards the usage of ICT in schools. She asserted that there are not more than 50 teachers 
all over Greece using ICT in the teaching and learning process. 
The same programme designer said that computers are used mostly for the Internet, since 
the software is not appropriate or sufficient, and that the way it is used does not allow 
teachers and pupils to take advantage of the great possibilities that it can offer, since 'what 
happens often is that there is a search of some passages on the net and the pupils are 
combining them. That's a pity. To use a massive gun to kill birds' (Programme designer 
3). 
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8.4 Conceptions of Programme Designers about the Problems 
related to the Training's Realisation 
The programme designers referred to the problems that arose during the training's 
realisation. They underlined that although the selection of teacher-trainers was good, the 
training itself lacked good organisation, there was not enough guidance from the Ministry 
to the teacher-trainers as well as not sufficient infi-astructure for the training to be 
successful. 
A training programme designer (1) appeared to believe that the selection of the teachers 
who were to be trained and become teacher-trainers was very 'good'. There had been no 
political interference and the training was appropriate in principle. 
However programme designer 3 remarked that the guidance given to teacher-trainers was 
not sufficient; 'it was the beginning of everything and things were not clear. In addition to 
that, there was lack of organisation and coordination. This followed on so that when the 
teacher-trainers went to schools, there were no computer suites and no software and they 
were 'teaching with the one computer being located in the head-teacher's office' 
(Programme designer 3). 
The same programme designer commented on the lack of the appropriate material. 
Although the EE ICT training programme let them free to plan their training, 'there should 
be at least some general principles. If someone liked or preferred just one piece of 
software, s/he was teaching that one the whole year'. (Programme designer 3). 
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Programme designer 3 talked also about lack of feedback. She saw that the teacher-trainers 
were communicating only on-line which sometimes caused misunderstandings, 'meeting 
on-line is ok, but face-to-face is different'. She confirmed the problems related to the 
inappropriateness of the computer suites in which the training was taking place; 'the place 
was a problem, because we were working evenings, and who would be responsible for the 
keys. We had no radiators'. 
Programme designer I also talked about the difficulties they faced at the beginning of the 
training and alleged that it was not easy to co-ordinate the training of teacher-trainers, the 
computer suites and the software production. 
Programme designer 3 referred to the lack of the appropriate software as well, a factor that 
caused problems in the training of teacher-trainers. She admitted that there was no good 
quality software and that the existing software did not meet the needs of teachers or of the 
training in general: 
I think the software we had was for maximum 6 hours use in the schools 
(Programme designer 3). 
The programme designers' comments on e-yliko were similar. Programme designer 3 
reported that, 'it started as a request of the teacher-trainers to bring together all the 
material. At the beginning the teacher-trainers had websites. Everybody had one and they 
put on the teachers' material. And we were exchanging things. Then we thought best to put 
them together'. This programme designer complained that the would-be teacher-trainers 
did not really promote and did not develop it during the training. 
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8.5 Programme Designers' Suggestions for Good Practice within 
ICT In-service Training 
Apart from their general observations related to the planning and executing of the EE and 
TSC ICT training programmes the programme designers made some explicit suggestions 
and identified some presuppositions for successful implementation of ICT in subject 
teaching. The most important of them were: the existence of an active and appropriate 
school head-teacher, the participation of many teachers in the training programme from the 
same school, the provision of the necessary technical support, the provision of teachers 
with the necessary tools and the changing of teacher beliefs. 
8.5.1. The Need for an Active and Appropriate School Head-teacher 
A programme designer emphasised the important role the school head-teacher could play 
and noted that, when the head-teacher is positive or is included in the group of teachers, 
'everything flows more easily'. In cases where the head-teacher was not cooperative, 'they 
were blocking the use of computers... ' (Programme designer 3) 
8.5.2 The Participation of many Teachers in the Training Programme from the 
same School 
Programme designer 3 emphasised the importance of cooperation between teachers for the 
integration of an educational change in schools. According to her, it could be a positive 
thing that the teachers were of different levels of IT knowledge and skills. 
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We never had classes with levels. They were mixed and maybe it seems like a 
problem, but if we want to create a community in which each helps others that's a way 
as well. I put them sitting novice with experienced and it worked with me to have a 
groUP with three to four teachers from the same school. I- 
This programme designer appeared to believe that the teachers who took part in the EE 
training programme had started getting used to cooperating, but after the programme in 
most cases this cooperation stopped. 
8.5.3 The Provision of the Necessary Technical Support 
One of the programme designers, 1, said that the compulsory teaching with ICT was not 
possible, since there was not an appropriate infrastructure. According to him educational 
innovations cannot be imposed or be compulsory, but should be optional, and argued that 
only, if the training expands to around half of teachers, then it would be possible to 
compulsorily ask them to use the knowledge and skills acquired during the training course: 
If we say to do it now, the answer will be but we have no computer suites, they are 
occupied, not working. I don't think you can apply innovation with compulsory 
elements, but it could work with encouragement. 
(Programme designer 1) 
The same programme designer argued that ICT use in subject teaching could not be 
successfully implemented, unless there is continuous encouragement, good organisation 
and technical support saying, 'schools they need encouragement, appropriate arrangements 
and continuous technical support and more specific proposals' and argued that teachers 
need to be sure about the support they will be given or they will give up. 
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The need for technical support as a factor that may encourage teachers to embed the use of 
ICT in subject teaching was also suggested by the programme designer 3 who added that, 
if an element of audit was included, then more might be done and that the presence of 
inspectors in schools would be helpful: 
Maybe, if we had a seminar to inform the inspectors and then start the programme, it 
could have been better... Since the leadership and administration do not encourage 
them, why should they do it?. 
The same programme designer 3 talked about the need of an advisor's Presence 'to whom 
they can turn to for answer' and 'who can be available some hours per week to discuss'. 
They had not been able to do this, because of lack of money. 
8.5.4 The Provision of Teachers with the Necessary Tools 
Programme designer 2 pointed out the need to provide teachers with the tools in order to 
be able to use ICT. That is why money was given to the teachers on the TSC programme to 
purchase a computer or upgrade their own. However, the method of distributing the money 
was flawed since they could not check what was being bought: 'I thought we could give 
this money through the banks, because they could check what is being bought ... now they 
do whatever they want with it, and that creates wrong impressions' (Programme designer 
2). 
8.5.5 The Changing of Teacher Beliefs 
Programme designer I suggested that it was quite difficult to implement ICT in the schools 
with the teachers who are there now and noted that 'changes in education are happening 
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with generational change and that ICT in education is 'a societal need and it's going to 
happen'. 
Programme designer 3 pointed out that teachers had been working for many years and 
have been used to teacher-centered teaching approaches, 'to be the center of attention of 
the pupils and that now they are implicated in a quite different way of teaching within the 
computer suite 'where they already feel stressed, because they can't control everything'. 
8.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter included the perceptions of policy-makers of the training programmes and 
their suggestions for enhancement. The following chapters present an analysis of the 
findings in the previous three chapters. 
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CHAPTER 9: THE ANALYSIS OF DATA 
9.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapters the perspectives of the teachers, head-teachers, teacher-trainers 
and EE and TSC programme designers were described. This chapter seeks to combine and 
analyse these perspectives, offers a triangulation of findings and to highlight any difference 
in perspective. The chapter presents first the perspective of each group of participants and 
then takes the key findings and looks for causal connections among them. These are 
presented in a concept map, which is summarised in the text. 
9.2 Collated Findings 
Table 9.2 shows the main findings arising from the previous four chapters and the 
perspective of each group of participants on the findings. This has the advantage of 
presenting 'a full data set in the same location' (see Miles and Huberman, 1994, p. 91-92). 
The table is based on both questionnaires and interviews for the teachers' perspective and 
interviews with teacher-trainers, head-teachers, and programme designers of EE and TSC. 
It is a combination of a checklist matrix and a role order matrix. A checklist matrix shows 
whether a perspective is held by a particular group of participants, while a role order 
matrix shows the perspectives held by different groups and allows easy comparison. 
The plus sign (+) shows the strength of each finding in relation to each group of 
participants. Symbols can make the reading of the table easier and give a more schematic 
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impression. Whenever a plus sign (+) is used, it means that part of this group of 
participants put forward a particular perspective, the number of signs show the extent to 
which participants from a group shared this perspective: 
indicates for < =20% of the group put forward this perspective; 
indicates for > 20% and <-- 33% ; 
indicates for > 33% and <= 50%; 
indicates for > 50% and <-- 66%; 
indicates for > 66% and <= 80% and 
indicates for >81%. 
An important consideration is that indicating 20% of respondents put forward a particular 
perspective does not imply that 80% disagreed. So for example, saying that 20% of the 
teachers were not given a clear picture of the aim of the training does not mean that 80% of 
them said they were given a clear aim. Instead disagreement needs to be sought through 
other findings, which offer a contradictory perspective. In the case of the teacher-trainers, 
head-teachers and the EE and TSC programme designers, the extent of agreement was 
based on interview analysis. This raises difficulties in that qualitative data do not always 
lend themselves to exact quantification. However by checking the data interview and 
comparing what each respondent said in relation to a particular coding, one is able to 
present a best fit description. In the case of the teachers though, the extent of the response 
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is gauged by both questionnaires and interviews. This required rigorous cross-checking. If 
there is no sign in a box, it means that the particular group did not raise anything about this 
particular perspective, either because it was not within their specific area of knowledge and 
experience or because they were not asked about it. 
In order to make the text more readable the signs have been described in every day 
language within the text as indicating whether a few, some, less than half, more than half, 
most, nearly all of a group of participants shared a perspective as below. 
A few iFor percentages <= 20% 
Some ýFor percentages >20% and <-- 33% 
Less than half ýFor percentages > 33% and <-- 50% 
More than half Tor percentages > 50% and <=66% 
Most Tor percentages > 66% and <--80% 
Nearly all Tor percentages > 80% 
Table 9.1: Enlanation of expression of Rercentages in Umbols 
The perspectives of the groups of participants are described below (table 9.2). There are 
five categories: (i) the planning of the EE training, (ii) the planning of the sessions, (iii) the 
carrying out of the programme, (iv) the impact of the programme and (v) the evaluation of 
the programme. 
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9.3 Sharing of Perspectives 
The Analysis of the Data 
Table 9.2 shows that most of perspectives are shared within all groups. For example, the 
perspective 'The training should be continued in some form' was argued by some of the 
teachers, by most of the head-teachers and nearly all of the teacher-trainers and the 
designers of the EE and TSC. Many of the perspectives are shared by at least three groups 
of participants. For example 'There was little pressure for teachers to use ICT' was agreed 
by some of the teachers, more than half of the head-teachers and nearly all the teacher- 
trainers. 
Some other perspectives are put forward by at least two groups of participants. For 
example, 'Pressure from the head-teacher could result in more teachers using ICT in 
lessons' was shared by some teachers and a few head-teachers. Finally some perspectives 
are put forward by only one group of participants. For example, 'The teacher-trainers did 
not possess sufficient subject knowledge' was only put forward by the teachers, in this case 
most of them. 
Divergence in perspectives between groups is rare but there are some cases. The 
perspective that 'The training did not focus on IT skills' was shared by nearly all of the 
teacher-trainers and less than half of the teachers. What is more frequent is divergence in 
perspectives among the same group. For example the perspective 'There was not feedback 
on homework tasks' was argued by less than half of the teachers, while some argued that 
'There was feedback on homework tasks'. 
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The fact that a perspective was put forward only by one group, or strongly by one group 
does not necessarily mean that other groups took a counter view. However in most cases 
divergence in the strength of perspective is understandable in that specific knowledge was 
available to one group and not available to another. For example, the designers of the EE 
and TSC could make more detailed comments on the design and the implementation of the 
training programme, since they had experiences of other programmes too, but they lacked 
information on the details of how this particular EE programme was carried out. The 
people involved in the design have an outsider's perspective on the training and offer an 
external check on some of the findings. 
Sometimes it was the particular role each participant played, that led them give a different 
perspective on the same issue. Teachers and the teacher-trainers, for example, could 
comment on the training, but the teacher-trainers experienced the training from a different 
perspective. For example, the teacher-trainers and the people involved in the design 
strongly agreed that the planning and the organisation of the training was not good while 
only a few of the head-teachers mentioned this and none of the teachers. This is because 
the teacher-trainers had first hand experience of this area. 
9.4 Key Findings 
The key findings derived from the statements of all four groups of participants and shared 
by more than 50% of any group are surnmarised below. Of course, it is recognised that 
these findings do not describe the differentiated experiences within all the groups, 
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however, these are widely shared findings and a striking feature is the degree of overlap 
within and between groups. 
1. The planning of the EE ICT training programme: 
- The planning and the organisation of the training was not good (teacher-trainers, 
programme designers); 
- The lack of a legislative framework caused problems (teacher-trainers). 
11. The planning of the sessions: 
- The selection of the teacher-trainers was 'good' (teacher-trainers; programme 
designers); 
- Lack of paper support documentation for teacher-trainers (programme designers); 
- The teacher-trainers were convinced about the educational importance of ICT 
(teacher-trainers); 
- The teacher-trainers did not possess sufficient subject knowledge (teachers); 
- The teacher-trainers possessed sufficient IT and ICT skills (teachers); 
- Incentives were not given to teachers to take the course (head-teachers; teacher- 
trainers); 
- The teachers were not given a clear picture of the aim of the training (teacher- 
trainers); 
- The head-teachers appeared not to be aware of the training programme 
(head- 
teachers; teacher-trainers); 
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- The teacher-trainers faced problems from the head-teachers while trying to get 
access to schools (teach er-trainers); 
Ill. The carrying out of the programme: 
- The timetable was not satisfactory (teacher-trainers); 
The training was not long enough (teachers; programme designers); 
- There was little pressure for teachers to use ICT (head-teachers; teacher-trainers); 
- There was little support for ICT integration on school level (teacher-trainers; 
programme designers); 
- There was little support to the teacher-trainers (teacher-trainers; programme 
designers); 
- The head-teachers did not welcome the training (teacher-trainers); 
- Teachers and head-teachers had not been previously informed of the training 
(teachers); 
- Teachers did not carry out ICT lessons with the teacher-trainers' help (teachers- 
teacher; trainers); 
- Teachers' only motive was to get the certificate of attendance (teacher-trainers); 
- Collaboration among teachers was frequent during sessions, but not after that 
(teachers; head-teachers); 
- There were too few examples of ICT use related to the specific subjects (teachers); 
- The training focused on IT skills (teachers); 
- There were technical problems with the web-resources (teachers); 
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- There were limited opportunities for access to the IT suite (teachers); 
The IT teachers occupied the IT school suite nearly all the time (teachers; teacher- 
trainers); 
- There were few opportunities for teachers to observe lessons with the use of ICT 
(teacbers); 
- There were limited opportunities'for hands-on activities (teachers); 
- There were not many opportunities for practice in the school suite (teachers); 
The software used was not sufficient or appropriate for sub ect teaching (teachers; j 
teacher-trainers); 
The e-ylico website was seen as useful, but the teacher-trainers did not promote it 
(teacher-trainers; programme designers); 
- The training should be continued in some form (teachers; head-teachers; teacher- 
trainers; progrwnme designers); 
- ICT takes up lot of valuable time (teachers); 
- Group working wastes time (teachers); 
IV. The impact of the programme on school life: 
- The use of ICT in classroom should not be compulsory (teachers; teacher-trainers); 
- ICT has most value for revision purposes (teachers); 
- Teaching with ICT motivates pupils (teachers); 
- Teachers developed greater IT skills (teachers); 
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- Teachers with no previous ICT knowledge were highly motivated and satisfied 
1+ý 
kLeachers); 
Teachers did not see the value of conversational and cooperative teaching methods 
(teach er-trainers); 
- Pupils with good IT skills can help teachers to use ICT in classroom (teachers); 
- Pupils with good IT skills could make teachers feel uncomfortable (teacher- 
trainers); 
- The training did not manage to alter teachers' pedagogy (teachers; programme 
designers); 
- Teachers can be effective without ICT use (teachers); 
- Teachers cannot be substituted by computers (teachers); 
- There was too little formative evaluation during the training (teacher-trainers); 
V. Evaluation of the EE training programme: 
- The demands of the curriculum hamper teachers from using ICT in subject teaching 
(teachers; teach er-trai ners); 
- Attending two computer related programmes was problematic (teachers); 
- The motive for many teachers for taking part in the training programme was to 
acquire IT skills (teachers; teacher-trainers); 
- The focus on teaching methods was not necessary (teachers); 
Skills training should precede curriculum training (teacher-trainers); Cý 
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- More technical support in schools was needed (teachers; head-teachers; teacher- 
trainers; programme designers); 
- Transferring pupils to the IT suite was disruptive for teachers (teachers); 
-A second IT suite could address some of the problems of access (teachers; teacher- 
trainers); 
- Teachers were not doing ICT lessons with the teacher-trainers' assistance because 
of lack of time (teachers; teacher-trainers); 
- Those teachers who used ICT did so because of personal reasons (teachers who 
used ICT; teacher-trainers); 
- The general school culture did not allow innovation (teacher-trainers; programme 
designers); 
- Teachers' attitude and beliefs did not favour the implementation of ICT in 
classroom (programme designers); 
- Teachers did not use ICT because they could not see the value of conversational 
and cooperative teaching methods (teacher-trainers); 
9.5 Explaining Relationships through Concept Maps 
So far particular perspectives have been drawn out but the relation between these 
perspectives has not been developed. To do this, I decided to make use of a concept map, 
which constitutes 'Concept maps are graphical tools for organizing and representing 
I -. - Knowledge They include concepts, usually enclosed in circles or boxes of some type, and 
relationships between concepts indicated by a connecting line linking two concepts' 
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(Novak and Canas, 2006), with concepts being defined as 'a perceived regularity in events 
or objects, or records of events or objects, designated by a label' (Novak and Canas, 2006). 
Concept maps are usually mentioned as a technique for enhancing learning, but if it is 
extracted from the teaching environment it can be seen as 'an excellent way of helping to 
organise knowledge and so help understanding' (Kinchin and Hay, 2000, p. 1) The main 
advantages of this type of concept map is that it offers a schematic representation of 
concepts that are difficult to comprehend in a single page, and it is often easier to 
understand relationships that are presented diagrammatically. On the other hand, concept 
maps can be quite abstract and not include every possible perspective uncovered in the site 
investigated. However, if constructed with attention and thoroughness, concept maps 
present all the important factors, providing a clear picture of the event in question. 
A method leading to a map representing the concepts arising from the research, as 
described by Trochim (1989), would be to highlight the perspectives collected, then sort 
them according to their similarity and rate them on a priority basis. In the case of my study, 
the main idea was to present data in a causal form, and not in a simple correlational form, 
which brings it close to what Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 153) describe as 'causal 
network'. The first step was to collect all the perspectives mentioned by all the groups, 
placing them in a matrix and from there to extract the most dominant ones. Following that, 
a lot of time was spent revising each perspective, examining each one of them separately 
and looking for causality relationships among the perspectives and all the data in general. 
This resulted in a system of interrelated perspectives, which was very complicated and 
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messy. For that reason I had to manage the quantity of the perspectives by grouping them 
in some more comprehensive themes. For example, the perspective 'Teaching with ICT 
motivates pupils' and the perspective 'ICT has some impact on learning that cannot be 
achieved otherwise'. along with some other perspectives, were combined under the wider 
theme 'Teachers were able to distinguish the advantages and disadvantages of ICT use'. I 
next introduced a chronology putting together themes which I could relate to one of four 
main general phenomena, the map (see figure 9.1) shows these as: 
9 'the programme was not planned appropriately'; 
9 'the sessions were not planned appropriately'; 
9 'the delivery of the sessions was problematic'; 
9 'there were differentiated but disappointing outcomes'. 
These phenomena-concepts are shown as interrelated and leading chronological sequence 
to the 'disappointing' outcome. After identifying these four themes I had to re-consider 
and reconstruct the map. As a further check, I sought to cross-check the relationships I was 
identifying with the perspectives of each group in their evaluation of the training. 
A combination of an 'inductive' and a 'deductive' approach was used (Miles and 
Hubennan, 1994, p. 155), starting by the examination of the specific, broadening to the 
general picture and then returning to the specific perspectives. The final map offers a web 
of interconnected factors leading to one or more of the main phenomena and frequently 
interconnected as represented by the double-headed arrows. The main phenomena- 
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concepts are presented in the middle of the map with colored ink, enclosed in boxes and 
lines show the relationships among them and the various perspectives factors; the arrows 
represent the phrase 'can lead to'. The CmapTools software was used in order to design the 
map and proved to be very useful. 
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9.6 Expanding the Map 
The Analysis of the Data 
The map shows the difficulties in the planning and implementation of the programme: 
1. Concerning the planning of the EE training programme 
The EE and TSC Programme designers. felt that the decentralised fonn of organisation of 
the training did not work, because the people involved were not used to working in that 
way. The teacher-trainers appreciated the decentralised nature of the programme's form 
and delivery but they wanted and needed more central support in provision of material and 
on going training. An additional factor was the co-existence of the two training 
programmes, which tired the teachers and increased their heterogeneity. Further, there 
seemed to be considerable problems with the timetable of the training, which demanded 
the participants spent their personal time after school lessons to attend that training. The 
majority of the teachers were not satisfied with the out of school hours. These defects in 
the planning of the programs led to problems in the planning of the sessions. 
11. Concerning the planning of the sessions 
As mentioned before, there were considerable problems in the planning of the sessions. 
The programme designers considered the training given to the teacher-trainers sufficient 
and that it covered the pedagogy and skills needs. However the teacher-trainers and the 
teachers felt that their training did not prepare them for addressing the use of ICT in 
subject teaching and that led to difficulties experienced in the training and meant that they 
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could not properly address the teachers' diverse subject background. Teachers differed as 
to their IT skills and knowledge and to the school level in which they were serving, the 
lessons they were teaching and their motivation for participating in the training 
programme. The teacher-trainers felt that they did their best to address the differentiated IT 
skills of the teachers, but this was not accepted by some of the teachers. The appropriate 
environment for the introduction of an innovation had not been created; there was no co- 
operation among the people involved in the ICT programmes and the head-teachers of the 
schools were not acquainted nor even informed about the participation of their teachers in 
the EE programme. All these issues caused further problems in the carrying out of the 
training. 
111. Concerning the carrying out of the program 
During the carrying out of the training there were further problems and the teachers did not 
manage to connect ICT with their teaching. Initially, the training in the suites was 
problematic. The IT teacher was not cooperative, there was no technical support and in 
general there was no pressure or support from school managers, to help carry out the 
programme. Nearly all the teachers said that they had not discussed the training with their 
head-teacher, although the head-teachers argued that they were at the teachers' disposal. 
However most of them agreed that IT teachers were unwilling to help or at least that the 
environment was not suitable for teachers to ask for assistance from the IT teacher. 
The practical aspect of the training was limited since the content of the training was not 
related to the teachers' specific curriculum. There were too few opportunities 
for hands-on 
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activities and little observation of other teachers' teaching with ICT due to the limited time 
the teacher-trainers had at their disposition. 
The fact that the training was ICT focused and the existence of the e-yliko website and the 
lack of good quality software, which could provide teachers with lesson plans, did not help 
teachers connect the training programme to their needs. Teachers felt they needed more 
time for practising and planning lessons, and follow on training and support. They were 
very aware of the exam oriented curriculum and the 'lack of fit' of ICT to those exams. 
IV. Concerning the impact 
The main finding from this research is that this was a training programme that had a 
minimum impact on participants' practice. The programme had a positive impact on a 
personal level, in the development of IT skills and belief in the potential of ICT, but it did 
not affect teaching practices. 
9.7 Summarising Findings 
In summary this chapter has provided a triangulated perspective on the programme. As an 
example, the issue of ICT competence and confidence was explored by tracking data 
sources and methods. First, the questionnaire data showed that most teachers worried about 
technical problems (Figure 5.15). Next the interview data showed that most teachers felt 
that the training proggramme could have been improved if they were provided with 
assistance preparing their lessons and in the classroom (section 5.5.3). As it was most 
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teachers were uncomfortable asking IT teachers for help. They considered that this was not 
the IT teacher's responsibility (see section 5.5.3). 
IT competence was further taken up by teacher trainers, head teachers as well as 
programme designers, albeit there were some shifts in perspective amongst these different 
groups. For example, more than half of the head-teachers thought the lack of technical 
assistance as a factor that inhibited teachers from using ICT (section 6.5.3) and nearly all 
the designers argued that technical support was necessary for the successful 
implementation of ICT (section 8.5.3). By tracking this theme of IT competence through 
different sources of evidence the credible conclusion was reached that teachers lacked 
adequate IT skills, in part caused by lack of differentiated teaching and hands on practice 
within training sessions and in part enhanced as they lacked support in school. Other key 
findings are similarly supported through tracking of evidence. 
Taking all the evidence of this chapter together a summary of the main findings follows. 
1. Concerning the planning of the EE training programme 
- the programme was centralized in its conception and planned in a top down manner 
teacher-trainers were given quite a lot of autonomy during the programme but they 
needed more central support in provision of material and on going training. 
- planning did not address the co-existence of the two training programmes, 
- planning the session for after school was not well received 
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II. Concerning the planning of the sessions 
The Analysis of the Data 
-teacher trainers did not have sufficient background IT skills or sufficient 
background to model the use of ICT in all subjects 
- teachers were clearly differentiated in their IT skills, backgrounds and work 
situation and their different needs were not addressed 
- there was a lack of co-operation among the stakeholders in particular between 
trainers, programme designers, head teachers and IT specialist teachers 
111. Concerning the carrying out of the program 
the in school component of the training was not carried out due to lack of support 
and pressure in school 
- there was too little hands - on work and too little relevant modeling of the use of 
ICT 
- Teachers needed more time for practising and planning lessons 
- teachers need further training and support. 
- there was a lack of fit between the traditional exam oriented curriculum and the use 
of ICT. 
IV. Concerning the impact 
the training programme that had little impact on teachers' practice. The programme 
had a positive impact on a personal level, in the development of IT skills and belief 
in the potential of ICT, but it did not affect teaching practices. 
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If this was a disappointing outcome was any factor more important than another? As 
discussed earlier the introduction of ICT in school is challenging, calling as it does for 
provision of infrastructure support and training, rethinking of pedagogy. The factors 
affecting the take up of ICT in schools are interrelated and each of the factors leading to 
the disappointing outcome in this thesis needed addressing. 
9.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter brought together the perspectives of each group involved in the EE 
programme. Initially, they were presented in a matrix, being rated in terms of how strongly 
opinions were shared and by which group. An effort was made to investigate and reveal 
any potential causal relationships among these perspectives and to manage them and 
present them in a concept map. That procedure resulted in acquiring a clear picture of the 
data and the reasons why the programme did not have the expected impact on teachers' 
and schools' life. 
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CHAPTER 10: DISCUSSION 
10.1 Introduction 
This chapter compares the findings of this study with the literature on innovation, change 
and professional development as well as the research in the implementation or introduction 
of ICT into teaching and learning as described in Chapter 2. Through this compan-son 
will be able to locate my research in the 'field' by drawing attention agreement and 
disagreement with the literature and at the same time to validate my findings through 
external support and evidence. Extemal validity and generalisability are definitions often 
mterchangeable (Hammersley, 1993b) and refer to the possibility of generalizing the 
results of a specific study to other populations and contexts. Cuba and Lincoln (1994) refer 
to the concept of 'fittingness, instead of external validity or generalisability, the extent to 
which the situation under investigation fits other situations. Accordingly, findings are 
compared with other situations, different contexts and different populations, so they can be 
generalised. 
10.2 Table comparing Findings and Literature 
In order to make this comparison easier and more straightforward, I present five tables (see 
below) In which every key statement from the summary in Chapter 2 is presented and then 
cross-checked with the findings of the case-study. 
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Chapter 10 Discussion 
From the table it is apparent that many of the aspects of the planning of the training, the 
planning of the sessions, the carrying of the training, the implementation of ICT in 
teaching and the evaluation of the training in this study were in contrast to what the 
literature suggests. In the cases where the planning of the training was in accordance with 
the literature, it seems that it was not implemented efficiently or that the context was not 
appropriate. These findings provide a mirror on how not to plan and implement an ICT in- 
service training. 
To summarise, the people involved in this change did not took part in the decision-making 
and they were not well-informed in order for their cooperation to be secured. The form of 
the training was decentralised, offering the opportunity for teacher-trainers to adjust it to 
the needs of the teachers, but there was important lack of support at every stage. In 
addition, given that the Greek educational system is centralised, this type of training could 
not be easily carried out without the necessary central support. The teacher-trainers were 
given a ong training covering IT and ICT skills, but this was not sufficient. They were ex- 
colleagues of the participant teachers, but this had a negative impact for some. They talked 
to the teachers before the training in order to inform them and persuade them of the 
benefits of ICT, which the literature presents as necessary step before the introduction of a 
change. Nevertheless, they did not communicate clearly the pedagogical objectives of the 
training. The attribution of a certificate, as suggested by the literature, did motivate the 
teachers. However, attendance in itself ended up being their aim and not implementation of 
ICT lessons during the training. The carrying out of the training itself was subject focused, 
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but since there were teachers from different grades, it was not possible for the teacher- 
trainers to cover all teachers' needs. In addition, there was not appropriate software to be 
demonstrated and eventually used by the teachers in their everyday work. The training also 
covered theoretical aspects of the educational use of ICT, besides the practical input, but 
this was not well-balanced. The teachers felt that they were not given enough opportunities 
to see in practice how to prepare and implement teaching with ICT. 
10.3 The EE ICT Teacher Training Programme and the Greek 
Educational Policy 
The outcomes of any training are not easily predictable, as they involve people, material 
resources, processes and systems. The EE training programme aimed at creating a 
stimulating environment for teachers, to enable them to embrace change, to integrate ICT 
into their professional practice. Yet the training failed to achieve its prime aims and had 
little impact on the work of the teachers and schools involved. 
In the previous chapter an account was presented in which participants described their 
involvement in the programme and the explanations they gave of their behaviour. The 
analysis of the impact of the programme stayed as close as possible to the participants' 
accounts and was developed through my position as an observer of the programme. I had a 
privileged standpoint to collect and collate, compare and contrast the participants' 
perspectives and draw together an explanation of the phenomenon. This observer 
standpoint, and at the same time my access to the relevant literature and the documents 
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accompanying the training programme, allows me to go on to offer a more critical 
reflection of the case, a larger picture that suggests reasons why the participants explained 
their behaviour in the way they did. This wider picture leads to a discussion of the Greek 
political and educational system and how the main barriers to the use of ICT can be seen to 
have roots in a wider context. 
In the study, for example, it was found that planning was not efficient. The consequences 
of the inappropriate planning were clear to describe, but the reasons for the inappropriate 
planning might not be so obvious to the participants, as they were not immediately 
involved in it or perhaps they took aspects of the planning for granted. To understand the 
weaknesses in the planning of the training programmes means moving beyond individual 
failings and taking into account the wider Greek political and educational framework in 
which planning took place. The barriers to proper or appropriate planning need to be seen 
in the context of a system that is traditional and not 'innovation friendly'. 
10.4 Observations on Greek Educational Policy 
A main trait of the Greek political system is discontinuity. In the previous century, there 
were frequent government shake-ups and attempts or periods of dictatorships (Kazamias, 
1967). This was a serious obstacle in the reform of education. In fact, since 1980s, there 
have been attempts to democratise Greek education through decentralisation and 
democratic planning (Zambeta, 2002), but resistance to change continues to be very high. 
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Conservatism and modernisation clash within education policy, but centralistic and 
bureaucratic ways of governance remain (Zambeta, 2002). 
Zambeta (2002, p. 638) identifies as main weaknesses in the modernisation of the Greek 
educational system the 'persistence of inequalities between urban and rural areas, social 
classes, and edniic and religious minorities; the persistence of crammers for examination 
preparation; the persistence of traditional knowledge and formal pedagogy and the 
persistence of top-down governance 1) . Meanwhile, the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD, 1995) describes the failure of Greek education to 
introduce required reforms referring to inadequate resources, the centralisation and 
legalism of its administration, the nature of policy making and the lack of trust at many 
levels of the system (for finther discussion see Persianis 1998). 
The top-down character of Greek governance appears especially problematic in aspects of 
educational planning. In the centralised Greek educational system every unportant decision 
about the curriculum, the allocation of time to subject areas, books used in school, books 
for teachers, teaching materials, modes of student and teacher assessment is formulated 
and taken by the central goverment, through the Ministry of Education and its 
departments (Ifanti, 1995). 
Planning barely takes account the opinion of the Secondary Education Teachers Federation 
(OUE). Although the State recognises the value and the political legidmcy of interest 
2ro it usually rules out involving these in decision-making. In 1982, for -example, the I CUPS, 
Panhellenic Social Movement (PASOK), which took power in 1981, announced its 
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mtention to cooperate with OLNIE, but this cooperation lasted only 3 years on good terms. 
Ever since, major changes have been introduced solely on the initiative of the Ministry of 
Education (Pigiakiý 1999). 
Pigiaki (1999), discussmg the discourse between OLME and the Ministry of Education, 
concludes that teachers' involvement in týe national education policy-making has been 
problematic. OLW acts rather as a syndicate than as an educational community and seeks 
to promote teachers' economic interests and working conditions. OLME m tam accuses 
the Ministry of Education of maldng hasty decisions and not really wanting to engage in 
dialogUe (Pigiald, 1999). 
In 1994, the Nfinistry of Education proposed a plan for the decentralisation. of 
admini tration, which was huned down by OLW fearing change in the teachers' role. 
The Pedagogical Institute (PI), the main advisory body for the Ministry of Education, is 
likewise neglected, and 'educational changes tend to proceed without waiting for the 
Pedagogical Institute to come to any conclusions' , 1978, p. 40). This 
lack of 
dialogue among policy-makers, teachers and experts has led to a differentiated agenda and 
lack of a social consensus regarding educational policy and reform (Zambeta, 2002). 
Educational planning has always been problematic, because it is often short-sighted. For 
example, m 1985, it was decided to have 5 curriculum routes at the last grade of Lyceum. 
The exam system was also altered to take into account internal assessment in students" 
final grade. This was considered a positive move, since it provided more choice and more 
motivation to participate in school. But it turned out that, because schools were not well- 
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prepared for the change, there were not even enough classrooms available to organise 
PUPil! S into five curriculum routes. Eventually, laboratories and common rooms were used, 
with negative consequences for the fimctioning of the school. Teachers were not well- 
prepared for the changes, which led to the sudden repeal of the law in the middle of the 
academic year after a couple of years. 
Policy changes in education have little follow-through. Frequently, a new government 
mitiates educational reforms at the same time cancelling reforms previously introduced. 
The same might happen with the change of a particular Uhister of Education. Persianis 
(1998) sees the discourse on educational reforms in Greece, as 'political' rather d= 
'scientific'. There is a wider view in Greece that each Mnister of Education introduces a 
new educational system simply in order to see his/her name associated with it (Tiberius., 
2000). During the period 1974-2004 twenty different Ministers took turns leading the 
Greek Mnistry of Education. 
The centralised, inflexible and bureaucratic character of the Greek educational system is 
regarded as the main reason for its chronic crisis. Attempted reforms met the strong 
resistance of OLME, of other educational factors and of the opposition political parties 
(Katsflm and Therimos, 2004). 
The socialist Minister of Education during the period 1994-1996 George Papandreou drew 
upon relevant academic advice for the 'Edmflco Apolyterio', or National Studies 
Certificate, and announced a new reform in June 1996. This innovation met strong 
opposition of OLNIE, which regarded the 'Etlmiko Apolyterio' as reproducing existing 
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problems and enlarging social inequafities (Informative Bulletin of OLAS, Athens, 1996). 
In October 1996 his successor Gerasffnos Arsenis withdrew this proposal on the ground 
that there bad not been satisfactory preparation for its application. At the same time he 
introduced new wide scale educational reform, which offered a more autocratic model for 
education (Grollios and Kaskaris, 2003). He published a report titled "Education 2000: 
Towards a Paedia of Opened Horizons" in order to justify the proposed reforms. The maln 
claim of this report was that in tile information society we live in and during the epoch of a 
'learning society' it is essential to have a relevant curriculum. However the reforms again 
met the opposition of teachers and the pupils as well, which was manifested in 
demonstrations and in long lasting occupation of school units by pupils during the two 
following years 1998-2000. 
T"he hasty and superficial nature of the innovations introduced into the Greek education is 
evident from the fact that sometimes change follows change in a short time, although it is 
known that there needs to be time set aside for a school to embed the change and that 
schools that are constantly changing will have little tune for consolidating change (Fullan, 
2001). Another example concerned the reform of 1997-1998. Among other aspects of the 
i" -- Greek educational system this proposed the replacement of all textbooks used in schools at 
all levels. This led to the production of an enormous quantity of new books, which created 
serious problems for teachers as they were not trained to use them. Shortly after, a new 
political leadership at the Nifiiistry of Education, realising a proposal of the Pedagogical 
Institute and its new President, decided to replace the new textbooks used in prfinary and 
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in low level secondary schools without having previously evaluated their value or 
effectiveness. This 'change of change' was strongly criticised through the press 
(Karaiskaký 2003; Chatzigeorgiou, 2003). 
The lack of continuity and coherence in the Greek educational system becomes evident in 
respect to teacher in-service training. In June of 1991, the YPEPTH set up a Committee of 
Experts to investigate teacher trainiag and submit their suggestions for improvement. 
These suggestions led to Law 2009/1992 about teacher in-service training and to the 
signing of the Presidential Decree 250/1992 diat set up the Regional Training Centres, 
known as P. E. K., ., 
to be responsible for teachers' in-service training. Three years later, M 
January 1995, the Presidential Decree was suspended and by the Ministerial Decrees 1'2/ 
2322/ 29-3-95 and IF2/7578/12-10-95 a 'flexible training programme' was introduced. 
Two new Committees undertook the responsibility to investigate the ppact of PEX's 
A- - uaree years' fimction in the prospect of planning a framework of teacher training for years 
1996-1999. It is worth noting that a member of P. I. who tried to explain the philosophy of 
me new in-service programme to the teachers anticipated their objections, recognizin that 
A- - 
11 
the programme wifl stay in 'words' as 'we have seen this performance many times 
(ý&tthaeou, 1999). 
There is no tradition of the assessment of needs in educational planning. Programmes are 
implemented which do not meet explicit needs and lack a clear rationale. The Centre of 
Planning and Economic Research (KEPE) (2003) questions the aim of recent changes In 
ý1- - me educational system and suggests that there has been a tendency towards the provision 
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of more education without considering the needs of the society and the economy. 
Simi] ly, the Labour Institute of the General Labour Confederation of Greece (INE-GSEE 
200 1) suggests that there is no analysis of the vocational needs of students and their 
vocational preparation. It has been suggested that Greek education systematically ignores 
A- - Cae needs of the labour market and produces unemployed graduates and not people dw 
hold qualifications relevant to the needs of the labour market (European Commi sion 2003, 
see also OECD 1997). 
A chronic problem of the Greek educational system is the low public expenditure on 
education. According to the annual report of the Organisation of United Nations about 
'Human Development' Greece is classified in 105th position regarding spending among 
132 countries. It is said to spend about 3-3.5% of the total Gross National Product (GNP),, 
while the average of the countries in the European Union approaches 6%. It must be noted 
that the ICT teacher training programmes in Greece were funded by the Second and Third 
Community Support Framework and this means that their continuation depends on E. E's 
fimding. (Kynigos, 2003; Vavouraký 2004). This is closely connected to another 
significant problem of the Greek educational system that explains some of the research 
findings. In 1986 the obligatory nine-year education for all children was institutionalised. 
But official data of YPEPTH reveal that a rate of 6-7% of the total number of Greek pupils 
do not complete their education, a fact tolerated by the Government (Katsikas and 
Therianos, 2004). 
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Summing up, while the experience of schooling is %_1 mixed and the system does provide free 
education even at higher education level, the failings of educational policy in Greece might 
be seen in terms of discontinuity and instability, centralisation, autocracy and bureaucracy, 
inconsistency and incoherence. There is no tradition of seeldng consensus among policy 
makers, teachers and experts and lack of follow through in decision making. AU these 
traits can be said to be reflected in the present study as regards the planning and the 
execution of EE ICT in-service teacher training. 
10.4.1 The Specific Case of ICT in-service Training Programme 
The fact that educational planning in Greece is often unsuccessful does not necessarily 
mean that the planning of the EE ICT training programme would necessarily be defective 
as well. However, seeing the wider picture explains in some way why procedures, which 
might be taken for granted in more democratic and responsive systems, were not foRowed. 
It further explains why some well meant initiatives were ineffective. For example, there 
was an attempt at creating a more decentralised approach in some aspects of the 
programme, but this added to the difficulties. One reason was of course that the 
programme as a whole was 'top down', but it may well be that as there was no tradition of 
working in a more mutuafly supportive and bottom-up way participants did not take up the 
opportunities they had. The deficits of the Greek educational policy referred to above seem 
to have influenced the planning and the execution of the programmes for the 
implementation of ICT in Greek schools. 
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The introduction of ICT into the Greek educational system followed the traditional top- 
down innovation policy in which experts plan and propose an innovation and expect 
teachers to implement it, at least in its most basic aims and features, while the school 
remains in the ma gin as regards the decision making (Samatas, 1995; OECD, 1997; 2000; 
Vavourakiý 2004). This means that EE ICT teacher training was put forward without the 
participation of teachers, who were instnmental in implementing the change, in its 
planning and in decision making and without their commitnent to the change itself, which 
is regarded as a key factor for effective change and school improvement (Harris, 2002; 
Fullan 1991; Hargreaves, 1994). Many researchers have pointed out that such centrahsed 
top-down systems do not allow local-level action (Shaeffer, 1991) and are more likely to 
fail (FuHan, 1999). 
This strategy, as appears from the policy makers' comments, was ineffective. In the Greek 
case, the innovations and reforms introduced in the educational system are not connected 
with parallel attempts of administrative modernisation. (autonomy of school unit in matters 
of planning, finding, securing and gmg of funds), but in contrast are imposed by a 
central admi tistrative authority and are based on existing structures of a ineffective system 
(Salteris, 2004). 
The centralised character of the Greek educational system and the top-down delivery of the 
EE ICT training program means that it did not take into account the specific needs of 
teachers to whom it was intended. Literature clearly shows that no educational change can 
be successK if it does not meet the particular developmental needs of teachers and 
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schools (Hopkins et. al., 2000; Hopkins, 2001), that all highly effective programmes 
matched the developmental needs of the school with the particular strategy employed 
(Harris, 2002). Literature also shows that there is no 'one size fits aU approach' and that 
those who employ this kind of approach misunderstand the process of school and 
classroom-level change (Stoll and Myers, 1998; Hopkins et al., 2000). 
Furthermore, the EE ICT training programme tended to concentrate on teacher level 
change only, although recent work has recognised that most effective school unprovement 
programmes encourage a multi-level approach and necessitate using all implicated factors 
at all levels (school, teacher and classroom), both internally and extern* (Harris, 2002). 
A most important deficit in the programme studied was the coexistence of two separate 
ft-ammg programmes, the TSC and EE. Some teachers participated in both programmes, a 
fact that created confusion, tired some participants and made them leave the programme, 
and contributed to the differentiated needs of the participants. The lack of cooperation and 
interaction between the providers of these programmes and the overlap of their content 
made some providers suggest that the TSC should precede the EE traiiiing programme. 
In fact, the Ministry of Education gave a great deal of publicity to the TSC programme, 
which was a large-scale programme, but this may have been short-sighed. The programme 
involved 75,, 000 teachers, and offered them money for buying a computer. This scheme 
was Widely advertised, and needs to be seen in the context of the pre-election campaign. 
flowever it was an M thought out initiative since the Mow up to 
TSC was not 
unplemented, because of lack of teacher-trainers and eventually of financial resources. 
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Without these follow up programmes, TSC could not enhance the implementation of ICT 
in subject teaching. The new certificate for IT skills, which would come after the TSC, was 
not introduced, for simila reasons. Moreover, the amount of money given to teachers 
during the TSC programme to buy a computer was seen as disproportionate and leading to 
little cbange in classroom. A well considered policy with the cooperation of all parties: 
academics, teachers, politicians and financial managers would have led to better results. 
The problems identified in Greek educational policy affect ICT policy as well. This point 
is clearly emphasised by Kynigos (2003) who, refening to the 'Odysseia' project, shows 
that: 
Some of the difficulties met in implementing the project were 
administrative/managerial ones such as the considerable workload involved In 
coordinating the parallel integrated and interdependent implementation of a variety of 
projects. 
(p. 264) 
n- 
Research shows that in countries where education is centrally administered it is Ministry of 
Education's duty to create a coherent ICT policy, which should coordinate all relevant 
activities throughout the system at national and local level (Charalambous, 2001). This 
means that the EE ICT training programme should be incorporated in the whole teacher m- 
service training fi-amework and in all professional development opportunities and should 
have a long-term goal. However the EE ICT in-service training stopped suddenly and 
unexpectedly for unknown reasons in the academic year 2003-2004 and the teacher- 
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tramers were forced to go back to their previous positions. This was seen as a result of 
political interference as there had been no detailed evaluation of the programme. 
This theme of political interference was taken up by programme designers who realised 
that, while there were many experienced IT teachers, there were not enough who had the 
necessary skiUs to carry out effective ICT in-service training programmes. In fact research 
at the University of Thessaloniki (Barbas et al., 2002) showed that the Committee 
responsible for the selection of trainers downgraded the criteria during the second year 
(2001-2002) resulting in the engagement even of those who had little previous experience 
with ICT and education. It would have been more appropriate if the Committee had been 
free to offer more incentives to teachers in order to recruit the most appropriate ones as 
teacher-trainers. in the study, the teacher-trainers commended that their job as teacher was 
better dm that of teacher-trainer, taking into account the salary and the stress. They added 
that this was one of the reasons why some teacher-trainers gave up their posts. 
The lack of sufficient funding explains on the one side discontinuation of the EE ICT in- 
service teacher training and the lack of appropriate infi-astructure, the lack of updated 
computers, the lack of support by expert people on the other. The Ministry put forward a 
trammg programme without having secured the basis for its successful implementation. In 
addition, as we noted earher, there was political interference and an insufficient SYstem of 
pre-service and in-service tr ii 
In shoM the EE programme's planning and its execution showed almost all the negative 
traits of the Greek educational policy: it was hasty, off-handed and incoherent; it was not 
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based on the consensus of the imphcated factors and did not take into account teachers 
specific needs; it was short-sighed and lacked follow through and continuation. So, it was 
doomed to fail. 
10.5 Greek Schools and Teacher Culture 
The educational context at school and at teacher level can explain some aspects of 
teachers' stance towards the EE ICT in-service training they received. 
Until 1997 the recruitment of teachers depended on a waiting fist called 'epetenda'. 
According to this policy appointments to schools were made according to the date of 
submitting an application for registration on it. This means that the sole criterion for 
teachers' appointment was the possession of a university degree without requirement of 
any other professional qualification. In 1997, the Minister of Education Gerasimos Arsenis 
through the Act 2525/1997 addressed this situation and set up national examinations for 
the appointing of teachers to state schools. But this measure, which is an example of 
e mechanistic egalitarianism' (Persianis, 1998), led to a conflict between the socialist 
Minister and the Teachers Union (OLIýE), which culminated to his replacement .g.;; ý&i , 
1999). There was some limited reform, but this still meant that prospective teachers did not 
carry out a progranune of mentoring and uýaiuiing. As Barmazis (200 1, p- 87) says: 
An unprepared teacher, scientifically and pedagogically, goes to school without 
having studied it, teaches without having studied the teaching, assesses without having 
studied the assessment and without bemg evaluated himselt he shapes pupils' 
personality without having studied the way personality is shaped. 
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The salary and work conditions of Greek teachers IS an important consideration here. 
Salaries m Greece are lower than those in most OECD countries, but their ratio to the 
average eammgs is higher m Greece than m most OECD countnes (Tsakloglou and 
Cholezas, 2005). Perhaps because of this, teachers' population is dominated by females. in 
year 1999-2000, according to the information given by the National Statistic Service of 
Greece, out of 20,390 low-level secondary school teachers 9,896 (49%) were female. More 
specifically, from 7,245 philologists working in Greek high-level secondary schools 5,128 
(71%) were female and out of 10,234 philologists working in Greek low-level secondary 
schools 8,498 (83%) were female. Many of these female teachers have key roles in the 
functioning of their home (and increased family responsibilities) in a society that has been 
until recently a traditionally gendered society. The teaching profession has great appeal to 
women because of 'relatively good salaries, the nature of the work itself, and the ability to 
better combine family and employment responsibilities than is found in other occupations 
easily open to women' (Wylie, 2000). 
This explains why even if teaching hours are not tremendously long, teachers are short of 
time. The newly appointed teachers are obliged to teach 21 hours a week, which are 
reduced to 18 for teachers with 12 years of service. The philologists, who took part M the 
present research, have to teach a wide range of subjects, such as Modem and Ancient 
Greek Language and Literature, History of all ages, Latin and Psychology to complete 
their timetable. 
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The fact that there is little tradition of in-service training, little time set aside for training 
and no organised feedback on teaching makes professional development difficult for Greek 
teachers. Teachers' duties and responsibilities are defined by the Ministerial Decree (D. 
353.1/324/105657/Al (FEK 1340B/16-10-2002). Among other points it is said that: 
Tcachers stay at school during school working hours beyond their teaching to offer 
other services related to the general educational task, according to the existing 
regulations. The services offered by each teacher are defined by head-teachers' order. 
36.17) 
It is also said that teachers 'use the teaching aids and the new technologies. For this 
purpose they must ask in cooperation with the head-teacher ways of familiarisation with 
their use' (& 36.26). The same Decree defines that 'teachers accept the School Advisors In 
A- - uaeir classrooms and cooperate with them' (& 36.6). Little of this happens, because the 
Teachers' Union (OLNE, 1995, No 645) has declared that School Advisors have only a 
guidance role and not an evaluative one and that teachers on in-service training should not P__ 
be subjected to any form of assessment. 
'Relevant to that is the issue of teachers' evaluation and the absence of pressure. When the j 
PanheHenic Socialist Party (PA-SO. K. ) won in the elections in 1981, it abolished the 
school Inspectors and replaced them with the School Advisors (Act 1340/1982). One of 
weir responsibilities is the evaluation of teachers. But after more than 20 years the legal 
statute for the system of teachers' assessment has not been reahsed. In 1998 the Ministerial 
Decree A2/1938/26-2-98 and the Circular of the YPEPTH IF2/4791/7-9-98 completed the 
institutional framework of assessment of the educational work and of teachers, but these 
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legal provisions remained inoperative under pressure from the educational community. 
After that, the Government voted the Act 2986/2002, , which is not yet operative. -Me 
Teachers Union (OLNE) rej ects any form of individual evaluation of teachers and their 
performance. Furthermore, they demand that no head-teacher or school advisor should play 
any part In teachers' evaluation and that the teacher is the sole judge of her/himself 
(OLNE, 1995, No 645). 
In the case of Greece there is little institutional pressure on teachers. Those who should 
exercise some pressure on teachers to innovate, the Mnistry of Education, the Heads of the 
'Prefectures of Education, the School Advisors and the Head-teachers of schools do not do 
so. The Nfinistry of Education has little direct interaction with schools, while the other 
bodies are not institutionally entitled or authorised to exercise any pressure on teachers. 
The lack of any system of assessing teachers' performance in action since 1982 increases 
A- - their indifference for promoting the innovations that are introduced in education. 
Teachers in Greece work for the public sector, they are centrally employed for life, they 
are too often seen as 'fimctionaries',, who implement mini terial decisions. Teachers in the 
State system have a permanent contract of employment. In 2002 the Greek Parliament 
voted Act 2986 about the organisation of the regional services of Primary and Secondary 
., 
the assessment of the educational work and the teachers as well and their in- education, 
service huining. This Act brought the Regional Training Centres, known as P. E. K., under 
the newly established Regional Educational Prefecture (Law 2817/2000) and the training 
of teachers under a newly established Teachers' Training Organisation, known as 
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O. EREK., which is supervised by the Mnistry of Education. But this institution has not 
yet been set into operation. Under these conditions, the teachers m the study had a 'take it 
or leave it' approach to the programme and lacked experience of working In a tradition of 
collegiý and feedback. 
Additional problems are caused by the curriculum, which restricts movements towards any 
innovation. According to the common practice of the Greek centr-ahsed educational system 
A- - dae Nfinistry of Education and its advisory bodies plan a curriculum for both primary and 
secondary schools and impose on the teachers the responsibility to cover it without giving 
them the right of any deviation. So, as Kynigos (2003, p. 246) 1, the teacher is 
viewed as 'technical mediator of a centraBy pre-defined informational sequence 
(curriculum) 
The Greek educational system remams examination oriented. In such a context the 'good 
teacher' is regarded the teacher who manages to help her/his pupils to enter the University. 
So,, schools, especially Lyceums, are transformed into 'examining centres' and schools of 
'measurable effectiveness', and teachers' interest focuses on covering the specific 
examination material without attending to the quality of education given to pupils. This is 
backed by the parents of pupils also who are almost exclusively interested in their children 
acquiring a degree which wifl help them to find a job in the fiAwe (Katsikas and Thertanos, 
2004). This again explains why the curriculum was raised as a major issue in this study. 
Pigiaki (1999, p. 62) talks about an 'ahnost pathological condition', where there is no 
assessment of teachers' needs and training, where there is no self-reflection or self- 
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development, where there has been no evaluation of teachers' work for the past 20 years. 
'Reflection of this 'pathogeneia' is the so called 'parapaideia', that is 'parallel education' or 
private classes, which almost every pupil attends after school time in their attempt to 
increase the probability of entering University. This diminishes pupils' interest for schooL 
increases their boredom and indifference for what is going on in schools and makes 
teachers less committed (Pigiakiý 1987). 
Teachers are accused of failing and for 'demoralisation of schoohng and for the schoors 
failure to attract students' (Zambeta, 2002, p. 645). However, reformers consider solutions 
to this problem, for example the introduction of new evaluation methods for students and 
pupils as well, without any substantial reform of the curriculum and the teaching methods 
(Zambeta, 2002). 
10.5.1 The EE ICT Teacher In-service Training 
In this study, teachers explained their behaviour in terms of the barriers they were fac" g 
towards ICT use. Their main concerns were lack of time, difficulties in access, curriculum 
pressure and technical support. But the barriers mentioned by the participants can be re- 
interpreted. They need to be seen in the context of a system, which is inherently traditional 
and not innovation friendly. 
The teachers often mentioned lack of time as the main barrier towards ICT use. They 
had 
no time to practise ICT, no time to perform teaching with the teacher-trainer's 
help, no time 
to plan teaching with ICT and no time to cooperate with other teachers. 
But use of time 
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needs to be seen in terms both of personal choices and institutional context. For example, 
female teachers have a lot of family responsibilities, while many teachers, male or female, - 
are forced to channel their activity into 'Parapaideia' in order to increase their salary. 
Teachers interpret time after school as 'their' time and after school Inset is seen as an extra 
and not an opportunity, a position strengthened as discussed earlier by the position of the 
teachers union. 
The lack of supportý which is regarded as a serious barrier to the use of ICT m classroom 
(Bradley and Russell, 1997; Cuban, 1999; Preston et al.,, 2000; Snoeyink and Ertmer, 
2001; Butler and Sellbom, 2002) adds further demands on time. Teachers wanting to use ýp 
ICT in their subject lessons need to receive technical support and assistance from school 
advisors, head-teachers or IT teachers. However these same people might lack the 
appropriate ICT knowledge and skills or are not authorised to assist. Head-teachers 
complained that they themselves needed some assistance in the evaluation of the quality of 
the available software. 
In this study, one head-teacher stated that he did not want to interfere m the work of the 
teachers of his school and that he did not know what was happening in classrooms. 
Although the Nfinisterial Decree that defines head-teachers' responsibilities (FEK 1340 
B/16-10-2002,, Chapter D) gives them the right to undertake initiatives of educational and 
pedagogical character, they do not exploit this right In order to not conflict with their 
teachers' and the Teacher Union's (OLW) resistance. There is no tradition of excercising 
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the leadership required for imovation in Greek education and, in this, study the success of 
11- - uae programme. 
IT teachers are not obliged to help the teachers to solve the problems they face nor they 
can be present continuously at school for this purpose. Furthermore, most of them do not 
have the necessary time for the reasons referred to above. It is clear that under the present 
conditions the necessary support in its widest possible sense, as described by Kynigos 
(2003), cannot be offered. 
The issue of support is closely related to the pressure, which is regarded as a necessary 
preposition tor any successful innovation. Most research seems to agree that: a balance of 
pressure and support is needed for improving school culture and a factor that promotes 
educational innovations and reforms (Hargreaves, 1994; Stoll and Fink, 1996; Harris, 
2000; Fuflan, 2001; Harris, 2002). 
Concerning the curriculum, some of the teachers found that ICT was incompatible with the 
demands of school curriculum. One teacher commented in the study that pupils themselves 
reacted to the use of ICT by asking for a return to a traditional way of teaching. PuPils 
have internalised. the strategic demands of a system, which focuses on final examinations 
of prescribed material. Most of the teachers could not connect ICT use with the preparation 
of that examination, or were forced to limit the use of ICT in lessons to revising text book 
material. Many of the head-teachers too appealed for a more flexible and relaxed 
curriculmn and timetable and a reform of the examination system, and said that under the 
present conditions teachers could not use ICT. 
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In fact, the material that must be taught is so huge it forces teachers to follow the 
prescribed curriculum. Tbings get worse in the case of the Lyceums' teachers. They feel 
strongly pressed by the national curriculum and focus on preparing their pupils to 
participate successfully to the examinations which are closely connected to that curriculum 
and which lead to University. This reinforces the findings of other researchers who note 
A- -ý that curriculum and public examinations have an impact on the use of ICT (Harrison et al., 
2002; Somekh et al., 2002). 
Into such a context Greek teachers cannot undertake initiatives and support the reforms 
that are introduced in school. In fact, no real demand has ever been made by Teachers" 
Union (OLME) for professional freedom and initiative, and, as Pigiald (1999, p. 62) says 
'it is this state of affairs that turns Greek teachers into crippled professionals who, at the 
same time, are not in a position to engage in any genuine pedagogy'. There is an actual 
paradox hidden in the culture of Greek teachers. They are quite strong and protective of 
A- - their rights, being able to stop innovation, but at the same time they are not strong 
professionaUy as they cannot proactively set an agenda for the reform and 
professionalisation of teaching. 
A iccess to computers and general infrastructure need to be seen as part of the general 
under-fimded educational system: 'the lack of funding by the government does not allow 
neither teacher training nor the securing of the necessary equipments' (Oikonomou., 2004). 
The above analysis of Greek political culture and educational policy helps to put the failure 
of teachers to use ICT in their classrooms into context. Of course it could have been 
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otherwise. The structure contributed to a negative clima e, but it did not determine the 
outcome. At least two of the teachers who took part in the EE ICT trainýg courses 
mana d to apply the knowledge they acquired. The traftiing did give the necessary basis 
for teachers to use ICT in the teaching and that the barriers mentioned by teachers could be 
overcome. Those teachers were not very different from the others; they had significant 
teaching experience and no previous ICT experience. In their cases, any deficiency of the 
trauung or technical shortcoming were not obstacles in their aspiration to use ICT. 
Despite aU the constraints mentioned earlier it needs emphasizing that teachers voluntarily 
decided to participate in this training, which was outside school timetable and which would 
not offer them any prospective for a better salary or job. It seems that the teachers were 
willing to acquire knowledge and to participate in a training course, because they wanted 
to feel more professional. Although the training was not addressing teachers' particular 
needs, they attended the whole training. The certificate of attendance they were given was 
a great motivation for them. However there were teachers who completed the training only 
for this reason. Under these conditions, the training was not considered useful for 
improvement of the teaching and learning process, but for professional development in an 
abstract way. 
10.6 Teachers at the Heart of Change 
The notion of time is a very subjective one (Fullan and Miles, 1992; Hargreaves, 1990; 
Campone, 1995; CoUinson and Cook, 2001). When teachers admit that they do not have 
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enough time, they are not particularýy taUdng about scheduled time. 'Time is something 
that is constructed to a large extent by the individuals who live that tiýne' and it can be 
constructed 'rationally, phenomenologically, and cychcally, (Campone, 1994). Rational- 
technical time is different to the one that is lived and different to the one that Ls created for 
societal needs such as academic year. According to Collinson and Cook (200 1) a 
retIlinking of time should be made, allowing time for reflecting, thinking and cooperation 
among teachers. 
Likewise, the constraints of access to suites and the technical support could be overcome 
through the adoption of a different concept of the educational setting. Lack of access to 
resources can seriously limit what teachers can do in the classroom with regard to the 
implementation of ICT (Mumtaz, 2000). There were teachers who could overcome the 
problem of the existence of only one computer suite by gaining access to the ICT suite. 
Dý 
R. esearch. has shown that even in those countries where schools' computer: pupil ratios 
were comparatively low (10: 1) many teachers (40%) complained of lack of computers 
Mp 
k. F elgrum, 1999). This means that in some cases the organisation of resources counts more 
that their physical lack of them (Pelgrum, 2001). In fact, teachers and their school head- 
teachers can optimise the use of the available equipment. 
Teachers are at the heart of any successfid school change and a dialogue with them is 
indispensable for any relevant planning (Harris, 2000). Their vision has an important 
impact on professional growth and development and makes teachers" profession 
meaningful (Fullan, 1993). Teachers who are committed to their pupils' learning and their 
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own professional development are often keen on the implementation of ICT in their 
teaching (Moseley et al., 1999; Becker and Riel, 2000). Teachers' beliefs and attitudes 
towards the educational use of ICT is a higbly rated factor leading to implementation of 
ICT m subject teaching (Robertson et al. 1996; Davis et al., 1997; Bonnett et al, 1999; 
Rudd, 2000). 
The theme of motivation and commitment arises once again. Research evidence shows 
that 'educational change depends on what teachers do and think' (Fullan, 1991, p. 21), on 
their beliefs and values (Nias, 1989), and that an innovation may fail if implemented in a 
context and in a culture that is not congruent with its principles and aim (Guskey and 
Sparks, 1996); that to commence an improvement process someone has to diagnose, first, 
ý1- - uae particular culture of the particular persons or schools to which it is addressed and then 
to try to change this culture for the better (Guskey, 2002). It seems that many of the 
teachers who attended the EE ICT training programme had ideas that did not help the 
trainers or that they were not committed to or had not understood the aims of the training 
programme. It is known that, if teachers are not convinced of a proposed change, the 
success of the innovation is uncertain (Bakiý 2000). 
Many researchers say that 'teachers need to be committed to the change as they wiR be 
instrumental in implementing it' (Harris, 2002, p. 19) and that commitment to staff 
development is one of the conditions that contribute, to creating a climate where change 
and umovation can be implemented (Hopkins et al., 2000; Granger et al., 2002). In 
general, many researchers show that negative behefs and attitudes cause resistance to 
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change (Veen, 1993; Albaugh, 1997; Mumtaz, 2000; Snoeyink and Ertmer, 2001) and with 
httle perception of benefits (Cox et al., 1999; Snoeyink and Ertmer, 2001; Yuen and Ma, 
2002) teachers will refuse to use ICT in classrooms. This resistance can be seen in terms of 
teachers' unwillingness to change their traditional teaching practices or in terms of schools 
as institutions that find it difficult to reorganise m ways tha facilitate reform practices 
enabling the use of ICT (AIbaugb, 1997; Cuban et al., 200 1). 
Motivation for reform and change is closely related to the clarity and concreteness of the 
proposed change. Teachers did not have a clear conception of the purpose of this 
programme and some of them participated expecting and intending to learn some basic 
ICT skills. But this was not the main object. The participants would naturally be 
disappointed with the training, if this was their expectation. Literature refers that setting 
clear and transparent aim and buff(fing goal consensus as an activity that can increase 
teachers' motivation (Leithwood et al., 2002; Hopkins et al., 1994) and contribute to the 
implementation of any change (Fullan, 2001). 
It is an inescapable conclusion that a reform of the educational system should be 
introduced in Greece in order for ICT to be used in schools. If we imagine that these same 
teachers were working in schools where innovation was valued and change was embraced, 
then a different outcome would have been possible. If the system were different, then 
people would act accordingly. But this transfonnation takes long time. Meanwhile 
programmes like this will encounter predictable obstacles. Hatzilakos (2003) talks about 
subjective difficulties connected to motivation, pension, examinations,. Ministry's 
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guidelines, the nature of knowledge and the role of teacher, the aims of education, the 
accept of personal responsibility. He adds that if teachers have to change their beliefs 
because they are the obstacles to the Information Society. 
The teachers themselves should realise the importance of their role and the responsibilities 
they have towards their pupils. They should consider themselves professionals and should 
seek their own contintious development and keep up with the demands of the Information 
Society. However, ICT in schools, or indeed any other innovation, cannot succeed by 
means of a voluntary training programme, only by deeper educational reform. 
Teacher-tramers could have done more in this case study. They could have tried harder to 
differentiate their methods, according to the needs of the teachers, and been more focused 
A- - on the use of ICT in classrooms. However the selection of the teacher-trainers was part of 
A- - the problem of the programme planning. 
Head-teachers, could be part of the change as well. They could trY to support their teachers 
in their professional development and they could facilitate adoption of innovative methods. 
They could investigate new approaches to professional development for their teachers and 
encourage participation. They could also organise, training days on themes of interest to the 
teachers and the schools. However, they too are constrained by the educational system, 
which is ambiguous conceming their responsibilities. 
IT teachers could offer their knowledge of IT to teachers and make better use of IT swtes. 
They could provide help on technical issues and facilitate teachers' access to the computer 
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suites. They could not be afraid of extra workload, considering that they could contribute 
to the reform of the teaching, aimin at better learning outcomes. But this would assume a 
different value system in schools. 
The wider context has been acknowledged by participants in the programme. There is need 
for a new breed of teachers who will be working under different conditions and having to 
respond to different demands. 
10.7 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter research findings are compared to the literature and evidence in order to be 
validated and placed in a wider context. The use of a table proved to be very useful for this 
goal. The validity of the findings was achieved through the similarities and differences 
found within the literature. A discussion touching on issues of Greek educational policy 
and system, school and teacher culture is provided. Explanations are given, based on this 
discussion, for tile failing of in-service trammg programmes in Greece. In the next chapter, 
final conclusions deriving from the study and recommendations are presented. 
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11.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this last chapter is to look back at the study explaining how it has 
contributed to wider research in terms of methodology and knowledge and undeflining any 
ID C; imi ations. 11-Lecommendations, for training programmes are made as weU as avenues for 
further research. 
My study investigated an in-service ICT training programme and identified the reasons 
why thk training had little impact on teachers' practice. The context of this training was 
the Greek educational system, which was presented in detail. The research initiaIly 
involved a comprehensive literature review of educational change and reform; the 
introduction of ICT in the classroom; the barriers to ICT use; the role of the teacher in the 
implementation of ICT and the role of pre- and in-service training M ICT. The literature 
review established criteria for effective ICT in-service training. A combined research 
methodology was introduced along with the method of analysis. The main research tools 
were questionnaires distnibuted to the teachers, interviews held with the ParticiPants M 
combination with a few observation sessions of the training programme. The perspectives 
of teachers, head-teachers, teacher-mainers and programme designers were then described, 
creatmg a coherent picture of all the stages of the training, from planning to evaluation. 
Then a concept map was used to summarize the main phenomena as emerging from the 
Chapter II Conclusion 
data. The research addressed implicitly all the questions presented at the beginning of the 
study: 
1. What type of the innovation was planned and introduced and by whom? 
The innovation aimed at developing teachers' use of ICT for subject teaching. Its key 
characteristic was top-down planning, which had not taken account of teachers' needs, in 
particular the question of on-going support. The conditions for facilitating teachers use of 
ICT were not considered in depth. Further details about the planning of the innovation are 
provided in Chapter 1, along with a brief presentation of the Greek educational context. 
Additional information is provided by the participants, which are reported in Chapters 5,6, 
7 and 8. A more critical and detailed picture is presented in the Discussion Chapter. Sub 
questions concerning the planning are addressed below. 
- Who planned the programme? 
The innovation was planned initially by research institutes and academics and then adopted 
and mai itained by the Ministry of Education. Details about the planning are contained In 
Chapter 1, Chapter 8 and the Discussion Chapter. 
- Was it a centralised or decentralised initiative? 
It was a centralised initiative, proposed by the ministry, but with aspects of 
decentralization M the organisation of the training and its delivery. A key issue emerging 
particularly from programme designers was that it was an unsuccessful mix of centralised 
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and decentralised elements. In particular teacher-trainers lacked central support and a 
context in which they could share ideas. 
It was a top down initiative taking place within a highly centralized framework. This 
framework in particular the role of set texts and traditional testing was not addressed. The 
decision over the continuation of the programme was taken at ministry level. However the 
programme was not given a high profile 
On the other hand trainers stressed the lack of a stable framework for the training and the 
role of political intervention in the termination of the programme. The head-teachers put 
emphasis on the need for a training that would be part of a continuous process, in the 
appropriate environment, while the teachers would be given greater incentives in order to 
participate. Chapter 1, the responds of the teacher-trainers and programme-designers 
(Chapter 7 and 8) as well as the Discussion Chapter present information about this 
question. 
2. What were the important characteristics of the EE training, according to 
perspectives of teachers, head-teachers, teacher-trainers and programme-designers 
regarding delivery, structure and content? 
The training focused on teaching philological subjects with the use of ICT. There was 
teaching of IT skills but an attempt was made to present IT skills in a subject context. The 
teacher-trainers had as a main aim the introduction of new theories of learning, teaching 
and ICT pedagogy. The training however failed to address the differentiated needs of the 
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teachers. The EE training programme is described in great detail in Chapters 1.53.63,71,8 
and Appendix IX. 
- Did the training have an impact on teachers' practice? 
The training had a limited impact on teachers' IT sUls and some impact on their 
perception of ICT use. However it had very little impact on their practice - as confirmed 
by teachers, head-teachers, teacher-trainers and programme designers. Details of the 
impact of the training are given in Chapter 5,6,7 and 8. 
- Which aspects of the training were most valued by the teachers? 
The teachers appeared to value the idea of professional development and opportunities for 
in-service training. They valued being shown ways of using ICT in their subjects and they 
also valued being able to develop their IT skills. Their perceptions are thoroughly 
presented in Chapter 5. 
Which aspects of the training were least valued by the teachers? 
Many teachers complained of the existence of two parallel programmes and the length of 
the training. Some felt their IT and ICT skiHs and subject needs were not addressed. They 
noted that there was lack of hands-on activities and oppommities of practice and 
observation. They did not value the emphasis teacher-ftainers put on theories of learning, 
teaching and ICT pedagogy. Their perceptions are comprehensively presented in Chapter 
5. 
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- To what extent did head-teachers support teachers? 
The head-teachers were not supportive, or at least were often indi ferent, regarding the 
introduction of ICT in their schools. Some of them were reluctant to let the training take 
place in their school. A few head teachers did not know that their teachers were attending 
ý1_ - -uae programme. The head-teachers Perspectives are developed m Chapters 5,6,7 and 8. 
- To what extent were teacher-trainers adequately prepared for their role? 
Although they had attended a previous course themselves, the teacher-trainers were not 
adequately prepared for teaching the programme. Some teachers referred to their trainers" 
lack of subject knowledge and lack of pedagogical skills. The teacher-trainers expressed 
dissatisfaction towards their own traiining. They felt they lacked support during the 
tra . ning conceming the organisation of the training and its delivery. Details on the teacher- 
tainers' preparation is given in Chapters 1,5,7 and 8. 
3. What problems emerged during the preparation and delivery of the programme? 
There was agreement that there were significant problems associated with the planning of 
the innovation, the planning of the sessions and the delivery of the sessions. More details 
are provided in Chapter 9. 
- How did designers and teacher-trainers take into account the existence of two 
programmes? 
The two programmes seemed to function in parallel and the problems this caused were not 
taken into account. Teachers that had attended TSC previously lost interest when being 
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taught the same skiHs again. Teachers attending both programmes at the same time were 
tired and over committed. 
The designers and teacher-trainers argued that TSC should precede EE for all teachers. 
Their views are presented in Chapter 8. 
Was the school environment appropriate for the school-based part of the training? 
The school fiffi-astructure was appropriate as there was a ftilly equipped computer suite. On 
the other hand, the teachers were not able to practice what they were learning as the suite 
was occupied most of the time by the specialist IT teacher. There were no arrangements to 
facilitate teachers in gaining access to the IT suite. The head-teachers, teacher-trainers and 
programme-designers felt the general school culture did not facilitate the introduction of 
ICT use in schools. 
The views of the participants which are related to this question are presented in Chapter 5, 
63P 71 8 and the Discussion Chapter. 
- Was there appropriate infi-astructure and technical support? 
During the delivery of the programme, there were often technical problems that the 
teacher-trainers had to solve by themselves. There were occasions of sessions being 
cancelled because of technical problems. Teachers mentioned the lack of appropriate 
software to use in their lessons. The lack of technical and subject support for teachers 
appeared as a crucial factor inhibiting ICT implementation. The lack of the appropriate 
infi-astmucture and support IS shown in Chapter 5 and 7. 
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9 Were there opportunities for hands-on work and lesson observations? 
The teachers complained that they had too few opportunities for hands-on work as much of 
A- - 
the session was spent on theories of learning and teaching. They had no opportunities to 
observe other teachers teaching with ICT. Their concerns are presented in Chapter 5. 
4. What prevented or helped teachers to use ICT in their teaching? 
All the participants referred to reasons that helped or prevented teachers from ICT use; the 
most frequently mentioned being the lack of time, the curriculum rest-aints, the lack of 
infrastructure, lack of support and lack of pressure. AM these though have to be seen into a 
wider educational context. The reasons are presented in Chapters 5,6,77 8,9 and 10. 
- Were the teachers provided with enough time to plan and implement the use of 
ICT? 
There was no extra time for teachers to facihtate plannmg for the use of ICT in their 
teaching and this was a major reason for not using the computer suite as explained by 
teachers,, head-teachers, teacher-trainers and programme-designers in Chapters 5,6,7,8 
and 10 mainly. 
- Could teachers fit their use of ICT into the existing curriculum? 
There was a general acceptance that it was very dffficult for teachers to fit ICT into the 
existing curriculum. The curriculum was highly centralised and exam oriented leaving not 
a lot of space for teachers to improvise. In addition there was a lack of software related to 
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A- - uae specific cumculum. The lack of fit is put forward within aU participants' responses 
(Chapter 5,6,7,8 and Discussion Chapter). 
, Were teachers supported and pressured to use ICT? 
Teachers were neither supported nor pressured to use ICT. There was not any support or 
pressure from the Local Authorities, the School Administration or the head-teachers. The 
Certificate of Successful Attendance for the course required teachers to carry out lesson 
and that was a pressure for some. The lack of pressure or support emerges in Chapter 5,6, 
7,8 and the Discussion Chapter. 
The analysis of data endorses the view that the successful implementation of a change or 
innovation, such as the introduction of ICT in teacbing and learning, cannot be a sunple 
'bolt on' activity (Hopkins, 2001, p. 2), but includes a set of processes and activities 
(Harris, 2002, p. 5) that must have coherence and efficiency (Charalambous and 
Karagiorgiý 2002). As is wisely observed (Demetriades et al, 2003) there is a need for 
continuous interaction between teachers and technology in order to develop an acceptable 
model of ICT in-service training, including testing, rejection and adoption of several 
elements. Educational changes involve social processes, and that is why they appear to be 
'technically simple and socially complex' (fullan, 1991, p. 65). It is easy for someone to 
plan and initiate a change or innovation, but it is difficult to sustain and institutionalise it 
(Fullan, 2001, p. 35). As Huberman and Wes (1984) observe: 
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Taking continuation for granted assuming magically that it will happen by itself, or 
will necessarily result from a technical)y mastered, demonstrably effective project- is 
naive and usually self-defeating. 
14) 
Any introduced educational change or innovation, even a small-scale one, needs to set a 
realistic time-scale to be successfiffly implemented (Fullan, 2001, p. 35; Hams, 2002, p. 
40). 
The successful implementation of ICT depends on many human and material factors, on 
factors related to the school and the teacher her/himself as the agent for carrying out the 
implementation and on external factors (Snoeyink and Ertmer, 2001; BECTA, 2004, p. 
20). Human factors refer to the programme designers, the educators of teacher-trainers, the 
teachers themselves, their head-teachers, the IT teachers, the teacher-trainers, the advisory 
teachers or coordinators. Material factors include the school computer suites and 
equipment, the available software and infi-astructure, the available time, the curriculum and 
so on. Human and material factors interact and interplay, but are also interlinked (BECTA, 
2004, p. 21-22). For example, teachers who have not the time to evaluate software may 
also lack competence in using software which may in turn lead to lack of confidence and 
non use of ICT in classroom (BECTA, 2004, p. 21). 
Ertmer (1999) adds that when the second order or internal barriers are addressed, teachers 
will be more ready to use ICT in their every day practice. Hunmn factors are central in the 
low uptake of ICT by teachers (Davis et al., 1997; Bonnett et al., 1999; Rudd, 2000; Bakiý 
2000), but as discussed in Chapter 10, perspectives need to be seen in a wider context. 
The 
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example of the two teachers, who did use ICT in their classroom, shows that teachers can 
overcome the inhibiting factors that usually make teachers unable or unwilling to use ICT 
in their teaching. In general, the use or not of computers Ii0a classroom rests to a large 
degree on teachers' beliefs and their commitment (Clark and peterson, 1986; Joyce, 1990; 
Fullan 1991; PeIgnun and Plomp, 1993; Gilmore, 1994; Robertson et al.,, 1996; Cox et al., 
1999; Higgins and Moseley, 2001). 
11.2 Recommendations 
The study indicates that for successful integration of ICT use in the educational context a 
multi-level intervention is necessary that addresses himan and material factors as well as 
A. 1- - 
uae needs of teacher-trainers, teachers, head-teachers and others who are engaged in the 
process. It further needs to secure the necessary infrastructure that wiH give teachers the 
opportunity to translate into practice what they theoretically learned during the training 
sessions (Harris, 2002, p. 31). 
According to these an effective ICT training programme includes the fbUowing 
characteristics: 
1. During the planning of the programme phase: 
It has a decentralised character, avoids 'top-down' approaches, it fits with the wider 
educational system, it is not ac one-ofr event it addresses the needs of the teachers and 
provides incentives to convince the teachers to take part either as t-ainers or as teachers. 
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11. During the planning of the sessions phase: 
It selects teacher-trainers on the grounds of their ICT sk&, their use of ICT for 
educational purposes and their pedagogical skills, and supports them through advisors, 
mentors and peers. It employs collaborative and differentiated techniques of teaching. It 
communicates its aims to tile participant teachers and head-teachers of schools and secures 
in advance their support and cooperation in creating learning commimiti s. 
111. During the carrying out phase: 
The teacher-trainers are supported by the head-teacher and the IT teacher and they meet 
periodically with other teacher-trainers to exchange views and explore in cooperation new 
approaches and practices. Special attention hs given to the formation of homogenous 
groups taking into account the subject specialism of the participants and differentiated and 
individualised methods of teaching are sometimes employed. Updated software relevant to 
the curriculum and appropriate infi-astructure are available, while combination of theory 
and practice and hands-on activities and practice are offered. Collaborative and interactive 
techniques of teaching are used, aiming at the creation and consolidation of communities 
of learning and practice. Evaluation of the process step by step and feedback are seen as 
necessary. 
Teachers are released from their teaching duties during the whole course or during the days 
the sessions are held. They are pressed, but at the same time assisted, to perform the 
expected trial lessons in real settings with the use of ICT and at the same time are given 
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opportunities for mutual observation or observation of other experts. They are also given 
the opporhmity to attend relevant sessions in the morning during the school day and they 
are financially assisted to purchase their own personal computer. At the end they are 
provided with a certificate for attending the training programme. 
The IT teachers and the head teachers are obliged to provide the teacher-ft-ainers with the 
assistance they need especiaUy as regards the quantity and the quality of the available 
infi-astructure and access to the school's computer suite. 
The programme designers supervise and coordinate the process of the whole programme 
and provide the teacher-trainers with the needed instructions and advice. Furthemore, they 
proceed to a systematic, objective, comprehensive and reliable evaluation of the whole 
programme after its end and make the necessary reforms. 
IV. After the training phase: 
At the end of the training, teachers try to use the ICT in their teaching and are provided 
with follow-on school-based traftiing, while IT teachers are obliged to support them. In 
addition, head teachers are authorised to exercise pressure on the IT teachers and the 
teachers as well, if needed, and provide them with the necessary technical and emotional 
assistance, having themselves attended a special training course on this matter. 
Taken together these recommendations are not a recipe for success. Any programme takes 
place in a wider context in which status, culture and conditions of the teaching profession 
need to be considered. 
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11.3 Literature Contribution 
Conclusion 
This research makes an individual contribution to the literature in the sense that it is an 
investigation of a case of a training programme that, while helping some teachers develop 
A- - their IT skills,, was so obviously unsuccessful in that it had impact on teachers" 
practice. The study recognizes this disappointing outcome and accounts for it. In doing so, 
tile study provides an approach to training to be avoided and indirectly provides a muTor 
image of the criteria established for effective training. In many fundamental respects this 
study supports the hterature on 'what works' by describing 'what does not'. This study 
ffirther emphasizes the importance of the wider context work - something missed in other 
studies. It would be simplistic to see the 'fault' for the lack of impact of ti-aining 
programmes, and for the non-use of ICT in schools, as that the teachers or the teacher- 
tramers. Their actions need to be seen in the context of the severe structural difficulties 
widiin the Greek educational system. 
A fin-ther contribution to the literature is that it provides a study of ICT in Greek schools - 
a context underepresented in the international literature. The Greek educational context is 
an interesting one, a very centralised educational system, with issues of discontinuity and 
instability in terms of educational reforms and great continuity concerning the educational 
policy and governance. The study provides parallels for reforms and training programmes 
initiated in similar educational contexts. At the same time, it is remarkable that literature 
from largely US/UK contexts has crossed over so well in the understanding of the Greek 
educational context. 
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11.4 Methodological Contribution 
Conclusion 
Regarding methodology, the research used a variety of techniques, including observation, 
questionnaires, interviews, literature review and document analysis. Data were collected 
from all the people involved in the project, such as teachers, head-teachers, teacher-t-ainers 
and training programme designers, while the training was explored at every stage: the 
planning of the programme, the planning of the sessions, the implementation and its 
impact. In this way, the study offered a hohstic view of the phenomenum under 
examination triangulating data from various sources. The data from the interviews and 
questionnaires were combined and their synthesis was presented. Of course to a great or 
lesser extent most studies use a mix of methods but rarely do they give explicit examples 
of tile triangulation employed. Due to lack of time and of financial resources, many studies 
tend to collect data from one source, which is usually the teachers (BECTA, 2004) or to 
use one method of data collection; only interviews (Butler and Sellbom, 2002; Guha, 2000) 
or only questionnaires (Snoeyink and Ertner, 200 1; Russel and Bradley, 1997). 
In addition, this research has made an important contribution to fimning a literature review. 
The review began by looking at innovation and change in education, then the role of 
ft-dining, effective in-service ftaining and the traits of effective in-service ICT tr g. 
Through this deductive method of literature review, a comprehensive picture of what lies 
beneath planning, unplementation. and evaluation of an ICT in-semce trammg was 
created. This approach enabled me to decide on the most iinportant issues and specific 
research questions for designing the study. Such a broad approach to literature review is 
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rarely used because of lack of time or simply lack of scientific rigor. Most reported studies 
restrict themselves to ICT related studies. 
Another methodological contribution of my research is the use of the concept map. Usually 
social sciences research is very text oriented, providing data reports and their analysis in 
long text forms, which can make it diffic4lt to acquire a global perception of the problem 
or issue presented. The use of concept map presents schematically all the factors involved 
in the trainmg programme and pomts out the causal relationships between factors. A 
combination of text and a map gives the analysis greater clarity and makes it easier for the 
audience to access and check the validity of the analysis. Of course this study is not unique 
in its use of a concept map but it is unusual. 
11.5 Limitations of the Study 
There are of course several limitations in the study: 
1. Initial research desigw Initially, I was aiming to observe the EE ICT in-service training 
sessions which were to be carried out during the academic year 2003-2004 and to 
investigate them, in addition to the interviews, the questionnaires and the classroom 
observations. But while preparations such as observation schedule and evaluation sheets 
were ready, the continuation of the ICT teacher in-service training process was postponed 
and fmaUy canceUed. That caused disturbance in the flow of the research and I had to 
make changes in my plans and aims. I observed only one EE training session along with 
several TSC sessions. 
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2. Engagement with teachers: my initial idea was to initiate a closer relationship with the 
teachers and their practice. I wanted to be able to follow them in their everyday activities, 
discuss with them their teaching practices and observe their teachings. Unfortunately, that 
was not feasible. I had to deal with sensitivity about the lack of success in the trainý 
programme and the culture of lack of openness in school. The Greek teachers are often 
unwilling to 'lose' time on research and although they were willing to participate, they 
were not ready to go beyond interviews and questionnaires. It was only by participant 
observation that I could extend the study. Becoming a teacher would enable me to 
experience school life and investigate areas,, which are not accessible to 'outsiders'. For 
example, eight of the teachers refused to be tape-recorded. This might have happened, 
because they were feeling threatened or insecure towards the researcher or simply not used 
to the process. 
Another factor that limited this study was the lack of teaching experience on my behalf I 
had no working experience ma school. On the other hand, my NfA degree in Educational 
Studies, my personal readings and some visits to schools gave me a quite clear view of the 
f'%-- 
Greek educational system and made me feel confident in conducting this particuhu 
research. I did not feel that my gender and age were a deterrent to teachers' participation in 
A- - the research. On the conft-ary, my relatively young age seemed to make the interviewees 
more willing to talk and offer to me their assistance. 
Despite the difficulties, being a native Greek speaker made it easier for me to investigate 
this programme, since it was in a Greek context. It demanded more effort In terms of 
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translation, consistency in vocabulary and cultural aspects. Every possible effort was made 
for not distorting the data and for conveying the particular features of the Greek language 
and culture. 
3. The sample: The sample for this study consisted of philology teachers (teachers who 
teach Ancient Greek, Modem Greek, History, Latin, Citizenship as well as Religious 
Education and Psychology). Further research could compare the outcomes of this tiaining 
with the training for science teachers for example. Further comparisons could be made on 
gender, levels of computer use, access to computer at home and age. 
In general, the management of a large amount of data in the form of documents, interview 
transcripts from several sources, questionnaires and observation schedules was a complex 
and time consuming task. However, this is counter-balanced by the fact that towards the 
end of the study all these various and seemingly incoherent elements appeared to come 
together to build a coherent picture. 
4. The wider context: This only became apparent during the course of the research. There 
were opportunities, which were not taken up earlier to explore teacher attitudes to 
educational policy and their status as teachers in Greek society. 
11.6 Further Research 
Further research might address: 
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9 The experience of teachers of working in other levels of education towards the 
same or similar training; 
. Examples of teachers who do use ICT and who have successfully integrated ICT 
across the curriculum; 
. Barriers in more detail to find out how they are interlinked and affect the 
implementation of ICT in teaching and learning; 
Evaluation of lessons incorporating ICT and the degree they are simply trying to 
assimilate new tools in an existing teaching approach; 
* Investigation of the way teacher-trainers are selected and trained to carry out their 
training task, 
The relationship between initial or pre-service and in-service training m relation to 
use of ICT. 
11.7 Chapter Summary 
This IS a study which shows that educational change is about people. I believe that it shows 
the importance of the buirnan factor in the success of ICT training programmes. Teachers 
need to be considered more carefuUy in order to enhance teaching profession. Without a 
determined and coordinated policy, and a coffaboration of all agents engaged in this 
process either directly or indirectly, it is improbable that ICT will be successfully 
implemented in educational purposes. 
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APPENDIX I 
OBSERVATION SCHEDULE 
I. Physical setting 
Number of 
computers 
Slides' show 
Projector 
White board 
Paper- hand outs 
Books 
Keeping notes 
Number of trainees 
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11. Events 
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111. Practice 
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APPENDIX 11 
1. QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH 
Section I: General personal questions 
1. Are you 
Female 
2. Are you Under 25 11 
25-29 Fý 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 F1 
Over 60 Fý 
3. Which. of the foUowing qualifications do you hold? For each write in the main 
subject (Tick all which apply). 
BA 0 Subject ......................................................... 
BSc El Subject .......................................................... 
Bed 0 Subject .......................................................... 
MA El Subject .......................................................... 
msc 0 Subject .......................................................... 
337 
PhD 11 Subject ........................................................... 
Other (Please specify below) ............................................................ 
4. Which is your main teaching subject? 
5. How many years of teaching expen . ence had you had at the start of this school 
year? 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
El 
El 
U 
6. Do you own a computer? (If the answer is NO, go to question No. 9) 
Yes 
No 
7. How long have you owned a computer? 
Less than 2 months El 
From 2 months to I year 11 
2-3 years 11 
4-8 years 
338 
More dm 8 years 
8. Do you have an Internet connection at home? 
Yes 0 
No Fý 
9. Do you use a computer for any purposes not connected to teaching? 
I vs 
No 7 
10. In this table fill in with V all the tasks you can perform and where you were taught how 
to do it. 
I don't know how I was taught I knew it from before 
to do it that in EE the EE. 
Text writing 
Presentations 
Spreadsheets 
Data from 
Internet 
Games 
Data from cd- 
roms 
Creation of 
diagrams 
Send and 
receive emails 
Communication 
on line with 
other schools 
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Do you use a computer for your teaching preparation? 
Yes 1ý 
No 0 
If Yes, please fill in the table. 
Once 
p. month 
I p. week 2+ p. w. Everyday 
Text writing 
Presentations 
Spreadsbeets 
Data from the Internet 
Games that help 
learning 
Data from CD- roms 
Creation of diaEams 
Send and receive 
emails 
Communication online 
with other schools 
2. Do you use computer(s) in your instruction? 
Yes Fl 
No 11 
Tf Vae ir-dosaco fill in thp tsihip 
I 
used it 
once 
Once 
P. month 
I+ P. W. 2+p. week Everyday 
Text writint 
Presentations 
Spreadsheets 
Data from the Internet 
Games that help 
340 
3. Have your received any seminar/ training on computers for teaching before this 
one? 
Yes F] 
No 11 
If Yes, 
a) NAfhich one(s) have you received? (Tick all which apply) 
In- service training organized by your school D 
In- service ft-aining organized by your LEA 
0 
service ining as course for your university degree F1 
1-%I- 
Observing other teachers in action. 
Seminars in private institutions 11 
Guide from friends 
b) Which one do you consider that it was more helpful (If you had more 
than one)? .............................................................. 
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4. Did you feel confident in using computers in your teaching before coming here? 
Yes Fý 
No 0 
Section IL About the particular training 
Please read the following statements and tick the box, which comes closest to your feelings 
about each one. 
Strongly Disagree Not Agree Strongly 
disagree sure agree 
1. The training sessions were too 
long. 
2. Too much was crammed into 
short time. 
3.1 did not learn too many new 
things. 
4. Too much time was spent on 
known topics. 
5. There was no feedback after tile 
tasks. 
6. There were no examples related 
to my subject. 
7. There should have been more 
examples of how to use computers 
in the classroom. 
8. The training did not contain 
many opportunities to practice the 
use of computers in classroom. 
9. The training concentrated on 
developing my personal computer 
L_skiffs. 
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10. The training did not develop my 
knowledge of pedagogy of usmg 
computers in classrooms. 
11. The training developed my 
computer skills. 
12.1 bad many opportunities for 
cooperation with the other teachers. 
13. The trainer was not competent 
on the use of computers. 
14. The trainer was very 
knowledgeable on the use of 
computers in the classroom. 
15. The trainer was not 
knowledgeable in my subject. 
16.1 have no idea how to enhance 
pupils' learning with the help of 
computers. 
17.1 did not have enough 
trainirig in order to use computers in 
the classroom effectively. 
18.1 was completing successfiffly 
the task that the tramer was giving 
us 
19. We many times had problems to 
get online in the lab. 
20. There were many technical 
problems in the lab during the 
seminar. 
2 1. There are many CD- Roms, that 
I could use in my teaching 
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22. The lab was appropriately 
designed and it was corresponding 
to my needs 
23.1 lost my motivation for learning 
during the seminar 
24.1 will be using computers during 
my teaching 
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Section III: How do you feel about computers in the classroom? 
Strongly Disagree Not Agree Strongly 
disagree sure agree 
1. Using computers in the classroom 
can motivate pupils' learning. 
2. Computers are wasting too much 
precious time. 
3. Computers give the chance for 
valuable group work. 
4. The computer causes disturbance 
in the classroom. 
5. Girls do not use computers as 
effectively as boys. 
6. The computer can in many cases 
substitute the teacher. 
.. omputers in teaching 
demand a great 
consume of resources which is not 
justified by its results. 
8. Computer allows for valuable 
teaching points, which might not be 
seen with another method. 
9. Pupils are better in using 
computers than the teachers 
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10.1 can be a effective teacher 
without using computers in 
classroom 
II- My school has the necessary 
equipment I need in order for me to 
use computers. 
12. The more I use computers the 
more I realize that it can lead to 
better learning results 
13.1 would like to stay informed for 
the progress in educational 
technology 
14. Using computers is making 
teaching more pleasant 
15.1 have confidence in my use of 
ICT 
16. Technical IT problems scare me 
17. Incorrect use of computers In the 
teaching can have negative effect on 
the pupils. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE IN GREEK 
AyMTot' FI)V6&kqýoi, 
I To Fp(j)TqgaTok('Yyto aino alCOTEX6 W, -POq F-peuvaq ym Tqv EMOV9011 
Stkrropwýq 8taTptpAq gz 09gaTqv MILOPWCrn TOW iccE(YqyqT6)v o-rouqqXzjcrpovtKo-bq 
IMOXGYIaTEq P CFK07EO TqV (Xý107rot'Tjorq' TOI)q MV -rdýq. 
pI H c"Ftpt'a oaq Kat ot cuEoxVF-tc, aaý civat nok-&-rtgEg. H c'pEma CFE KdOE 7EEpi7ET(L)Cq 
III 
., 
Kat TO 0[7EOPRTO TOW CMOW&COV CFCE;. Oa 6taTqpl'I(Y&t TTIV CEVO)VUllta (TaC 
Eaq EUXapt(YT6) -ft(X Tq MWFPya0i(X 
Umvi" (Dpayr, (n')X71 
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EPtITHMATOAOIFIO 
WpOq I: IFMVtg 7EPOGOMlKig 7EX11PO(POPIEg 
1. ftko IFI)Vairla 
Av8paq 
2. HXtvda M&Xpt 25 
25-29 
30-39 
4049 
50-59 
60+ 
3. rIoto/ notoug car6'ToN xapaicdn) TiTkovq tXuc; 
ITTOxio as .......................................................................... 
MuciaraiScuan m ZEAME 
McTmaraiSeuan cno AINE 
MeTmaraiScuml f: (yO)TEpjJCOlb - CUEOK-qOFi1, q TL'T), Oq 
MucurwxtaO cpr ...................................................................... 
At8arcToptKo OT ...................................................................... 
Masiarai6cuag cýcouptjcob 
Mdo-rep OT ........................................................................ 
AtSarropiKo aT ....................................................................... 
Kin 6W (ovogaO'TF- To) ........................................................................ 
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4. rloto gdNga Wdanrc aTo oXolzt'o o)g c7rt', ro aýxtmov; 
5. Xpovia unpemlaq 1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
6. TXF-TE RIY aTo cmtu cyq; 
(Av q cmotrqaq civat OXI npox(opq'(Mc wqv Ep M'qa'q CERLOP. 9) 
Nat' 
, OXL 
7. Fta nooo Xpovuco StaoqlLa EXETF, Tov FFY GTO 07R'Tt Oclý; 
Aty6Tepo cmo Sbo gliveg 
Ano 2 gývsq cog eva ETO; 
2-3 Xp6vta 
4-8 Xpovta 
fleptoompo ano' orrdo xpo'vta 
8. IXFTF- O-UVSC" AC TONTEPNET aTo o-7n'Tt (Taq; 
Nat 
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, Oxt 0 
9. Xpgotgonotdre -rov imokoytaTý yta koyoug nou Se amtowat pz To aXoýxjo; 
Nat 0 
'Oxt 0 
10. ETOV XapaKaT0) 7nVaKa, MlgEfflCrrF. lwro augßolo V ffi£g ný EpryaoiEg nou -yvü)pKETF- 
vaF, lcTF, Äzi-rF, Kat icolb Tiig tXF-TF, ötöctXTEi (EvöoaXoktKý Eirtjiöpgüffl 
rIalpiýta nou 
ß(n1001, )v aTil 
0011an 
Av, zx, qan 
ülpo(Popuüv 
cutö CD- 
Roms 
ängtoup m, 
WV 
Ano(n01A Kott 
irapoLkßij e- 
Enwolvo)via 
mo öm8iKmo 
g dua 
350 
11 
- 
XM41071016TE Hly Ta qv 71POETotpaoiw Tou Mamicob actý 9pyou; 
Nat 1ý 
loxt 
II (Av, q cm&Maq stVUt NAI, irupaKWA alqpzt(w'Te irotcq sp-faatz; sjcT8)XtT8 Kat 7rogo 
aw4i) 
mta (popä a Mia (pop, Tn 2 (popE'ý icat KctENIgzptvä 
To llqva ßöolläöa nEplZCFOTF-PEý TIJ 
YlrolorcrTtlcä 
f 
AvTliom 
lillp()(popti»v 
curo TO 
rlatxvi81a 7101) 
01)V crTll ßmio , 
nlipo(poptov 
Gur6 CD- 
R ý' oui 
ä1)llx)I)Plyta 
AzooTolý ical 
icapaÄaßA e- 
maü 
Erlicotvo)via 
OTO 81a81M0 
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12. XnatlionoidiTe HN M btbacmaXia; 
Nat n 
Dyl EI 11. - 
II (Av q axa'vrqaq stVUt NAI x(xp(ucuX(b (n)pLxXlqp('ome Tov napaimm invaica yta va 
8AX60STS X05(10 M)XViEXp'qatjLoxowfrs H/Y yt' avT6, ro (wiconO) 
Tov 
MGIlionouqaa Mia Mia 2 (poptý icat Kaffilgzptvä 
gia (popä gopa, (popä rq nEptacr6TEPF-ý 
TO ßöogäöa -nj ßöogäöa 
mgtvou 
Yitokorcmlcä 
AVT1n0-q 
nlnpo(Poptd)V 
Giro TQ 
rIcttxvix3ta ir01) 
ßon001)v aul 
pü()qaq 
AvÜllug 
irknpoqopuov 
omö CD- 
Roms 
ängloupTt'a 
8, alpaggäT0)v 
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Anoorroký lcat 
xapakh e- 
mail 
Enucotvwvt'a 
(no 816irmo 
AZ Wa 
axp" 
13. EiXaTFE anok'q'aa Ka'XOta F, "Etpta O'XETL" gz q Xpilaq H/Y aq SiSao-Kakia nptv 
an6TllV 60086 (YCVj UEO IMPOV EntliOPWUIC6 7Ep6ypagga; 
Nat 0 
, Oxt 0 
Ay q axdtwqaq slVal NAI, 
a. notpctlc" (yqpz16)GTF- olroto/-(1 crag avlwTotxEi/ 
e 
-01)V 
EEgivapto irou opyavdiftce cmo To ap" actý 0 
I EggtVdPIO ROD OpyaV(I)NK-C CUEO 6LWV FJCI[(XIUI)TUCO (popta 
(rIat8ayWtico IVCMTOI&TO, YIlEnE), FXo), ticolbq Eugoolbkoug 
IOX. ) 0 
I Yxgtvapto irou OP'Y(XV(I)NKF, CMO tStO)TUKOI')g (POPEtý 
Y, XEUIIC6 gaNg(XT(X -ftipOg TOI) 7EPOTpaggaTOg -(Yq 
5*KMOL 
I TTiq (poiniang (yaq O-To rlavmo-qjilo El 
II Ilapamkolkcovucý &L'koi)g sKirat8mmKovq va XPII(Ytp)moto'N 
WY a-Tq 8t5ao-Kcu^kia Toi)q D 
BoýOcta / KaOo5ýnaq cur6 ýDiXouq 
0. rlOtO =0 Ta napandwo OmpaTE ircoqqTav ino cmoT6zcygaTuco K(XI Xm'jortgo ; 
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14. Et'XaTE F4MCFTOcFVv9 OTOV CCWTO GGE9 O'XEUK(I W Tq Y. M(79 IVY o-M Stkamkia 7rptv 
ano Tilv 810080 (Yctq CnO RaPOv MILOP(PWTUcO 7cPO-YPaWm; 
Nat 0 
, Oxt 0 
ffIII M9pOq 11: M'qp0q)Opt'Cq OXFTtKEg AZ TO ICCEPOV MAOP(PWTtKO (YEAtV(XptO-7EPOYPCEjiJla 
flapaic6b 
, 
8tapdaTe TK aapamTO) OE(Y&tq Kat OIIAEtO)OTE V OTO TeTpa-f(l)vo Irol) aog(PCDVct 
ireptoa&SPO PS TqV 7EPOOMtKq' GCEý CJUEOln GXSTtKa AZ TqV KdO; E gta. 
Ata(PO)V(t) Ala(Mvü) AEV si»IWV(t) EI)g(PWV(j) 
ir, AP(og 
-oý 
1 To m90p(Püml(: o 
npoTP(Xgg(7 F-"XF, fflälll 
2. rIoUA 518aKT8,1a i)1. q 
aupnümlcz ae 2, i-f 0 xpffl 
3. Asv tlia0a noUä 
lrp&YgaTa 
4. Hollýg Xpövog 8curMM' OlllcF- 
Ge npaygaTa yvo)aTä 
5. AE ytvoTcrv 
Ta 0 avaTpo9086T11011 gE , cm' 
KäoF, gou 
6. AEv Xpllatgon otii()nicctv 
napdF. t"f)la'ra OXFTtIKa IM TO 
avuniuzv6 Ilou 
7. XpF-t«ovrav n; Eptcra6TF-pa 
nctpdF-t'Tlla*tU OlgnlCa JIF- Tn 
pAaqT(ov EVY crillvräýq 
s. To M)IOP(Pümr-o 
lrpoypagga SEV XFPI£i IXE 
no»£g zuiccttpl'zg 7tpctlcrtl(llg 
Eýämmomg m XPIIuq Ivy 
LMV Teil 
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9. To MILOP(Mulco 
RpOypagga MMTP(ONKC 
aTqv avcL7ETL)4q TCOV 
II KtOMON GTq MOM TOW 
Hly 
10. To 8ntR0pqXMK0 
apoypagp Se 
PEXTiwac Uý 
I RCUSaj0)YtKF4 IL01) 7V W'CK 
MUM As q xplqcnl rcov 
H/Y aqvTgil 
11. To entpop(pmwo 
RP67PCEILI'a aVENTO te TK 
S4t6TqTFt-q A010 (YT" XRCM 
HN 
12. E' nowq ED txa l(avlzq 
OVVEPYaCYL(Xq Az Toug 
ovvaat)qol)g go') 
13.0 mttopWTq'g 5ev ciXF- 
FX(XPICF-K YVG)aF-K (YXF-UKa AZ 
Tq Xpiloil H/Y ymica 
14.0 mgop(p(o 'q 'Tav Til iq 
Rokib CVqAEp(t)Ae'voq O-XeTtKa 
ge Tq Xpilcrq IFY (yTqv Ta&q 
15.0 MA0PqC0Tljq 8EV FtXF- 
apnTeq ywocrug 7ravco aTov 
_jqAa qg 
ct8tK6TqTct; gou. 
16. Aev tga0a Tpo7rol)g 
OEXTiMUng T)jq 8tS(jM"q 
IC(Xt Aa0lj(Tt(XK-ýq Sta&KaOWý 
00ý0&wrcov Rly 
17 Ta crcgtv(ipta SFv IlTav 
CMXPKCý, YM VCE ýMOPW VOL 
xplatgonotd) 1)710AAYY 
aniv 1*11 
18. rIowq q)optq 
OXoickýpctwa &7rtTi)X' (IG9 TqV 
ePyaaia -Rou gou orvgOsn o 
19. llowq 90PF-q F-txaw 
81)GK0XiSqva 
ow8c0obgs ps 
TO 6M8iK-TL)O. 
20. Ygý pXav noW T&VtK& 
LRopkýga, ra P-Z T9 
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AzLTOUPYWE TOA) EP'YaCTqptO'I) 
KOLTOL Til 8tdplcela T(OV 
aspýýa twv. 
21. YlEaPXCt 7EX110(j)p(l 
01) 7Eou Oa 
ýMopobaa va 
xPlIatlionotilao) GTO g6N96 
22. To cpyamý pto ilTccv 
KaT6u, qxa 61QAOPWAE, vo, 
Kai CEVTCMOKPtVOT(XV GTtq 
av(lygg go') 
23. EXaca TO I KLVqTpo Yta 
Adanan icTra tapxsm ,q 8' 
TOA) Gegtvaptluu- i 
24. @a tw xp, qatp)mo 
URoXaYWTtq WaTa Tq 
Wao-KaXia TOW gaOqRWrO)V 
IIII mepog IM rIxilpo(POPIF--g OXF-TtICE-9 AC Tilv nung (3a; ocyov oupopa Tilv curoTOxagawc6qrct 
qq ýaqqrcov H/Y oTqvTgTl. xpq 
f Hapaic", 6tapaou, U9 RQPaKaT(J) OECFSIý Kat OIIPM(nE V CFTO TCTpdry(t)VO IEOI) allpWVct, 
fI 7ECpt(YOOTF, PO PE TTIV 7EP(N: F(07EtK-Tl GOEq CE7EOWTI TM T71V KdO& Rta. 
Aev Eilm 0 EI)il(PÜ)Vü) 
aty01)Pll/- 
og 
H Xpllo-q To)v IFY omlv räýil 
gnoPF-1 va Ostro EV8 t KIA ialpF-Pov 
WV g(lEhlT(OV TI(I gäOqCM 
2. H xpilo-q T(OV IFY arqv räýll 
QnatTF-i ö=avil lroxünttou 
ZPÖVOU Yla rq MamaLkia - 3. H Muq To)v HN Mv T#q 
npoagtpst aToug gaollTtý 
Eýcttpvnlcý guicalpla va ogctstlcil 
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4.0 imokoytOT71q cumc4t' 
EPA65to 0-mv Oýwxý XMTOI)Pryla 
5. H '011 T(J)V Illy MV T62ýq XPII 
CtStYXt' T(X ICOPtTGW 7EOU SEV 
XpqO-tgOnOtOI)V TOV HIY TOGO 
CMOTOXGlIaTtId OG0 Ta a-fOpta 
6.0 lif Y IMOPF-i va 
_aMICaTWqGgt 
TOV KaNyqTq' 
7. H XPqaq Tcov EVY o-Mv -rdtq 
etvat lita SCUEaVq nOU 88V 
5tKatokoyeiTat CM0 TCE 
CUEOT&XtaýWTCE Tylq 
8. HXPIIUq TOW IHVYCTTIV Tdýq 
PXOP&t VQ &XF-t CUEOTEXtGjIaTa 
Irol) sev Oa "Opolboav va 
MTcDX0OvV Ps TOV napasomaIC6 
TPOIEO StSaCYKaX* 
9. Ot AaNT8q St'Vat KCEXf)T&POt 
(yTq Xpqan UnOXOYWT(OV =0 O'Tt 
Ot K(xNylqTF, 
10. MITOP(j) V(x CLAal K06X0q 
KaOýTqVjq I V(x x(J)PI); 
XR(YtgO7EOIO) IMOXCVYWTý 0-MV 
II- To crXokdo gov Bta%Tst Tov 
KQTaUljX0 CýOnXtGgO WTS Va 
pop(j) va xPilatAolrote) 
1!! ýOkOrGTý GqV Tgq. 
12.10co nto no; Lf) XpqatlLonoub 
Tov imokoyto-ct TOGO nto no)Lf) 
(; I)VetSTITOnOtO) 6TL ýLnOpSti CWT6g 
va POTINaEt va MTUXCO 
icakbT&pa 0laKa AaN 
anoTeXtallaTa. 
13. 'EXa) Tqv npoOsaq va 
cvq[mpo)volLat ym TtA; &ýCkiýF-t; 
-aviv cmatScm" TeXvo)Lo*. 14. H Xpý" R/Y MV T6ýq 
_)C&M 
TO LtdOilga rto, euXaptaTo. 
15. 'EXq) s"taroorruMl ang 
tou yta Xnaq 
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Imoxemý v . 16 ý6t 
16. TarWtlcä npoßkAgarct Twv i 
ugoÄewT(ov ILOU npoýEvoüv 
(poßo. 
17. H gq aüo(Yri xPlan TWV HN 
(; Tqv ýre gnopei vct EXF-'t 
KctTaaTpEnuKa GMOTFÄiagaTa 
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APPENDIX III 
1. QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS IN ENGLISH 
Personal information 
Do you have a computer at home? 
Do you use computers at all? For which purposes? 
What progress have you made during the course? * 
How have you applied what you learnt to your teaching work? * 
Training 
What is your perception of the quality of the trainffig? * 
What did you get from the training? 
Was the training relevant to your needs as far as it concems IT skills and subjects' 
examples? 
Were there teachers that could not keep up with the trainiýg's pace? 
Have you prepared any schedule for teaching? Portfolio? 
How many times? 
How much time did it take you? 
Did you find it helpfid? 
Does the training motivate you and make you want to try out what you have learnt? 
Did the training introduce you to new teaching methods? How did you react to that? 
Did you have any kind of cooperation with the other teachers? 
During the training? After the training? 
Do you discuss with the other teachers any work related problems? When is that 
happening? 
Would you like more cooperation? Why is not happening now? 
Were you able to experiment on what you were learning? 
When were you experimenting? 
What deterred you from experimenting? 
Experimental teaching 
What was pupils' attitude towards the teaching? Do you believe that learning was taking 
place? 
Was the teaching style different from your traditional one? 
Did all the teachers do experimental teaching? Why didn't all the teachers do? 
Why didn't you do an experimental teaching? 
Did you face any difficulties in your teaching? Did that affect you and how? 
How would be the ideal environment for a lesson with computers? 
How is that different from the reality? 
Are there difficulties now? 
Were you able to practice what you were learning? 
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Ask about a specific teaching they did, to think and tell: 
The learning objectives 
The nature of the activities 
The role of the ICT to achieve the objectives 
Your role of you as teacher and your interactions with the role of ICT. 
Your knowledge of the pupils' knowledge, skills and abilities including their ICT 
capability that lead to your planning decisions? 
What did the pupils learned and the evidence for their learning? 
How was your teaching different using ICT than when you taught it previously without the 
ICT facilities? 
Other trai ig 
Did you attend the KSE and when? 
Are you satisfied by what you learned in KSE? 
Do you know if there is software available for your subjects? 
How did you get to know these? 
Do you know e- yhko? What is it about? Have you used it? 
School environment 
Is the level and quality of support sufficient to enable you to gain maximum benefit from 
the traming and put what you have learnt into practice? 
Do you assess easily the appropriate resources when you need them? * 
Has the headteacher or the inspector ever asked you to use computers? 
Have you ever discussed about it with them? 
How would you feel if you were asked to use computers? 
Is there any kind of appraisal concerning your efforts? 
How do you feel about that? 
How does that affect the school's culture? 
Do you think teaching with computers could be compulsory, now that you had this 
training? 
Which are the reasons for not using computers in the classroom? 
What would you suggest it should change in the training? 
Teachers who use computers in teaching 
What are the obstacles you are facing and how do you get over them? 
Why do you think the other teachers do not use computers in their teaching? 
In what way are you different from them? 
Perceptions 
What do you feel are the main advantages of using ICT in your teaching? 
What do you feel are the main disadvantages of using ICT in your teaching? 
Can you use ICT and progress with your curriculum at the same time? 
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What are the constraints to the ftuther development of your use of ICT in teaching and 
learning? 
What are your reasons for using ICT with your pupils? 
Do you have any evidence that pupils learn better when using ICT? In particular ways? 
What skills and knowledge does the teacher need? 
What skills and knowledge do the pupils need? 
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Il. QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS IN GREEK 
lIpoo(wn ' spon4mr, ICE; 
'EX&T; E imokoytorrý aTo o7riTt; 
XpilatlLo7rotafte imokWtorrý icaO6koi)? Fta noto crK(mo; 
01 Tt npoo8o t. Xm icavet iarrd q StapKm Tov aegivaptiol); 
rld)q EXETF, E(PCEPILO(YEt CYTQ SOVXCIA actý cn)TcE nou gdOaTs; 
F. Ctttvctpto 
Rold civ(xtq CM04M Gaq YI(I TrIV 7EOIOTqTCE TOD (YCRIVCEPIOI); 
AvTwrolcptvoTcrv -ro 9811tVapt0 GTIg (rVaTUý GCtý ÖGOV CL(pOpä TO nEptEX6119V0 Tü)V 
nCtpCtSF, 1-f gCLTQ)V KM Ttý 
YnýpXcrv ica(hlrITtg iroi) 8ev gnopouccrv va o-ugßaöiaouv gz -ro puOgö Toi) mgtvapioi) 
'EXF-Tc cTotgaact ramoto, aXtSto ga"ga-roq; Ilopr(pokto; 
rl6aeq (Popcq; 
r16GO xp6vO (yaq Kq, pc; 
To Occopfloau paq"urco; 
F, q KtvqTo7ioiii(ye cm PaOji6 irol) va OtXzTe va 8onpdacu cyTilv ap4ýpj cwT& 7[oi) g0cme; 
I(Xq CtCnl'fa7C (YE VCSq AE06601)g 8t5aO-KaXia;; I-I6)q aVTISPd(TOVTF- as cnn6; 
EiXaTE Kdaoia ILop(pq Olmspyaaictý A& dkkol)q KaOqnreq; KaTdt Tq S*icew ý pzTd To 
(IF, AtVdptO; 
ll)ýT]TdTF, AZ 6LUOI)q K(XN^nTE'q 7rpopkýgCETCE SPY(ICT*; 116TE (TL)AoaivEt CWTO; 
EM 09kaTF- 7EEPtUCYOTF-PlI (TI)VEMaOM; FtaTt' Sev allgoat'VF-t allT6 TCOpa; 
EiXcrrF- nF-ptO6)pta va napaýw-riCwn n(rvo) ac auTa nou lia0aivaTE; 
116TC; 
Ti actq cýmAae cur6Tov 7rapagaTtag6; 
flupapaTtK-4 Maulcalia 
rl0t(i ýTaV Tj (XVTiSPCE(TQ TON P(XNT(J)V M 8jS()to-jCCa..; rjtC; T68T& 6-Cl Ot ýMNTtq 9paOCEV 
I 7EPCt'f ACETa; 
auvý wq 'HTCEV 71 AiOOSOq StSaOWCLXiaý StagOPF-Tt" CUt6 T9 96080 ROU XPTla4MOlztT& 
'EKavav 6kot ot icaNyqT9q netpapau"' Maowakia; FtaTl 
8ev tKav(rv; 
IFI(XTi ECFFiý &V KaVaTF,; 
AvnpZTO)lEiUaT; 6 6ruaKokieg KaT(x " St8acncakia; 11* (Yaq VMpta(YF, Cn)T6; 
ý A( )ENRCE AE unokaytam; 
116)g Oa ýTavw t5avtic6 7rsptp6, Uov yt(x I 
116oo 8ta(popvnKo Eivat (n)To airo Tqv 7rpWgaTtKoTqTa; 
Y7E&PXOI)V 81)0-KOXiCg T6)pa; 
Epavrýastq yta Ftm Maoxclia irov acavav va oxcqTouv Kat va xou-v 
To'ug owonobqrau gaNgaTog 
To ci8oqro)v amq'cTso)v 
To p6ko Tou imokoytM MO V(X 7EMXCTE CCUTOUg TOUý aKOWUý 
0 p6kog GCtq GaV KaN"qq Kat 71 CFX&gq Oaý gZ TO P6XO TOD Iffy 
H yv6)o-q actý 6oov a(popa Til yvo)o-q HN T(ov gaftrwv. 
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Ti F'. g«Oav ot ga011-r£g Kat lt(üg TO KaTa. ýäßCtTF-; 
Y' Öte(PFPF-'rl 815OLgK" GCtý anÖTÖTE nOD 8184aTF- rW EVM'ra Xü)piý 11/Y IF, n 
npolnyoullem (; slllvapla 
rI(ipaicoloi)Gýaa, rE -ro UE icat icow; 
Etaacrre tK(ivo7rotn" gz aum nou 5i8aXTflraTF, aTo KEE; 
p FV(DPKETF, IOTWiltlCa r« TO ffVTtMp£VO Gag; 
rI6)g TOL TV(Opt'00tTF-; 
]Fvü)PKFrF- TO Men avat aXmico, To E'XETE XpllGI#OnOlllaF-l; 
LXO). IIC6 =p1pitUov 
Eivavro, a ='s8o, icat irl 7rotorqm unoaT9ptýqq apKF-rý ym vct ctýmotý(Yuc 6Tt AdOaTF- mt 
Va Ta 08' am (ye c(papgoyll; 
Mnopefte va SXF-Te aTq 8tdOccrq (YCtq TOI)q IFY OIEOTC TOI)q XPEMEUTEM; 
lCtq (ý"CFE 0 81ZOODWýq ý0 MOCCOPIJT9'q Va XplqO-tgO7EOt7lCFET; 6 To HJY 
'EXSTFE 7EOTE GUCTITIJOEt 7EOTE'- YM al)TO; 
rIO)q O(X aMSPOIXFOLTE aV (YCtg CIITOI)VTCCV VOL XR(%LO7EOtlj(YCTC 
YIECEpxet Kdmoto &i8oq mopdoguanq TOW 7EPOCMCLOctobv Gag 
Hk Vt())OET; E ym cn)-To; 
116)q Mqp&4&t TIJV ). CtTOI)Pyt'a TOI) GXOXSiOl); 
Notd(ETE ou WacrKaXia gz IVY Oa "OpOf)(YF. Va Et'Vat IMOXPEO)Tt" RETOL CMO TqV 
71CEPaKO, XObOIjCnj TOI) (Y9tLtV(Xpi01); 
Fta notOl')q X6yoi)q SEv Xj)-qcrLjLo7roiziTF- H/Y; 
Tt Oa apareivaTs va akMýct O-To, (Y&tLtvaptO'q O'TO O-XOXdO Yt(X V(X PROPEt'TE Va 815&GKF-TF- 
HN; 
K(xOlqyqlriq mm Xp'qatFL(mot0l'NHN 
r Hom c"68ta cn)vavTaTe Kat IEO)q TCE ýMFEPWETE; ]Fta 7EOIOUq XbYOUg VOR4CTF- 6, ri ot Olot 
llCaNyqT8q SEV XpqO-IAOROtOI)V WY; 
flq 7EPOq Tt' CI'O*TS St(X(POPF-U]COt' a7EO Ent'VOI)g; 
ET«c; EK oxcvavTt «(n)g H/Y 
flota VOJIKETF- OTt Sivat T(I Kupta ný£ov XNGIJ HIY (ITIJ MmliaTa Icat 9£10vwmgaTa M 
NollgETE nüüg 'yt'VFTat Va Xpngtg(MOIEITF- Hf Y Kat VU nPOX(OPEiTE 9T9V üll Gaý 
T»T6xpova; 
@a Mieugol)(yaTe 7rapctlrFpa F, 1rillop(Kjxm; 
F, mgopgo)uq Gag aTolig H/Y; I101a EIVat Ta E"ööta -fia rqv napm'pa 
Fta not01)g löyoi)g Oa ygqcnpxmotoi)(yaTF, M gE TOI)g gaffilTF'. g CUr.; 
EXETE EVÖEKEIg ÖTI 01 gaOllTtg ýmopei va lia0a1V01)V lr-CLÄ'ÜTEpa gE Tq 
ßOAOFla TOI) HN; ME 
tg£VOI)g TpOlr01) alvol)v lrEPIGGOTEPO CLIto 0T1 g ä), 
Äol)g; MYYUKP g gao 
Ti, yv(bangKatIK0tV0, TlnrF-ý XPEI«ETal 0 KaOllrl'g'Yta Va 9X0P9i Va 
815gEt gE li/y; vi 
Ti o gctffilrilg? 
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APPENDIX IV 
1. QUESTIONS FOR HEADTEACHERS IN ENGLISH 
Personal details 
Do you have a computer at home? 
Have you attended any training? 
Do you use computers at "? For which purposes? 
About and during the training 
Have you discussed with the teachers about the training? 
What is your perception of the quality of the training? * 
Do you know: 
Has the training improved teachers' overall performance? in what ways? Was the training relevant to their needs as far as it concerns IT skills and subjects' 
examples? 
Were there teachers that could not keep up with the b-aining's pace? 
Did the training motivate them and make them want to try out what they have leamt? 
The training introduced the teachers to a different pedagogy of teaching. How did teachers 
react to that? 
Did the teachers have opporfimities to practice what they were learning? 
Have you noticed any kind of cooperation with among the teachers concerning ICT? 
During the training? After the training? 
Do you discuss with tile other teachers any work related problems? When IS that 
happening? 
Would you like more cooperation? Why is not happening now? 
Did you attend any teaching with computers that the teachers did? 
What was pupils' attitude towards the teaching? Do you believe that learning was taking 
place? 
Was the teaching style different from the traditional one? 
Did all the teachers do experimental teaching? Why didn't all the teachers do? 
How would be the ideal environment for a lesson with computers? 
How is that different from the reality? 
Are there difficulties now? 
School environment 
Is the level and quality of support sufficient to enable them to gain maximum benefit from 
the training and put what they have learnt into practice? 
Does the school have any software available for the different subjects? 
How did you get these? 
Do you know e- yliko? What is it about? Have you used it? 
Have you ever asked the teachers to use computers? 
Is there any kind of appraisal concerning teachers' efforts? 
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How do you feel about that? 
How does that affect the school's culture? 
What are the obstacles teachers are facing in teaching with computers and how do they get 
over them? 
Why do you think some teachers do use computers in their teaching? 
in what way are they different from the others? 
Do you think teaching with computers could be compulsory, now that they had this 
training? 
Perceptions 
Do you believe that computers can offer to the teaching? 
What do you feel are the main advantages of using ICT in teaching? 
What do you feel are the main disadvantages of using ICT in teaching? 
What are the constraints to teachers' further development of use of ICT in teaching and 
leaming? 
What are your reasons for using ICT with your pupils? 
Do you think they can use ICT and progress with the cuniculum at the same time? 
What skills and knowledge does the teacher neeW 
What skills and knowledge do the pupils need? 
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QUESTIONS FOR HEAD-TEACHERS IN GREEK 
IlpoaomKF, 
-; 7t)-lqpofpoptE; 
TX&T& H/Y aTo 7n' OMTL; 
'EX&T& xapamkoikýact Ka'noto aegivapto? 
XnmltonotetT& IHYY, 
Fla noto GKono; 
Y-XMKQ pz TO actuvapto r 
JXCTF, aU0Tq'(YEt TO GEAtVCLPIO PE TOVq ICaOlynT4; 
11016 CiVat 71 EICn'PIIOM ME; Tla TrIV 7EOWqTa TOD CYCIIIVCEpt0l); 
FVCDP48TE: 
AvTo acluvdaptoeXet pekud)cr&t Tqv cniSoaq Tow raoqnT(J)V. -Qý ltpOq Ti; 
Av TO CFEgIVOLPIO (XVTCMOKPIVOT(XV CFTt; CCVCEYKgg T(J)V KaNy9T6)V (oq 7EPOq Tlý PWLKCý 
8c4t6TqTCq Kat Ta napa&tygaTaTct aXatm gzro (xvTtK&tgzvo StSacrKaX*; 
Av XýPXW IC(XOqyq'C&g 7EOU SEV "OPOI')GaV Va aVTCMSýtX00I)V GTO Pl)Op6 TOD GFpWapi0l); 
AvTO-Uq laVqTOnOilj0E Va KaVOI)V7rpgil 6cya StSd(TKOVT(XV; 
To cyclitwipto Et(Yny(XYF, TOI)q KaOq^nTg'; q GC CM 6ta(POP&TtK6 7ECUSCCY(LYYIK6 a6MIia 
MaO'KaXiCLq. rId)q aVTE' 8pa(: Fav 01 KaNyqTgg as cftn6; 
Ei 01 raNyq 9 9VICalpIFq V(X &ýWICýGOVV CWTCE 7EO`U AdOaIVCCV; IX()rV 
EXerc nctparqprqoEt iccurota cruvepyaota gmýb Tow raNnr6)v 6cov aWpd -rový IVY 
KaTa nj 8ta'pma; MsTa; 
EuCTITaTE gE Toug Ka&qyqrý4 apopkýgmra cpyacr*; rI6T& orugoaiva ain6; 
8a 09), aTF, REPWOOTEP11 O-UVF-P'Y(Xaia; FtaTi Sev (YU110aivet T(Opa; 
I-Iap(xKoXovNaaTF, Kouroto ga0q[m gE H/Y; 
flotd, q'T(xv il auýmcpupopa Tcov jiaNuiw; 
NogiCF. Ts 6u ji&Oatvav npdyliaTa; 
H gtOoSog StSamcak* q-rav 8taWpeuKq' curo viv napaSoortaxn; 
Bcavav 0), ot Ot lcaoqyqTF4 stsaoKCLxia; IFIaTt' 
SEV txccvav 6xOt? 
Oa 14TaV TO t5CCVtICO 7MptP641-ý, 0V yla AdNIM IM IHVY; 
116cyo Bta(POPMKO CtVat OWTO CUEO TqV ItP0ryjlaTtKOTqT(X? 
flOtEE'q 81)(YKOXi&g IMaPXOI)V TO)pa; 
To al . oÄ4icö zepipöUov tAaouv aT0 1&Ylmo Et'vatTo zi ='Eöo icat 11 irotoTilT(x -U7rOGMP*g UP1C9Til Ym v(1 GlýIMO 
' 
aum noi) Ejiaoorv; 
Ixel To oxoý£t, o loylagtico; II(bgro läßaTE; 
l"vo)pgzTE To E- uktlcö; To eXFTE xpilatpOnotllatlý 
TF, g va xpllo-410notou'v H/Y; 'EXeTF- ýnViaei an0 TougKaüm 
yn, PXEý-, 1 Känoto k: a isog mßpaßzuang Tia'roug Ka(hlyn-rtg; 
Ti vogi(eTEyta cm-ro; 
Il(bg vrqpF-äýF-1 rq ýmoDma TOD GXOÄ£i0'0, 
Flota Eivat Ta Fgnoöta nou avngzTwngouv ot icct(hl-fqTeg 6(Yov a(Popärq 
ötöaalccLkia gE 
HY Kat n6)g -ra ýznEpvävF,; 
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r'taTt VOJL4&TFE ICCU-Eotot Xp7jaLjlOllOtOI)V Kal KCE7EOIOt OXL; 04 RPOý TI CiVM 8IQq)OPCTtKOi; 
NogiCvrF, on pzTaro aegtvapto Oa gnopobae va (qT7j0ct'5iZao-KcLXia gz H/Y imoxp&wTixd; 
T. TdEaq axcvcmri aToug H/Y 
Nog4s-rc OU ot H/YPROPOI')V VCL XPOMP&POIN M StSCEaKaXtCE; 
I-Iota SiVal Ta 7E40VCKTq'jIaTa Kat Ta pmovExTq'ýma WamcaXiaq pz RIY; 
III riotd FtVat Ta 8"08ta ROI) (XVTtgZT=401)V Ot lCaNyqTE', q Yta qV 7E(XPCMFPCE EnWpqXL)" 
, rouq crroug H/Y; 
110t0i SiVCEt Ot KDPtOt X6YOt ^fta XfYq'"EVY9Z Tobg 1=071'rgg; 
Nog4eu OTI eival SINaTo va Yt'VeTat SISao"CCLXia pz H/Y Kai va 7rpoX6)pct K T) lbx7j 
, rcm, roxpova; 
T, pocovTa ical yvmFr, Xpet4ovTat ot rcaftnTgq Kai Ti ot gaNTtq; '7r 
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APPENDIX V 
QUESTIONS FOR THE TRAINERS IN ENGLISH 
Personal details 
Why did you decide to become a t-ainer? 
Which qualifications that you have supported successfully your application? Did you have to teach in schools while working as a trainer? 
How did that influence your traming task? 
What kind of training did you receive? 
Was it enough in order to be confident as a trainer? 
Would you like something different? 
Do you use computers? 
For which purposes? 
Trai ig 
In how many classes did you teach? 
When was the training happening? 
How did you decide that time? 
Did you know the teachers you were teaching? 
How did that affect the training? 
Did the Labs satisfy the needs of the training? 
Did the Ministry provide you with the content of the training? 
Was the program common for all the classes? 
Did you know the needs of the teachers before the beginning of the training? 
How did you know? 
How did that affect your work? 
Were there teachers who were absolutely inexperienced in IT? 
Were the teachers producing teaching material or they were only attending the theoretical 
part? 
Did you have to change the program in order to keep up with teachers needs? 
Organization 
During the training, did you have contact with other trainers or the people who organized 
the training? 
What for? 
Did you have contact with the headteachers of the schools where the training was 
happening? 
With the inspectors of the area? 
For which purpose? 
Did that help your work at all? 
Did you use online training at all? 
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Was your work monitored in any way? 
Did anybody from the Ministry visit you? 
Would that be helpful in any way? 
How did you deal with technical Problems? 
Was that consuming too much of your time? 
Were there any problems because of that to the flow of the t-dining? 
Which were the basic complains of the teachers regarding the training? 
Did you have any assistant? For which purposes? 
Did you reach your targets at the end of the training? 
If no, why not? 
Was there any evaluation of teachers' progress at the end? 
Did you ever communicate with the teachers after the end of the training? 
For which purpose? 
School environment 
Is the level and quality of support sufficient to enable you to gain maximum benefit from 
the training and put what you have learnt into practice? 
Which were the aims of the training? 
Were they met? 
Do you know if teachers are using computers now? 
What are the difficulties for teachers using computers? 
What makes some use and some not use? 
About and during the training 
Were you discussing with the teachers about the training? 
Has the training improved teachers" overall performance? In what ways? 
Was the training relevant to their needs as far as it concerns IT skills and subjects' 
examples? 
Were there teachers that could not keep up with the training's pace? 
Were the teachers trying out what they have learnt? 
Did the training introduced the teachers to a different pedagogy of teaching. How did 
teachers react to that? 
Did the teachers have opportunities to practice what they were learning? 
Have you noticed any kind of cooperation among the teachers concerning ICT? 
During the training? After the training? 
Would you like more cooperation? Why was not happening now? 
Did you attend any teaching with computers that the teachers did? 
What was pupils' attitude towards the teaching? Do you believe that learning was taking 
place? 
Was the teaching style different from the traditional one? 
Did all the teachers do experimental teaching? Why didn't all the teachers do? 
How would be the ideal environment for a lesson with computers? 
How is that different from the reality? 
Are there difficulties now? 
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School environment 
Is the level and quality of support sufficient to enable them to gain benefit from 
thev-dining and put what they have learnt into practice? 
Do the schools have any software available for the different subjects? 
How did they get these? 
What do you think about the software available? 
Do you know e- yliko? What is it about? Do you use it? 
Is there any kind of appraisal concerning teachers' efforts? 
How do you feel about that? 
How does that affect the school's culture? 
What are the obstacles teachers are facing in teaching with computers and how do they get 
over them? 
Why do you think some teachers do use computers in their teaching? 
In what way are they different from the others? 
Do you think teaching with computers could be compulsory, now that they had this 
ining? 
Perceptions regarding ICT use 
Do you believe that computers can offer to the teaching? 
What do you feel are the main advantages of using ICT in teaching? 
What do you feel are the main disadvantages of using ICT in teaching? 
What are the constraints to teachers' fin-ther development of use of ICT in teaching and 
learning? 
What are your reasons for using ICT with your pupils? 
Do you think teachers can use ICT and progress with the curriculum at the same time? 
What skills and knowledge does the teacher need? 
What skills and knowledge do the pupils need? 
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Il. QUESTIONS FOR TRAINERS IN GREEK 
KEq Hpoacm, , 7r)-, qpofpopleq 
floto ýTaV To KtVqTPO TT]q O-UJlAZTOAq Gq O'TO 7rp6yp(LjLpa a)ý MjLOP(PWT* 
I rIOta 71TCCV Ta ICPtTqpla T7jq EMXOTýq Gq 0)ý E7EtAOP(pWq; 
Iq 8tapKCla TOD XPOYP61AILaTOý St'. XCETS cmaIXaysi cm6 Ta 81saimxd act; Kaftcovra; 
H cmakkarl awý ýzrroujyyaucm OFurd o-ro tp-yo aa4 Kai yta-ri. 
Tt aoug mmai8maq et'Xcvre Most; 
H mmai8ewq nou ýApau ilTav aprET71 
JI 7rpoypalillaTO)V 710'0 (70tq CtXaV OrVaTeOet 
Tt Oa Wan mmMov; 
XPII(YtRO7[OtF-t'Tat IVY; Fla 710101)g O-KO7EOI)q; 
yta rqv tK(xv(movjTuKcýq 5tcicrrcpaiWq TON 
Y. XVn]KU P£ TO (9811tV«plo 
SE iröa(i T 'gaTa 81x34a-rF,; ILTI 
rI6TE fivovTav Ta (Yalltväpta 
Aa0 irotov icat iro)g F, 7ti)LiXTTIKE cn)Tog o Xpovog; 
IFV(t)PKCLTE ro, 1)g Kaffilfq TEs, g ToUg 07rotoi)g 81,5äCFKOLrE; 
6 uq cm ý vMptaaE GEnica 11 otpvllTtlcot -rqv npöoöo ro-u mgopWnKou , fvüü 
'RPO, YpallllaTog; 
Ta EpyaaTilpta önou Mvcrv Ta aFgtvapia txcrvonotouaav Tiý ctvayxFg Tü)v np(YypaliliaTo)v; 
Ti a' Ims; 
Ta npoypaggaTa dXav SoOcl anO To YII]ErIE); 
rIotoq, m 60)(ye; 
Ta xpoypagjiaraq-r(rv icotva ym 6ka Tcrrgýýma ma onota StSdýau; 
EtXaT6 'fVO)MI UOV CEVaYKO: )V TOW KaffilyqT6)V XPIV CEPXiGEr; E Tq MaowaXia; 
1'16)q aJIOKq(YaTE CwTq Tq TVOM 
rld)q vmPectcyc elyyo aaý il cryvota; To 
YxýpXav crTa TgilgaTa (YaA; jca0, qyqTtq 7Eoi) cnepobvrav ný pacytxE', g 8eýtftquq icat yv(i)cyN 
aTq XPIlaq HIY; 
AiSacyKovTav ot KaNyquq 7rapory(tyn' Wuticolb 11 caO* lrctpc1KOkou0Ob(Y(XV TO 06(J)RTIKO 
gF-poq Tov 7rpoypagAaTog; 
XpCtdO'qKC va TPOROI[OtýGCTE TO 7EPO^fpaliAa Kal Va TO 7EpooapAOMF. GTK aVCCYXEg TCOV 
KaOqyqTo')V; 
opydEvo)aq 
Tr--- ,JII tq 
Z, Wla Tq SICEPKF-ta TOI) 7EPOTpaggOLTOq F-tXaTF- M'KOtV(j)Vla gZ &WI)q eingOpWT 
1)7r&V@VVOI)q TOU RpOypaggaWq; 
IF, Tt =Pxnav aineq ot o-ovavqaEK 
r EiXaTe icagta mrotvcovta pz Tol)q 
a) AmuGuwtg Tcov aXoLciwv 6nou ytv6Tav 71 MAOP9W", 
0) AizuOumg Tcov o-Xokeio)v T(ov onouDv Ka"Ttq ýAgPavcrv 900ý M 
Vrtpopwolll 
, y) rIpoiaTap&ovq Tow Fpaqci(ov. 
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r rIotoq'qT(XV 0 GKORO MnG)V TOW O-UV"OMV; 
ot xapanaVco actq 00110qcy(xv KatpE ROW TP07EO GTO EIYYO ClCtq 
III XPTjCFt[LO7EOt7jGaTE gzucTo maqýw mýwpWwrqý (face to face, on- line xk. n. ) ý an. X6; KaTa nj StapntaTeru uslavapim 8irtak-9q6qKF- To T flia ag jcdE7Eotog orimovtorrýq yia va ATI CqgCp0)0&t' Tta TqV 7EP6080 TOD CFEAtVapW'I); 
Guopefte 6Tt jitaTETOta extioxc" Oa 7IT(xv wWWtLiq Kat ymi; 
r1d)q aVrtpZTO)7riCaTE TaTCXVOXOYtKCE 7EPOokligaTa ROV CrUVaVTýUCETE; 
I 'Encttpvc xpovo cwTil il avTtpzT6xM ; 
H KaW(YTE' RCFq U IEPOPXýJlaTa STIRIOUPYOUGE CFTO IEPO' ypalUga; 
f Tt quc Va 7EPO'retvF, 'rF, MM) G' CWTO TO ()E' fm ; 110ta 'q'TaV Ta mo pac; txd 7rapC'UtOVa TON JCa"T6)V RPOý EG6[q 71POOMIK6 O'XETIKdt AZ TO 
F, 7[tg0p(PWTtKO 7EPOYPCEAIM 
EiXaTs Polq06 aq StapKCIQ TOD 7EPO'YpaAJlaT0hq Kat YtCE ROW O'KOIE6; 
TeXtid o), olcXijpd')aaTs To lEpoypaglia 
Av S&vTo TFOxtoxxtTE , fta noto k6yo; Madt To Ttkoq Tou 7Ep(yypa'jLjiaTOq &ytvt aýlok&n(yq TOU 71 Tqq Mi&Mq Tow KCt&qTqT6)V (lEap(XKOXObN(Tq S15a(YlCCLX*TOl)q KX. 7E. ); 
II MVra TO T9XOq TOD 7EPO`ypdtAjlaTOl9 Et', XaT; 6 Kagta EirtKotVO)VECE AE TON EIEIIIOPWAEVOI)q 
Hotog Jq'TCEV 0 o-KOjrOq CWTljq TTj9 MICOtV(J)VtCg 
1; 1)C'qTayaT& TO (YFAtVaPtO A& TOI)q K(IftflqTEý; 
JXF, t P8XTt6)CYF-t TTIV Eni60011 TOIK; 
T(DV OCEOtC(j'DVrol)q 8&4toTqT(jDV Kai Tol) CWUK'F-IgEvol) TON; 'HTav avTtoTotxo 
y7rýpXav jcaNyqTgq 7rort) Sev cyvgpdS4av W To PDOI-LO; 
Ot icaNyqný cmvav s4doicqaq cmo)v 7rou pAOatvav; 
I Touq ct"'yayc (ye pa StagopmKq naSayoyyt"' WCEO-KaM04; rI6)q avTtSPaGav; 
Ei'Xav cuicatptgg va lcavol)v Xpaýij owTa 7roi) g0atvav; 
IIF, jpagaTtKE', q StSaaKaAkg E-'Icavav; 'O)Lot; IllOtOt; 
EiXaTs napaqoact mvepyaoia gZTatb T(JDV ICaNnTcov KaTdt Tq Stdpma 'cat PET& TO 
C&Atvapto; 
]Fta-ri 8&v oruvEpy4owavr6pa; E)a 6&aTS REPURTOTEPTI 0IN&PYCE01a 
IllpalCOXODN(YaTF. M(IO-KaXiEg TON; 
110ttq TjTaV Ot aVUSPWSIý TWV gaNT(OV; 
ROO Oa ATav To t8avLxo lr&ptp6t*Uov yta Maoicakia AE fl/y, 
TWXOItIC6 xsptp6lkov 
Et', vcttTo E=' 60 Katn X016TqTa Tqq VXOCFTqptýljq mpxný dJo-Ts ot Ka"* va 
II aýtonotqaouv o-ro Mto-ro auTa nou Elia0av; 
rIOtOt' 71'raV Ot pa(TLKOt' (YK07EOi TTIq Mg6p(P(0011ý; 
EirtTEf)XGq Kav; 
rV(J)p4CT& CCV Ot KaNyqTt4 XplICY1110710101AN IMOXO^fIGT&g TCOPa; 
nOttg SUaKOXigg aMgZTO)Mý0f)V; 
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Ti rävFt i mJotoug va fflmlionotouv 1-1/Yrat)m'nomug oXt- 
OF, 0)PEI'TE OTL unapxE1 (xpl=6 ÄXMCFIItro; 
11ä)ý Ta GXOÄda lagßavouv Ifflogiro; Eivai uLkä Egoötaapzva; 
FV(OPKETE TO E-DXIKÖ; flOta SIVat 11 cmoXM crctý; To Xpilaigmotau; 
ylcapx£, K(IIE()la F-74päßEuuq Yla TIj; 7rpo(MäoEIEý TON KachInTd)v; 
Ilýog, rol)g mpeKst; 
HOliý 8'1)(iKOliFg (XVT1gETMKOI)V 01 KCtOfflTE'5G Tla TIJ XIYq'(rq HIY? 
NÜOPO'ÜV V(I Tlý ýEICEPOL(JOUV; 
NoliiýFm, Oa ýmopoum lq XRoil HN va Eivat unoXpu»TtKq gETa To (jE, 1, vapto; 
9 ET0wElý gxcvawl CTO1)ý HY 
flota VoligFTF, OTI stvott Tot Kupta ný£OVEM'li(iT(i Kai gziovelMpzTct M yjoAo-rl HN aTil 
8180t(MCLý. ict? 
Noiti4ETF, ltü)ý -ft'VFTCLI V(I ffl(JIWM0lEiTF- HIY l(CLI VQ 7rPOX(OPF-iTF, Or9V lÖkq GCtý TaüTÖXPOVCt, 
F % VnOUIIOI)(YOLTF, ICGtpCtJIEP(l ElnliOpgWOM; 
Ilota gtvctt TCL FPaoöta Tta Týp napcurtpct mgöp(Mcrq Gaý CrT01)g IFY; 
Fta Rotoug leoug ea xpllatpx)Iroma(lLTF- IVY PE Toug gaEýq-rtg Gag; 
TXETE F-V88gF, 1, g oTt 01 ýmollüg MXOPci VCL gaO(tiV01)V KCtk&FP(X gE TIJ ßoAOF-1, a TOU H/Y; ME 
mn)xKptgEvol) 07rou (I1V01)V IEEPIGGOTEPO OMO OTI gE äU0I)g; g Tp 
lg 
gao 
rI0lEg YV(i)CrEtý Kat 1KOLV0T11TEg XPELK; ET(It 0 Ka(bl'Mlljg Yta Va gnOPEI Va 515gel gE WY; 
rIolig 0 ilcto11T9, g; 
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APPENDIX VI 
QUESTIONS FOR PROGRAMME DESIGNERS IN ENGLISH 
The connection of EE to Odysseia 
About the traini g 
Is there any evaluation of EE? 
Have you discussed the training with the teachers? Which were their complaints? 
What is your impression of the quality of the programme? 
Was the curriculum of the Programme provided by the Ministry? 
Was the curriculum the same for all the programmes and trainers? 
Was there any assessment of needs before the start of the programme? 
How did that take place? 
If there had been no assessment, how did that affect the training? 
Where there teachers lacking basic skills? 
Were the teachers taught how to plan sessions with ICT or were the sessions purely 
theoretical? 
Did the programme enhance teachers' skills? 
Was the programme relevant to teachers' IT and ICT skills? 
Was the programme introducing teachers mto a different teaching pedagogy? How did 
they react? 
Were the teachers given the opportunity to practice what they were being taught? 
What is the ideal environment for teaching with ICT? 
Which are the dffficulties now in the physical setting? 
Which are the criteria of selection for ft-ainers? 
Were they released from their teaching duties then? How did this affect the programme? 
Was their own training enough for them to address the programme needs? 
Was there any communication among the trainers during the programme? What for? 
School environment 
Is there enough support for teachers to use ICT? 
Is there any continuation of the programme? 
Which are the barriers to ICT use and how can teachers overcome them? 
Why some teachers use ICT and some not? 
Do schools have software and where do they find it from? 
Could the ICT use be compulsory? 
Is there any kind of reward for teachers to use ICT? 
How is the school fimction affected by the existence or not of rewards? 
What would you change in the programme? 
Perceptions regarding ICT use 
Do you think ICT can offer to teaching? 
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What are the advantages and the disadvantages of ICT use? 
What barriers do teachers face towards their CPD? 
Can ICT use cover the curriculum needs? 
What are the further plans for ICT training? 
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11. QUESTIONS FOR PROGRAMME DESIGNERS IN GREEK 
To taTopticO Tlqq EE cc oX; caq FwTqv 081boactm H OXiOn Tq; ILETO KT. E. 
EXMJC& tw Tq 8ts4aywyj -rov (repivaptol) 
Ixel i QýIox&morq To-u (YFAtvixpt, ol); Ylvel 
EXF-TF, 0-VCTjTq'(YEt TO (; &AtVaptO PE TON Ka"Ttg; How T'IT(rv Ta 7no Pac; iicd 7rapdnovct 
T(OV KaNyqro)v irp0q; e(yc, tq 7EPO(YOMKa Wa PE TO 87EWP(P(I)TLKO 7EPOIYPCtgjICý CPXF-T 
rIOla CiVat 11 MMIRIMI GCEý -fta TqV 7EOIOTqTa TOU (yp-gtvapwu; 
Ta apoypdggam eiXccv SoOst' cur6 To Yr=E); 
rIOtOq 'M E' S(OUC; 
Ta xpoypaggam qrav icotva ym oka'r(x TgilgaTa; 
YrýpXc yvo')oq Tow (xvayK6)v'r(OV ICaNyqT6)v 7Eptv apXiact T71 5tSa0-KcLXia; 
Mq Cr2EOKTq'OqKE al)Tq Tq YV(i)O-q 
I, 6)g enweaue To efyyo il ayvota; 
Al6a0'KOVTaV 01 KaffilyqT&g napayOM, 1))LtIC016 ý curk6q 7rapaxo)LOlftlb(F(XV TO 0WPqTIKO 
gtpOq TOD npaypaggawq; 
FV(DpiýETC: 
Av To aegtVapto FXet PsXTt6)aet TTiv eni8ocrqrcj)v Ka", r6)v. 'ng npoý Tt; 
Av To aclitvapto CCVTCUIOKPtVOTCCV CFTtý CCVaYKFq TCOV KaNfqT6)V (09 nPOý Tlý Pa(nKiý 
86ýt&qTF,; Kat Ta 7EapaSFt', YgaTa Ta OXCTIKa PE TO aVUnIP. &VO 8t8a0'Kaj)LiCL;; 
Av 'pXav KaOq-fqTeq nou 8ev ýmopOUCFaV Va aVTangW)OVV CYTO PU0116 TOA) (FEAtVa4)i0l)" wrq 
To 4yegivapto EtaqfayE TOI)q KaNyqTE. '; GE tVa 8laq)OPETtKO Itat&ry(JYYIK6 0i)0TqAa 
Mao-KaXiag unoypallg4owag vi auvepyau", gdNO-q. II6)q CEVT96pa(YaV Ot Ka"Tt4 (Y; E 
(n)T6; 
EiXav ot icctOqyqT&'q cuK(xVizq va F-4a 'GOVV CrUT6 IEOI) PAOatVaV; 0-101 
Mq Oa IlTav To t8avtK6 xspý66-Uov yta juiftia pE HIY; 
IIII H6(; o Stagop&TtKO gtVat alno CUEO TJJV 7EPaytLaTtKOTljTa; 
1IOttg 81)GKO)LiF-q UnapXOI)V TO)Pa; 
IlOtd ýTaV Ta KpITýPta TlIq F. ItaOY7'lq TCOV ClEtILOPWTq; 
Y, Tq 8t&PKEt(X TOU IEPOypdggaTOq gi CMa), Xtry&t' a7C6 Ta 5t8alCUK6 KaNKOVTa; Ixav 
H anaXkan' cruni kerroupryOVas 0micd OTO 9PYO TON 'K(xt YtaTt; 
Tt ci8oug maraiSevaq eiXav ýAPFt; 
H mrai5cuag 7101) OAP(XV IjTaV (XPKSTý yja TIIV UC(XvojrotjjTtKý 
&MCF-PaiOM T(ov 
7rpoypagliduov nou Toug ' avaTcOet'; SIM 
Kcrrd Tq 61apyeta Tou npoypaggaTog innlpXe mc0tv0)vLa 9 d-WN MgOPWTt; 
inre6alwoug TOU np(yypdggaToq; 
IC TI CUltokMN CW'rE-'g Ot CR)VaVTTj(y&lý 
FWXO*%tKo 7r&ptp6. k"v 
oi icaOylyqrtq Eivat, ro =&&5o rcat Tj notonl-ra imoM'ptýq; aPKEnI Ym va 4=0*01)v 
(y, ro g&yio-ro cmra nou E'Iga0av; 
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ynctpxF. t iccurota OUVEXE1a arqv einliop(mm MO)V T(OV KaffimT(bv; 
IlOla EiVat TOL F, "081« 1tOD CEVTII£TÜMKO'UV 01 KaffilyqTtý OGOV Cupopä rl 515aCFKCLkia gE 
Hfy reat noý Ta ýEICEPV(IVE; 
FtCtTt' VOJIKETC KäR0t01 Xn(7t)10710101)V IVY K(It Kä7C010t 0X4 fk XPOg TI FiVCLI Sta(POPM)cOi; 
Ta aX0£ia tZouv IOTWIIIKO; Ebý To kalißorvol)v; 
]Fvo)pKFrp, To 
Ninopa va mßkqOci &)g unoXpEo)n" TI Xpljoll HN gETä To aElitväpto; 
YlrCtpXgt Kält010 Eikg EMßpOtßE1)Mg '(la TOUg Ka011^nJTF'4, 
r16)g CWTÖ FEIMPEKEI Tll ýMTOI)pyla TOD GXOÄ901); 
e Tt Oct al)dKctTF, Crriv entilopqxüoll; 
r AmoWci; axmKot Fw Tq Xpq' aq H/Y 
Nogi(ers OU ot H/Y ýmopovv va npompepouvo'm 8t8(XO-KctxiCL; 
Iloid stivat Ta n4ovmq'gant Kat Ta pmvsKq'gaTa MaamXicr, g& Hf Y; 
Hotd sivat Ta &"68ta iEoi) ctvTtpzT=iCoiw ot ic(xftmTcq -ft(x qv 7Eapcm(xpa E711ROP(p(ooll 
Tov; moug H/Y; 
NoAsTs OU Ct'Va't 8uvaTo va y. t'veTat Mao-KaXia pz HfYI(C[t Va 7EPOX(J)P&i K 11 lb)LIJ 
TcmToXpova; 
Ropa nota etvat ra oXe, Sta yiaTliv mgopWcni; 
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APPENDIX VII 
INITIAL CODING CATEGORIES 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
S 
Compulsory teaching with the use of ICT (comp): Possible attitude of teachers to 
ICT use becoming compulsory (Bold-Underlined). 
Computer use (use 19): Interviewees' current use of computers (Lime 19). 
Computers in classrooms Comments about the ideal conditions for teaching 
with ICT (Tan 34). 
Cooperation (coop 16): Existence of cooperation among teachers, head-teachers 
(-Gray 50% 16). 
E- yliko (ylik 15): Interviewees' acquaintance with the web site (Blue-Gray 15). 
Evaluation (eval28): Interviewees' perceptions of being evaluated (Sea Green 28). 
Financial management (fin): Comments about the financial management of the made 
by the LEA (Underlined). 
Hands-on activities (hand28): During the training (Bright Green 28). 
KSE and other training projects (kse 12): Comments about the good practice of other 
training programs (Green 12). 
Motivation (niot 18): The reasons for which the teachers or trainers participated in the 
relevant teacher ICT training program (Light Orange 18). 
Pedagogy (peal): Comments revealing interviewees' current pedagogy (Bold-Italic- 
Underlined). 
Personal details (pers25): Any personal information (Pink 25). 
Plans (plan 10): Teachers' plans for a future use of the laboratory and ICT use in their 
lessons (Orange 10). 
i78 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Policy (pol): Comments about the regulations of the school (Bold-Italic). 
Praise (prai): Comments about the existence of formal and informal appraisal or not 
(Italic). 
Programme (prog2 I): Any comment concerning the routine of the programme (Aqua 
21). 
Reasons (real 3): Reasons mentioned for use and no use of ICT in teaching (Teal 13). 
Software (sof23): Comments about the quality, quantity or appropriateness of the 
existing software (Violet 23). 
Suggestions (sug 11): Any suggestions for amelioration and improvement of the 
training (Dark Yellow 11). 
33): Head-teachers' and LEA's role conceming teachers' Support and pressure (; up I 
use of ICT (Rose 33). 
Teachers' needs ( ): Comments about the correspondence of the training to 
teachers' needs (Yellow 27). 
Technical assistance ( ): Comments about the need or existence of technical 
assistance (Light Turquoise 37). 
Time for experimenting (tM08): Time for practicing what teachers are taught (Pale 
Blue 38). 
Time (tim7): Comments of the interviewees on the concept of time concerning the 
planning of a lesson with ICT (Indigo 7). 
Trial lessons (tri2): Interviewees' impressions from their teaching experience (Brown 
2). 
Use of ICT by students (stu5): Interviewees' impressions of pupils use of 
ICT as they 
saw it or think of it (Dark Teal 5). 
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APPENDIX VIII 
Extract from Interview with teacher 4 
(nee 27) 
When did you attend the other one? 
The year before. So I had already gained the skills. And I only Nvanted to get informed 
about the cds that exist for my subjects. wanted a more specialised information anu 
how to make use (mot 18) of these (kse 12). 
I think the seminar was pushigg vou towards a cogperative ty've of work How did u 
react to that? Is it similar to vour teachinR habits? 
I cant sav its similar. The subjects that I am teaching are not opt to groyR working 
teachigE. That's mv opinion. I applv the conversational teachin'G, not the teacher 
centred: I sav and then I ask what I want to receive from the Pupils. Me I in, foee 
the knowledee out of the pupils based on what thev know. I use 'aroup work onh, fo 
assignments. In task of svnthesis Igive it to teams of pupils to make the assignment. 
But in the class I use conversational methods (Ped) . 
During the experimental teaching which was your role as a teacher? 
I had to inform the pupils for the content and the schedule of the program, for the 
importance of it and its application. After that I left them alone, after I made an 
exhibition for them how they can use it, I gave them the worksheet, and I left them 
alone. I was observing the pupils (tri2). 
Did they have problems? 
No all the pupils managed to finish it. 
Problem 
hal to "A tile 
didn*t I 
Besides 
that, we are in the difficult position of asking help from the IT teachers. since there 
is 
no technical assistance, for installing a software, for making sure that all the teams are 
working at the same time. While if there was someone constantly to support and 
help, 
our life would be easier. I wouldn't have to ask favors from the 11 teacher. 
And be 
dependent on when it suits him and if he is going to help. There are technical problems 
about the time, if we need assistance and who wit I offer it (tech 37). 
Are there pcs in the school in another plao:. ' 
Yes there is in the teachers' office and one in the head',,, office. Miich ý\e Li-,,,, 
HOW do (I LISe tile PC? DO U XN61C texts'? 
Sonic texts, some Comments that I would like to pme to niý pupil" (use N) 
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APPENDIX IX 
The initial goal of the EE training programme was to help teachers introduce the ICT into 
A- 
-, daeir teaching. Though focusing on ICT it was expected that the programme would support 
reflection on principles of teaching and learning, indeed trainers were expected to 
underline the importance of cooperative learning, of the role of the teacher as a mediator to 
knowledge, of the interdisciplinary approach to teaching and of the acquisition of 
knowledge by the pupils themselves (Dapontes and Kontakidis, 2001). The trainers were 
given that general fi-amework according to which they had to plan their lessons. 
There was no generic teaching of IT skiUs, the trainers tned to present the use of ICT in a 
context which would have relevance for them. This did not happen adequately as seen in 
ý1- - Me comments by teachers. However it was the trainers' intention to develop basic IT skills 
m context. In the first sessions, the teacher-wainers were discussing the importance of ICT 
in education and in teaching the philological lessons in general. 
Through document analysis a description of how this was done is given below: 
Software 
example 
Context Comments 
The Centennia, Teaching history -Teachers were also encouraged to find maps 
software with maps online 
http: //www. clockwk-coml 
http: //www. ancestry. com/search/rectype/refer 
ence/maps/main-asp 
http: //historymedren. about. com/library/weekl 
yfaa071000a. htm. 
I - Example of a teaching with Centennia, 
381 
Software Context Comments 
example 
Attic Literature Teaching Ancient - Guidelines for the installation of the 
Greek software and its pedagogical use 
- Example of a teaching with Attic LiteraturS 
The culture of Teaching History _ - Guidelines for the installation of the 
Mycenae software and its pedagogical use 
21 on board Teaching history _ - Introduction to the use of the software 
- Activities to get used to the use of the 
software 
- Preparing worksheets based on the software 
Greek Language Teaching Greek - Guidelines for the installation of the 
as a foreign software 
_Ffloglossia Ilanguage 
Application Context Comments 
Example 
Word Preparation Of - Introduction to worksheets 
worksheets - Typing of worksheets 
- Example of a worksheet for history 
Word Teaching language - Example of a scenario for producing a 
SkiRs Cv 
The use of templates for producing 
letters and CVs 
Worksheets for ways of persuasion in 
advertsing 
Excel Teaching history - Guidelines for producing chronological 
Excel timetables and graphs 
- Creation of a table and a graph showing 
the losses of the 2dWorld War by 
nation. 
PowerPoint PowerPoint in - Guidelines for using PowerPoint 
teaching Greek - Scenarios for using PowerPoint in Art 
and Fhstory 
382 
Website Example Context Comments 
A list of Teaching art Examples of teaching art with Internet 
websites of Internet - Imn e editing 
Museums, 
archaeological 
sites and artists. 
A list of Writing and -Websites for writing in Ancient Greek and 
websites teaching Ancient translating. 
concerning Greek. http: //www. perseus. tufts. edu. 
Ancient Greek. bq: //www. komvos. edu. gr. 
Scenarios for teaching Ancient Greek 
A fist of Greek literature Finding websites that concern the support 
websites online of teaching Greek 
concerning 
Greek 
Literature 
E-mail Teaching Modern List of activities from language skills 
Greek improvement through e-mail 
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